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INTRODUCTION 
This,  the  fifth report  on  financial  and  technical co-operation 
. between  the  European  Economic  Commt.O.ni·ty  and  the  Associated African 
States  and  Madagascar  (AASM),  was  drawn  up  by the  Commission in 
pursuance of Article  27  of the  first Yaounde  Convention.  In general 
plarr it re:.-;embles  the earlier  :rt;po~.:-ts.  It deals. \"lith,  work  undertaken 
.·.or completed in 1969 1  whether  financed  by the  second European  Development 
Fund  (EDF)  or  by  ordinary loans  granted by the  European  Investment 
Bank  (EIB).  The  sections  concerning the EIB's activities were  prepared 
by  the  Da~k itself. 
This report,  like  the  e3Xlier  ones,  shows  in particular the  way 
in which  the  Commission,  in administering technical  and  fina~cial 
.co-operation,  hc:..s  paid careful attention to  the  general pattern for 
the  economic  and  social development  of the  AASM  as  formulated  by  the 
Association Council  in its resolutions.of 1966,  1967  and  1968. 
This  report differs  from  7-he  previous  ones  in two  respects.  Firstly, 
it includes  data on  the preparation and  submission of projects  for  the 
third EDF  in acc.Jrdance  with  the  tra"lsi  tional measures  and  arranzements 
adopted  by  the  Associated States and the  Commission  with  a  view  to 
making  these projects part  of the  medium  and  long-term programmes  under 
Article  22  of the  eecond  Yaounde  Convention. 
Secondly,  this report  gives  a  brief account of a  new  form  of aid· 
granted to  the  AASM  by  the  Community in 1969,  viz.  food  aid.  This 
form  of aid is reported  on in an  Annex  only since it is provided not 
under "the  Yaounde  Convention  but under  the  Food  Aid  Convention..  None 
the  less,  it reinf0rces  the  support  given  to  the  AASM  in  the  form 
of financial  and  technical  co-operation for their econordc  a.."l.d  so·=:ialr 
development. 
+ 
.,.  + 
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Chapter  ,  - GENERAL 
f!El.i/  CCV.:·IITMENTS 
Expansion of total commitments  (see  Table  1) 
The  gross  fi~~re for  commitments  undertaken in 1969  by  the 
Commis£ion under  the  second EDF  was  106  million u.a.*  This  sum 
is lower  than  the  an:::mal  avernge  for the period ·1964-68  ( 127  million· u. a.) 
because  of the gradual exhaustion of the  second EDF  and,  a  mor-e·  important 
factor,  the difficulties involved in some  of the projects which  came  to 
light when  the  projects  were  examined  •. 
In the  year under  review  60  financing proposals  were  submitted 
to  the  EDF  Committee. by  normal procedure  at the  9  meetir"gs  held in 
the  course  of the  year.  The  Committee  endorsed  59  of these  proposals 
ru1d  the  Commiss1on  agreed to  finance  them.  The  proposal  concerning  a 
project  for  the  Congo  (Brazzaville)  ~ the purchase  of a  dredger  for  the 
port  of Pointe  Noire  - was  not  endorsed  by the  Committee  but  was 
nevertheless submitted by  the  Commission  to  the  Council of .f>iinisters 
·  a..--:.d  adopted. 
After  allo\'Jance  for  ac justmentE  to  and reductions  in:  previous 
comr.;ituents,  the  net  accumulated  total of  comrr.itr.:ents  at  the  end .of 
1969  ~as 645  million u.a.,  which  takes  into  account  the  cost of 
technical supErvision  and  other  expenses  relating to  the  projects. 
Thus  nearly all  (96~;)  the  funds  available  for  the  AASH  out  of  the 
total provided  for  the  period of implementation of Yaounde 
Convention  I  have  been  committed. 
This Convention  expired  on  31  May  1969,  but  by decision of the 
contracting pc>.rties  its provisions will  continue  to  be  applied until 
the  neri  Association Convention,  signed  at  Yaounde  on  29  July  '1969 1 
comes  ir.to force. 
"To  avoid  an;;~ discontiau;i·t:y  ±n  th.:::  .::xaminart:.on  of· p:rCrJ.;,.c.ts  d~.:L-:,ing 
. the  transitional period,  the  Association  Counc.il  also  decided 
(Decision  30/69  of  29  Hay  1969)  that the  projects  and  p:::-ogrammes  to 
be  financed under  the third EDF  could te  ~ubmitted l?Y  .the  Asocciatcd 
States  once  Yaou::de  Convantion  I  had  expired  and  any  funds  still available 
.·  ·' 
ii:  Not  including the  costs for  super·viaing  execu.tion of the :p:t•oj~ct.s: 
no!'  administrative  ar..c  f:Lnancial  expenses. 
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under  the  second EDF  could be  employ~d in particular for  financing 
studies required  to  prepare  these  projects and  programmes.  In view 
of the  expansion of earlier commitments under  the heading of investment-
linked· technical  co-operation,  an overall sum  of 1.5 million u.a.  was  . 
authorized  for  commitments.for this purpose  by  "accelerated procedure". 
In  1969  the  European  Investment  Bank provided  1.6 million u.a.  towards 
the  financing of tv:o  industrial projects;  this brought its total aid  from 
the  funds  it obtains  on the  capital markets  up  to  46.8 million u.a. 
1:1.2  Brea!-cdovm  hy sector of activit;z  (see  Tables  2  and  4} 
·  ... ) 
As  in the  preceding years,  the largest proportion of the  EDF  aid 
committed  in 1969  went  to  rural production,  i.e. ·45%  of the  total  (compared 
with  36~6 in 1968).  New  commi  tr.~ents  bring the  share  of rural production 
in  tne  accumulated  total of second EDF  commitments  to  44%. 
About  half the  investments in this sector rel.:'l.ted  to  structural 
improvement  and  diversification projects,  for  which  the  same  high  level 
as  in 1968  was  attained.  To  a  large  extent  these projects relate to the 
establishment  O!'  extension of plantation ·crops  (see  Chapter 3).  Land 
improvement  and  in particular irrigation schemes  also  played  a  major 
part in the  1969  EDF  investmen-ts. 
Finally,  a  very marked  drop  in price support is to  be  observed,  from 
6.2 million u.a.  in 1968  to  1.36 million u.a.  in  1969  (see  Chapter 3). 
Aid  in.thc  stock-breeding sector was  primarily  connected  with training 
-
and  prepnrato::::"y  technical  assistc.r.c.e,  which  implies  increased  investments 
in this sector during  the  coming years. 
The  funds  allocated to industrial,ization  (including  energy)  formed 
··23%  of total  ·:orr;r::itments  in 1969 1  representing  a  considerable  increase 
ov.er. previous years.  This  '.'las  due  mainly  to  one  very large  invt::stmellt 
(18 million u.a.):  the Inga hydroelectric  scheme  in Congo  (Kinshasa), 
~vhich,  it must  be  emphasized,  is of g!'eat  importance  for  the industrialization 
·of  that  count:-y. 
The  sha:·e  allocated to  economic  inf!'astructure  was  smaller in 1969 
than in the  preceding years.  Comoitments  in this sector represented 
'  . 
18.4·%  of toteJ.  co:nn;itme:::lts  and  i~ pa!'ticulnr  concern road projects,  which - 7 - 3120/VIII/FED/70-E 
are either an  essential corollary·to operations  to  develop rural 
production or  a  factor promoting inter-State  communications  and, 
consequently,  African  regional  co-operation. 
Social sector corrmitments  have  tapered off over the last  few 
years;  in  1969  they  accounted  for  sonie  8~6  only of total commitments, 
compared .with  11%  in  1968  and  as  much  as  24%  in 1967.  This  drop 
·affects principally infrastructure projects in education  and "health. 
It reflects the  Commission's  concern to  avoid  financing  educational 
and health establishments the  maintenance  and  operation of which  nre 
likely to  be  too  great  a  burden  on  the  budget  of the  authorities in 
the  country in question.  This problem,  which  has  been referred to 
by  the  Association Council  (Resolution 1/66,  4·,  9,  and  12) 1  has 
caused  the  Comnission t-::>  cone ent.-ra.+..e  on  less  ambitious  operations  and  on 
technical co-operation  (see  Chapter  2.1.1~2). 
In  the  urban infrastructure  sector  few  commitments  were  undertaken  .  ..  ...  .  . 
in 1969.  These  relate  to  two  surveys  only:  installt>.tion of a  water 
supply  system in Cotonou  and  an  improvement  scheme  in. the  town  of 
Nogadishu. 
+ 
+  + 
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The  table  below  summarizes  the  man~er in which  the  breakdown  of 
commitments  by sectors has  evolved since  the  Yaounde  Convention  c::me 
l  . 
?  into  force:  it shows  the predominance  of productive projects and, 
in particular,  the  sharp increase in measures  to  promote  the  industrialization 
of  th~ Associated States. 
(%) 
1.6.64  ;--.---
1.o.b5.  1967  1968  1969  1.6.65  31.12.66 
Industrializat~on 
(incl.  energy)  1.0  1.2  3·5  18.4  23-1 
Rurril  produ~tion  51.1  36.6  47.0  36.0  45o4 
Transport  end 
communications  20.4  31.8  25.7  35.4  18.4  I 
Social  19.8 
I 
29.3  23.7  11.4  7.8 
Mi see  11  a."!eaus  7-7  1.2  0.4  0.1  1.5. J  !  L__.:_  -
:  '  ' 
~H 
:Y  On  the  basis of  gross  commitments. 
) 
2  Excludi:;;.g  lonr  .. s  from  the European  Investment  Bank. 
+ 
+  + 
Under  the  Associe.tion  Conventi:~n ordinary lcan.s  granted. by  the 
European Investment  Bank- have  been used to  finance  i!!Jr,;ediately  productive 
projects,  c1ainly  ··in  industry and  mining,  and also infrastructure  schemes: 
(1)  eleven loans,  representing  41+%  of the total value  of these  leans, 
to  set up  plant  for  processing agricultural produc&,  and  for  food 
manufacture,  ";extiles  1  chemicals  and  metal  working; 
(ii)  two  lofu~s  (43%)  to  develop  extractive  industries; 
{iii)  one  loa."l  (8;0)  to  improve  and  enlarge  a  hydroelectric plant; 
':-: (iv)  one  loan, (5~-6)  to build  o.  road  serving  a  forest  area. 
I 
•  ,. 0/ .... 1.1.3 
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r.rethods  of  financin~ 
{a.)  The  two  ordinary loans were granted  by the European  Investment 
Bank  for eight yearo  at the interest rates applied  by the EIB  when 
the financing contracts were  signad 1  i.e.  6~  and  7%  respectively. 
These were  made  on  normal  terms, which take into a.ccount  the 
e>~ectcd fin~~cial returns  from the·projects and  the average 
period of  actue~ depreciation. 
(b)  The  J.oans  on  ~l'~ecifll_term~ granted  in 1969  amou.~t to  15 ,miilion u.a.  1 
or 15%  of the gross fresh  corr~itments for the year,  bringing their 
total up  to 43.4 million u.a.  1  i.e.  94%  of the  sum  alloca.ted  for 
such  1oa.~s under the Yaounde  Convention  I..  In both :-elative 
and  absolute terms,  the value of these loru1s,  four  in all, 
represents  a  considerable increase over the preceding year. 
Each of the four loans  formed. part of a  mixed  type of financing: 
they were  lir~~ed  ~·lith  either a  non-repaye.ble grant  or an 
ordinary loan from  the  European  Investment  Bar.k.  The  mixed 
financing formu.la  on  a  gra:.1t/loan  basis  was  P.mployed  firstly in 
consideration of the type of the project  and its proi!Hability 
and,  secondly,  in order to  avoid  any  excezsive  ino:>:>ease  in the 
indebtedness of the countries in ques+.ion. 
'l'ho  loans  ~vere used  for directly productive  investmen-ts 
and  for  economic  infrastructure projects that promised  to be 
directly profitable. 
In 1969  the largest loan  (9  million u.a.) was  allocated  to'. 
industrialization:  par-t  of the major hydroelect!'ic ·scher.1e  at 
Inga in the  Congo  {Kinshasa).  The  fir.ancing tias  split. equally 
bet~'/een  a  loan  and  a  grant.  This  financing formula  \va,.'3 
adopted  in particula.r to prevent  an  excessive burden upon the 
national debt  of the State in question. 
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The  second  loa:J.  (2. 5 million u.a.) was  fo.r  the construction 
of the Brisse  Obiga-River Tr!a.gay  forest  read, in. Gabon,, extending 
the Libreville-rhkongo ti-unk road.  This .·is :the first road 
project which the ::IDF  has  financed  by means  of a  loan.  ~!hen 
estimating its profitabi+ity,  a,ccount  must  be' talcen  of private 
. investments  in forestry,  to which this project is an  essential 
adjunct.  1;:1  a.ddi tior.. the :fu:ropean  Investment  Bar..k  grant(."'(j 
for this project  an  ordinuxy loan of 2.3 'million u.a.,on which 
the Ccmmission·has  allowed  an  interest rebate of 3%.  The 
weighted  average interest rate for these two  supplementary loans 
has thus been reduced to 2.4%. 
A third  loan is intended to provide partial fina.'1cing for· 
an agricultural project,  namely the development·of cotton production 
in. the  Ivory Coast.  Mixed  fina.>1cbg is also  employed  f'or  this 
investment,  the special loan share being 1.  67  million u. a.  to 
cover the cost  of processing and  s~orage equ.ipment,  while the 
gra~t· is essentially to  cover the cost of technical  assistan~e. 
A  fou-rth  lean on  special t·:'!rrns  is for financing  a  ne;.r 
slaughterhouse in Ta!lan1!I'ive,  Madagascar  (1.86 million u.a. ). 
:ror·  this project too non-repa;ya.bie  aid. has  been granted  a;nounting 
to 1.45 million u.a.  (see  Cha.pte~  2.1.1.1)~ 
The  fi!}ancial  terms  of the  fou.:::- loans granted  in 1969  range 
from  20 to  ~3 years  as  regards duration and  from  1%  to  2%  as 
regards  inte~est rates. 
If all 1;he  loans  on  special terms  gr.e.nted  under the second 
F.DF  are taken together,  it is seen that transport  i!'l.fra.structure 
has  beert  allocated  -!;he  lru·gest  shar·e  (41/o),  for the purpose of 
financing three re.J.lwa.y  projects,  a  "Hhaxf  a..>1d  a  road. 
Industrialization  ta..~es  second  pla.ce  (31%),  rti  th a  major 
po~rer project  1  a  cement ·.•mrks,  a  te~ile fac·i;ory  and  a  slaughter-
house.  igro-industrial  schemes,  in particular oil-palm plantations, 
account  fo~·  28~ cf the total. 
(c)  In 1969  commitments  :.n  the  form  of  non-re~'cya.ble grants rose to 
9J.  million ·.1. a.  j  gi  vil!g an  e.ccumulat ed total of 596. 6 million u. a. : 
i.e.  96;&  c-f  the a.rnount  set aside under- the Yaounde  Conv~n:tion 
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In several cases these subsidies have been ·ma.Oe  conditional 
upon special provisions  concerning the formation of'a "re-
investment fund",  the proceeds  of which will be  re-~llocated 
by the Sta.te in question to  economic development  operations. 
This formula of grant  linked  ..  with a  re-investment  fund  is used 
primarily for e.gricultural projects,· i.e.  for productive projocts 
where  financial profitability is .too U."lcertain,  diff"~se or 
remQte for financing by loan  (see report to the Association 
Council,  1968). 
It has been  employed  in 1969  to finance rico-growing 
schemes  in  r~~uritania,  selected palm  pl~tations in· Togo  and 
to  extend  tea gro·.ring in Burundi. 
The  financing agreement  does·not  1~- down  strict coP-ditions 
for_ re-allocating funds  repaid to the State by recipients: 
this is left to the Government  concerned,  which u.ndertcik:es  to 
consult the  Com~ission beforeh~d. 
(d)  In addition to  lo~:s on  special terms,  i~terest rebates  and 
\ 
grants,  the Commission  grar-l;ed  in 1969. en  advance of 1  million u. a.. 
from the  ~F's liquid assets to the Office des  ~ultures Industr1elles 
in  Burundi  (see ChEpter  5.2). 
.. ..  ; ... 1.1.4 
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Break:dotm  by count!.Y_  (see Table 3) 
The  commitments undertaken in 1969  under the Eu.ropean  De':'elopment 
.Fund  made  it possible to rectify some  imbala~c~ which still exists 
in the distribution of aid  among  the  Asso~iat.cd Ste.tes. 
The  projec~s a.pproved  in 1969  primerily bGnefited those 
countries •·•hich  had  received  a  relatively smaller shat'e of aid in 
previous years  owing either to  a  lack of suitable projects, 
'incomplete state of dossiers submitted or the need  f'or  a  fairly 
lengthy period to prepare large-scale  invest~ent projects.  These · 
COQ~tries are Burundi,  the  Congo  (Kinshasa),  Upper Volta,  Niger, 
l?wanda  and  Togo. 
By placing graater emphasis upon pre-investment .technical 
assistance,  the  Commission  ha.s  tried· to assist these Associated States 
in their choice of suitable projects.and in drawing up dossiers for 
submission  (Thtanda1  Burundi). 
It has  also ma.intai.ned  a  consultant  in  Rt.,.znda  to ded with ·power 
programming:  it will be noted  thatE.DF investments  in the.t  country's 
pcwer sector have been  partic~.'.l!!.rly numerous  'i~ recent ye8:rs. 
The  Congo  (Kinsha<::a)  was  the main  recipient of Community  aid 
in 1969:  it received  over  30~ of' the  nE:w.  commitments  undcrte>.ken  . 
during the year  and  so  the  amount  of a.id  granted  to  til.at  State  U~1der 
the second  EDF  has  nea.rly doutled.  This  spec.tacular increase is. 
due principally to three large investments:  the .major pc11rer  project 
at  Inga and  two  rur~~ production projects. 
'Togc  received  the next  largest share of aid  after the Congo  (Kir-shasQ), 
.  ' 
In 1969  it received  44~ of all the commi"tme!'lts  undertaken  under. the 
second .EDF  in its favour.  This  aid  covered  two  road  investments  1  an 
e  .  .gricultural devslopme!'lt  programme ,and  an  industrial plantation. 
projec.t. 
-l: 
The  markod  increase in .aid  coll".mi tments  for Bu  .  .rundi  in 1969 
(25%  of the totc.l granted under the second :!mF)  relates principally . 
to a  m~jor rod proj  ec~.  T~e 32·%  rise :i.n  th!::  total granted to. 
Upper Volta is r;1ainly  accounted  for by a  rond·project  and  an 
industrialization project  (Oua~adougou slpught8rhouse). 
I 
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The  new  aid granted to Nige! and  Rwa.."lda  in 1969  is .the most 
diversified.  In the case of Niger· it relates to a  major road 
project  and  also to smaller-scale schemes· in the social and  rural 
production sectors.  . The  aid  granted to this country is  more· 
than h·ice as  much  as  in 1968.  In Rwanda  the Community's. 
operations were  connected  with rural production  and projects in 
the energy and  educational sectors. 
Finally  1  it must  ,be  pointed  out  that. the  aid granted to 
the above  )~sociatcd states .in 1969  was,  with about  one  exception 
(Congo-Kinshasa) 7  in the form  of non-repeye3,ble  aid  since these 
· States are among  those whose  dev<3.!.opment  is impeded  by the greatest 
structurc!l.  ob:;;tacJ.cs. 
0 
0  0 
The  two  projc~ts finan0ee!  :in  1969  by ordi:.ary loans  from 
the Europea."l  Investme!'lt  Bank were  for Caine1'00n  a."l.d  the 
Ivory Coast. 
At  the end  of 1969  the breakdown of total loans granted  by 
the Bank  was:  Ivory Coast  (11. 7 million. u. a. ·or 24. 9%); 
Mauritania  (11  million u.a.  or 23.'5%);  CaJlleroon  (9.5 million u.a. 
or 20.3p);  Congo-Brazzaville  (9  million ,.u.a.  or 19.2%); 
Gabon  (3.2 million u.u.  or 6.9%);  Senegul  (2.4 million u.a.  or 5.2%) • 
.  .  .  ; ... 1.2 
·1.2.1 
1.2.2 
_, '1-
.... 
PROGRESS  OF  OPEP~TIONS 
Invita.tions to teride:r 
- . 
.  . 
The Commission has no  more  dossiers for tenders at  t~e publicatio~ 
st£-.ge.  Any  received  are  ex~i~ed  imm~ciiately and  either publisiled or 
forwaXdod,  aft~r being finalized,  to the Associated  states for 
public!.tion. 
In the course of 19691  88  international invitations to tender were 
issued  representing a  total value of 64.8  m~llion u.a.- Of  these calls 
for tender 26  related to works  contractS  a."ld  62  to supply contracts. 
'  ,,·  .·  .  .  •. 
Those for works  contracts represent 45·million u.a.,  i.e.  69.6% of· 
the.total1  o.nd  those for supply contracts represent  30.4%  o.t  19~7 million u.a. 
Compo.red  with the. preceding years the share of·  supply contracts' h::1.s  risen 
e.t  a  more  rapid  r<de  th~'l that of works  contracts.  ·This 'comparative 
increose in St.J.pplies  reflects the evolution of the aid  policy formula-ted 
by the Community's  authorities responsible for  associa·~ion ma.ttersi 
there ts now  a tendency to finance  fe\-ler  infrastructure investments  than 
originally and  to place more  emphasis  upon production  plant~ 
The  Commis3ion Is c  epar-tments  have standardized their l'TOrking -metho_ds 
in this field.  The  most  c·bvious  feature is that,  of the 62  invi  t,a.tions. 
.  .. 
to tendQr  for  SU?ply contracts,  55  were· issuoo  in the form  of "public 
consult·ation';,  1-:hich  involves,  for the- C~mmission 1 s depe.rtments,drawing 
up  and  placing at the dispos:tl  of the :!.dmin:i.strative authorities in 
the Associated  States the full text of the special specifications; 
this makes  for greater uniformity of invitations to tender. 
~racts by ;pQblic  tender,  direct-lc>.bour estimate  and~~le tender1 .· 
(see Table  5) 
At  the rH::xt  s-ta.ge  in the  implementation .of 'aid,  698  contracts· 
'  .  . 
(ty public tender,  direct-labo'.l.r estimate and single  tender.}~:~~13re 
placed under the tHo  ED:FS  in 1969:.  ,142  under·· the fi!'st  ·@F  and  556 
under the second.  .... 
Hith regard  to the first EDF  it is  'no~• chief'ly a  matter of :fitia.lizing·  .. 
1 
projects Y.Thich  involve the placing Of  comparatively small  contracts primarily 
of interest to concerns in the .Associa:ted  States :rather than in the 
lf.ember  S-tates. 
.  ..  f ... 
i 
ThE"l  fig.1.res  eiven  in  t~is chr::.pter  do  no-t  differentiate bet1veen  the .fu'\.SM 
2:1d  OCT:D  ((1'J'~1rsec:s  Countries,  Terri-t.orie~  E~.:1d  Dep<1rt.ments). ·Year 
1959. 
1960 
1961 
.. 1962' 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
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The total figure for the 142  contracts financed  under the first 
EDF  was  only e,  million u.a., while the 556  contracts  u~der the  seco~d 
EDF  represent  a  tot~l of 137  million. 
The total for contracts  (by public tender;  direct-la.bour estimate 
and  single tender}  placed  U7lder  the two  ::IDFs  was  thus 145 millio!) u.a. 
If the trend  since 1959  is observed,  1969  pr~·ves to  he.ye''"b~.-e~  ~.  y~'ar 
''  .,  •'  . 
in which the  j.mplement~.tion of operations  und~rtaken ac6e1er~'t.ed.  · ·  The 
totals for these contracts  ha~..re  risen as follows:. 
-----------
Contracts  (by public tender,  Year-to-year  incr~ase by Fund 
direct-labour estima.te  and 
single tender) 
Value  in million u. a  .• y  ___  .. __ 
First  Second  Total  First  Second'  Tot~l 
EDF  EDF  EDF  PDF  --
4  4  4  .,4  ..  ..  ... 
13  13  9  9 
' 
0 
67  67  54  54 
130  130  63  .- 0  ~3' 
'234  234  104  104 
345  345  111  111 
415  49  464  70  49  119.· .. 
: 
482  92  574  67  .;•'43  no 
~ 
502  150  652  20  58. 
,• 
78 ' 
523  259  782  21  109  130 
'1969  . 53l  396  ,-...___.._..____  ....  ,  927  8  137·  145 ,· 
531  ·:.396  927 
If the first  F\::.nd  is taken separat  ~1~r,  implementation  of· operations,. 
did not  begin until 1959.  The pG.ce  incre::;.sed  a.t'. a  more  or less steady Tate 
until the end  of 1964,  after \'Jhich  it fell off. · 
As  for the second  FUnd I  impler!!entation Of operations started  in 
1965 but the 49  million u. a.  shown  for that year actuelly relates 'to 
commitments  carried  cut  from  ~ june 1964 to  31, December  1965,  i.e.  over 
0 
:I 
a  period  of 19  months.  If all6wance is  ma~e for this fact,  .. the year~t~ 
year increases shm·;  a  steedy rise until in 1969 they rEJach  137  million u. a.., 
\'lhich  is tho highest  fig.1re  a:t'tained  since the  E:D.?  came  into operation  •. 
• . . I ... 1.2.3 
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For the two  Funds together,  during the initial period  extending from 
the launching of the EDF until 31  December 1965,  the pace of  implementa~ 
tion shows  a  steady rise.  If it is borne in mind  that for the second 
Fund  1965  rec:o.lly  covers 19  mon-ths  of operati()ns1  it will be  seen that 
the 1966  figure  was  nearly the  same  as  for the preceding tvJO  or three. 
years.  In 1967,  howevert  a.  definite falling-off appears  in the total: 
this l-Ias  ca11sed  by the n:n.rkt:d  dror;  in commitmen-ts  undertaken under the· 
.·. 
first JUnd  from  1965  o~wards.  Since 1967  the  Col7lrlllss~on has  r.1ade  a 
special effort to step up  as  fc.r  as possible tr..e  issue of ir.vitations 
to tender for works  or supply contracts.  The  figures reflect this effort: 
' 
wM.le  the annual  e.ver·agP.  fo:- 1963-56 was·  about  llO million u.  ~.,  by 1968 
the total had  increa...~ed  to 130 u. a.  and  l'ras  no less .than 145 million u. a. 
in 1969. 
At  the end  of the year under  re·.riew,  contracts placed  repr:esented 
911u  of total crdi  t  availc.ble unC:er  the first FUnd  and  54·;-s  of wha.t  was 
ave.ialble under the second  Fo.nd.. 
~e.£1-~S (see To.b.i.e  5) 
The  acceJ.eration  i:1  the impleme::1ta:tior.. .of projects. finru1ced  l:ly 
the !IDF  is reflected  in tho rise in pa;ymen-ts,  which  had  re-::.ohed  7t:i8  million  :t.~ 
· ~  thu  end of 1969 Und8r  tho  first ·a.nc  se~o~~ EDPS. 
Since 1965 the pa.ttern of payments unde1·  the two  Funds  ha.s  been 
as  follows: 
million u.e  .• 
.Year  T!':i.rst  Second  Total 
B2E  EDF- ' 
1965  85  22  107 
1966  77  32  109 
1)167  62  43  .105 
1963  40  70  llO 
1969  25  91  116 
Nil.  Advances  to price st  ::'1-bilizaticn f.unds  are not  incll+ded. 
Total payments have  shown  a  regJ.lt,!' .increase since 1967.  This 
is because pa,yments  under the  s.econd  Ft~nd have accelerated  more  rapidly 
7-h.::::n  pa;:rm•ants  under the first FUnd  have  tape!'ed  off. 
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At  the  end  of 1969,  p~ents under the second  FUnd  represented 
approximately  35!~ of commitments  a.gainst  31:~ at  ·~he  end  of 1968, 
while those made  under the first n1nd  since 1959  amounted  to 88% 
of commitmsnts.  Taken  together,  payments  under the two  Funds 
equalled some  6o%  of total commitments  by the end  of 1969. ?120/VIII/FED/70,-E 
9hapter  ;2  - INVESTMENTS  AND  F.ELA'I'ED  TECHNICAL  CO-OPERA~!.QB 
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2 .1  .• 1  :!Purgpean  DevelC?J?.me!'l.t  Fun!! 
2.1.1.1  ~stments (including diversification .invest~ents) 
As  in the preceding years,  new'  EDF  C:T:'edits  have  been' employed 
primarily  (81%)  for  financing investments  a.nd  related technical assistance. 
Again  as in the  preceding years, ·the ·projects approved  in ·1969  were 
chosen,  nnd  the  prepnratory studies  financed,  in accordance  with  th~ 
criteria &pplied  by  the  Commission  and in the  light  of the priorities 
established by the  AASM  themselve~, especially within  the  context of· 
short- and  long-term  development  programmes..  ~t~en assessing project's 
submitted,  the  Commission  hes  acted .in  acc:orcian~e  r.-ith  the  general  . 
g~idelines fornul<:-ted  by  the  Assoda.tion Council  in its Resolutions  1/66, 
2/67  e.nd  3/68.  Some  of  these  investments  qccupy  a  spcciel place  in  a 
general  dev0lopment  programme  or  one  by  sector  or  regio~:  . on their 
implementation  dRpends  the  implementation or effe6tivencss of other 
points  of the  programme.  The  following  investments  are  the principal· 
examples: 
(a)  The  ~dad project  fin&nced  in Gabon  makes it possible  to  intensify 
developmE:nt  of the  country's valuable. forest:::.  '·'lhc;'  8-~:tcnded  to 
Lastourville it will provide  a  lirik with the  mlning  centrea in· 
the  south-eastj 
(b)  The  repair  e.nd  asphalting  of the  main.  road.  from  Muramvyn  to  Gitega 
in Burundi.  This project  forms  part of a  road  programme  under 
Burundi's five-yeor  ~lan for  1968-72.  ThE  road  se7ves  a  food-
.and  coffee-growing  region; 
(c)  Fromotion  of tea-growing  iri  Kiwu  and.  reorganizat~.on of agriculture 
in Ubv.ngui  (Congo-Kinshasa) 1  which  form  part of a  regional 
agricultural programme  drawn.up  by the Congolese  Government.ari9-
backed  by bilateral  and multilateral aid-from several sources 
(see  Chapter 6)j 
(d)  The  Inga hydr-oelectric  scheme  (Congo-Kinshasa) 1  for  which  the  second 
EDF  will finance  the. supply ar.d  installation of  a  high•,vo:  tnge 19 - 3120/VIII/FF;JJ/70.--E 
e~ectricity t~ansmission system iinking the Inga hydroelectric power 
station with Kinshasa e.nd  'I'Tith  the main  consunq)tion centres 'in 
Central· Congo  Province,  ar:d  also the construction of se::ven  t1·ensfor!I!Eir 
stations at  Inga.  This  project will  p~ovide .an  electricity supply  · 
for Kinshasa and  the Ma1.n  conSumption centres in Central  Congo 
Province,  vrhich  contains -the  ma.jori  ty of the Congo is ·  rnanuf'a.cturing  . 
industria~.  and  attracts over  65%  of the country's total import/  export. 
traffic. 
(e) The development  of cotton growing in Ivory Coast  is a  major stage in 
the implementation of the "cotton programme''  put  in hand  in 1963, 
particul.srly  ·1.S  a  means  of developing the central and  northern regions 
in order to reduce the considerable economic  imbalance between these 
are1:1.s  and  the southern maritime  and  forest  area..  For this project 
the Com:n:.ssion  has  taken into account,  as  required by Associat:lon 
Council  Resolution No.  1/66(2), the effect of introducing cotton growing 
here on  the markets  of the cotton-growing Associated  States. 
(f) The  construc-tion of a  new  industrial slaughterhouse at Tananarive 
(Madagascar)  forms part of the Malagasy  Gover!ment 's gener<:!l  development 
programme  for liv3stock prcd,.J.ction,  which  ranges  from the setting up  · 
of cattle-fattenine rnnchcs  to development  of the meat  and· meat  products · 
industry.  This  :EJ)F  project  is the first in this sector and  could  lead 
to  fu~ther,  supplementary  schemes being financod. ·  It involves  the_ 
replacement  of the existing outdated  slaughterhouse, which l·dll permit 
the reorganization of slaughter lineq,  the establis!".m<Jnt  of a network 
for .chilled meat  c.'1d  the development  of an  industrial COJ!:?le:c  for  the 
development  of livestock production in the region. 
This list is not  exhaustive;  in addition there. are aids to production  and 
. a  number  of a.ids  to diversifica.tion in the  framework· of rm1lti-annual 
progr2IIlll!es. 
* 
*  * 
Other projects correspond  in particular to one or other criterion 
·put  forward  by the Association Council  and will 'pe  reviel·Ted  below.·  Some 
projects,  of course1  ~ave been selected because they corre3pond to 
several criteria at the same  time. 
In this field  effor~s in 1969  were  concentrated  in particular on 
a  project  fo:;:- small  rice-growirig sche:nes  in  f.~auritania. 
Operations to develop rice grmdng also went  ahead  in  Y"!ali  and 
Ma.daga.scar.  In  Niger the irrigation and  land  improvement  scheme  in the 
I 
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Niver valley,  which is also to promote  rice-~owing, must  in addition 
help to cope with the large-scale return of J.f'ieer  na;t iona.ls  who  had 
emigrated  to Ghana.  ~ice is a  new  e.:xportable product for .this country. 
In Togo,  the EDF's  participation in the development  progr~e for  . 
the central  and  platea.u.x regions is principally aimed  at  increa.~ing food 
production. 
In other cases  (~trundi, Upper  Vol+.a)  the financing of roads  is 
intended to increase food  supplies for the population by opening up 
food  production areas. 
Stock-breeding played  a  la.rge part in.the EDF's commitments during 
the  year:  finance  for  sla.u~ht  erhouses  (Upper Volta.,  Mad cga.scp.r)  and 
prelimine.ry studies  for  ranches  ( I,;ory Coast,  Mali).  The  ranch study . 
in the Ivory Coast  concerns  a  new  rl<zy  of  incr~a.sing the country's 
food  production in one  of its poorest  regions. 
Effucts  on  intra-,:African co-operation 
The  Commission  tobk this  rna ior  crit.~rion bto account  as  far  a.s 
possible Hhen  selecting projects  in 1969.  In a.ddition to  f11rther 
technical co-opero.t ion projects  cone erning  educo.t ione..l  esta.~l  ishme:r.t s 
catering for  a.  whole region  (see Cha.pter 4) 1.  mention  may  be  me.ds  of 
the financing of the industrie.l  slaughterhouse at Oua.gadoug?'l,  Upper 
Volta.  Thi:::  projr;ct  Ha.s  studied with pa.rtic,ula.r  reference to 
livestock and  meat  supply problems  in the Council  of the Entente  Ste.tes. 
The millet genetic  improvement  programme,  which is currently·being 
implemented  in Senegal  alone,  may  later affect all the West  African 
sava.~·ma States when  new,  more  productive va.rieties developed under 
this  agricu.l  tural research programme become ·a.vaila.ble. ·  Both 
traditional research methods  and  new  techniques,  viz.  the use of 
ionizing ra.dia.tion  and  radioaCtive tracers,  are being employed  in 
this project. 
The silo construction project for the fJ,ciur-mill  at .Zin.der.,. Niger, 
is aJ.so  connected "rith millet  and  mey  l:i.kmvise ·be of regional  :!.mportanca: 
it relates to an  e:<perimental plant for processing millet and  if 
succccs:ful the lessons learnt will be  applicable in the neighbouring - 21  3120/VIII/FED/70-E 
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Several  roed  infrastructure projects have helped to form  an  inter-. 
state network,  an  importent  factor for  intra~regional and  international 
'  I  '  • 
trade.  l<!ork  on  improvement  and  modernization of. the Niaroey-Zinder 
road  in Nige:::- has  been continued;  this will increase east-west ·trad~,  ·· 
that is between the most  po~ulated and fertile regions. · 
I. 
The  Ouagadougou-Koupela road  is the first  step in an  inter-
national link-up  between  U~per Volta,  Niger  and  Togo.  The first 
•,. 
i't- ..  section to Zorgho will be  fin~~ced under the _second  EDF,  the balance  . .  '  ~  ' 
avail~ble from tnis Fund  not  being sufficient to finance the entire 
road,  which will  eventually be  extended  to Xoupe.la,  in one  instalment. 
.  The  same pro  blern  arose  in Togo  in connect  ion with the south-north trunk 
/, 
road  from  Lome  to the Upper  Yolta frontier,  the I":i.ra·t  section. of .,which 
e.o  f.<~l'  as 1Juatja wa.s  covered  by  a  commitment under the second  T.;:DF  in ·1969, 
whereas  the completed project will  extend to Ata.kpame. 
Improvement  to regional  and  intr&-Africa.n  communicc::ticri::: ·was  also 
·' 
the reason for  financing  a  dredger for the port of Pointe Noire  (Cong~ · 
.  I 
Brazzmrille)  1  \•rhich  is the point of depa:i:'iaire  fc:i.r  the route  lin~-::ing 
northern Congo,  the Central .African  Republic  and  southern Chad  with the · 
sea.  The  EDF  has already provided  other aid for the inland  ;-mterwe>y 
in question. 
Concent:r-a.t:!.on  of effort 
As  required  by the  recommendations  of ·the· Association Ccuncil  set 
out  in  Resolution  I/66,  31  the Community 1n  operations decided  en  in 1969 
continue to  enco,~rage concentration of effort  on certain key sectors of  .·  ;, 
activity or development  areas  •.  In many  oases these two  type8  of 
concentration  are  combined ::n  one  and  the  same  project: 
.(a)  Concentration  on kev  sectox-s:  ---- ........  ..:.:---~ 
this  can· mear1  in practice .either 
the continuation pure  and  simple of earlier schemes without··,any 
change in their n2.ture 1  Or  supplementary and  a'.l.Xilia.ry  sc.'herileS, .to 
create a  cohere;Tt  body of operations  essential for the development 
of the chosen sector. 
In :Burundi  and  Th-ra."lda,. for {nsta.nce,  the EDF's  concentration 
·. 
on  to::la  pronuctior. has taken the :form  .  first of financing indust::-ial-,(.  3120/VIII/F!::r>/70-E  -· 22 
the  plantations have been provided with processing plants, which  in their 
turn obtain their power  from new hydroelectric stations  and  high-voltage 
lines.  The  large number of operations  in this field  financed under the 
first  and  second  EDFs  should  enable this new  crop,  l•hich is intended· to 
diversify the economies  of the two countries,  to become  a  permanent 
feature there.  In Burundi they represent  a  total of abo~t ·7  million  u~a~ 
In  RwE·nda  the EDF's  tea-promotion operations  also.include road  studies. 
for the purpose .of facilitating transportation of produce from the 
.,  plantations,  and  also  a  project to  tr1:l.in  staff for  agri.cul  tural co-
operatives.  In all,  the EDF  has  financed  eleven projects  and  studies.in 
this .field in Rwanda,  at  a  cost of 5.8  million u.a. 
A scr..e:ne  to promo:te  p}:'rethru.m  grc•wing was  also fina.."lced  in Rlvanda.: 
. f  t  covero  the .generation of electric power for the processing plant, 
· 1-rhich  ;;as  fin..m.ced  fror.-:  another source of e.id  {see Chapter 6). 
Two  EDF  operations  in 1969  concerned. i·liland  wa.terway  transport  in. 
the Con:ral  African  Republic1  ~2mely the construction of a.  por't  at 
Hole  and  the provision of a.  river fleet for ·the Upper  Sangha.  .  This 
project is of  sp~cial significance for tLe Central 1\frican  Republic 
from  both the  sbort  and  long-ter:n e.spccts,  since it. will eventually 
open up  the south-west  of the country and,  a.s  a  result,  make  t't:..e  la.rge 
forest  resources  in that  axoa accessible.  Other sources of aid  exe 
clso participc:.ting in this project,  which  rri.alf  be 'i;:ta  :dF.l.!"ting  point  for 
a  number of supplementa.7 operations  b<::nefiting the  area  • 
. (b) .QEera't!:_ons  relat~ entir":_q  t~pe~ific rE£g:i.on  o~_c}'.£2:  other 
agricul-tural prcjects can  also  be cited for 1969.  Among  them are the 
development  in Mali  of tobacco  growing in conjunction with  a  ~iga.rette· 
factory,  and  the development  in Senegal of :'ice (continental  Ca.sam~nce) 
and  cotton gro;,Ting. 
In the Ivory Coast  efforts have been concentrated  fiTstly on  the 
poorer regions in the north  and  centre and,  secondly,  on  a  key sector,· 
namely cotton,  with  a  scheme to develop  production of this .agricultural 
raw  material  in conjunction  ·r~ith  industria], proce:>sing. 
In .the  Congo  (Brazzaville) the .a.im  of the first stage of the  .... 
programme  to.  mod~rnize the oil:-mills  at  Etoumbi  and Kunda is to provide 
..  tl'ro  oil--mills vdth the nececsary equipment  :md  staff to enable the palr:1 
planta:tion in the Cuvette axea already financed  under the second  EDF - 23  . 3120/VIII/F::JD/'10-E 
In Togo,  the project to plant 3 000 hectares of selected  P?+~s, 
which  was  also  approved  in 1969,  is  1  as  regards the operation in the 'Tsevie 
region1  a ·further step af-ter the earlier EDF-financed  schemes  to ·plant 
palms  and  rebn:Ud  an oil-mill. 
The  Corrmunity has  also financed  a  complete study of palm-oil 
production  (inventory and  programming). 
En_cour~~~ of efforjE_f!l_?-de ..Ez,_t..£.~~rs themselves 
(Association Council  Resolution 1/66,  5) 
In 1969,  o.s  in 'the preceding years,  the  Comrriiss~on was  careful to 
devote  a  large proportion of its agricultural  sch~mes to advisory and 
information services for the purpose of familiarizing farmers  with new 
·'techniques which would  increese the yield  from  t.h.eir  labour and· thei:::-
land  and 1  at the  s~e time1  encourage their efforts by providing them 
Another  aim  cf the  schemes  is to introduce new 
crops,  often in adui'tion to the  traditic~1al ones;  this  rneB.!'lS  tin  intensi-
fication  of agricultural procuction in tho:  a.rei concernec. 
of this  system are the  scheme  to  improv.e  cotton  pr~duction in· :(:vory 
Coast,  in which  upland·  rice is ::.-otated  with cotton,  and  iihe  tobacco 
development  project  in the U;>per  Niger Valley,  Mali,  where pro.duction 
Wa.S  intensi:'ied  by  introducing tobaCCO  growing during the dry  SeP.SOU  in 
addition to the traditional crops during the  ra.i~y se<;'.son. 
The  advisory  and  information activities consist  in pc..r-tic-.:.lar·of 
.  instrn.:ctine farmers  and  providing advisers,  and also  include 
programmes  of applied  research.  They involve the'introdliction of new 
cultivation and  organizational methods,  supplemented  by the supply of· 
fertili.zcra,  insecticides end  selected  seeds at red·..1ced  pri-:::es~  the pr.o-
visicn of spra,ying  equipment,  construction of storage facilities, 
repairs to "tra.cl:s,  sur,dry maint€mar-.c;e  operat~ons, etc. 
From  the numerons  EDF· operations of this nature approved  in 1969, 
the following may  be cited:  the a.gricul  tural developmcn-::  programme· 
tn the  centrz.l  and  pla"!:eaux  regions  of Togc,. the continuation of the 
project to  irr.prove  cotton produc-:;ion  in  Chad,  ~;hich  wa.~ described  in the 
1968  Report  to the Association  Counpil 1  schemes to promote rice growing 
in Senegal,  the continuation of studies  on  a  development  3ch~m~ for the 
Ande.pa  Be~<oin  in  ilizde-Je.scc.r,  ;i:::ich  includes prepara:tory e..dvisory  and 24  - 3120/VIII/FED/70-E .• 
information activity, and  also the  continua.ti~m of the seed treatment 
and  crop preservation scheme  in the Upper  Vo~ta. 
In  Mauritania. the new  project for ten small  a.gricul  tural  schemes 
will be  implemented  with the unpaid  assistance of the local population.· 
.QE_erational  and  mainten?nce costs  (Associa:tion Council  Resolution 
· 1/66,  4,  9  a.nd  12)  ~. 
As  e:J..-:pla.lned  in Chapter 1.1.  2,  the Commission has  been anxious 
not to finence building for which the recurrent maintenance  and 
operational costs are liable to overburden the local authorities  1  budgets. 
This is reflected in the gradual  falling-off of commitments. in the field 
of health. and  school  infrastructure in recent years. 
In 1969 the Commission  again  extended  its exceptional temporary ,aid_, 
by prvvJdillg  ~~1ooicaJ.  s·b.f:'..i'  fo;r the :running of the  ~~agadishu hospital.  It 
must  1  hoTrrcver,  be  emph<=:.sized  that the  Somal~ Government  has. not  only 
·,• 
fulfilled but  ev.en  exceeded its undertakings concerning the introduction, 
of Somali  rr.edical  st~ff.  .,. 
In  othe~ cases,  especially in the  educational sector,  financial 
responsibility for part of the staff hc..s  been  taken over  by other  source~:·. 
of. aid  (see Cha:;:>ter- 6). 
t-Tl th regard  to road  infra.structure, a  field  in \'i!iich  maintenance 
problems  are acute,  it will be  possible to service the  O.la.ga.dougou-
Koupela road,  the modernization  of which  wa~  a.:pprov~d 'by  ·th~  EDF  in 1969, 
a.s  a  result of the re-estaHishment  and. reorga.nizat ion of the Upper 
Volta Road  Fund.  Two-thirds  of thE:!  Fund  now  come  from  budgetary receipts 
and the  bala~ce is supplied  by French bilateral aid. 
In the agricultural sector,  the operational  costs of scme  projects 
a.re  covered  by the  ED? during the initial stage and  running-in period. 
Examples  of this system are the directing of work  on  the new  tea planta:tions 
at  l'o!ulindi  and  Cyaneugu  (Rv;anda),  the regional  development  of the  Mayaga.-
Bugesera a.rea.  in  Rwanda.  and  of the pla.tea:ux  and  central areas  in Togo, 
and  the development  of cotton gro;-;ing  in Ivory Coast  and  in the  SinC-
Saloum  area  . .in  Senegal. 
.... ; ..  ·. ·:, 
::. 
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In  other projects,  particularly thpse cqnnected :with urban water 
supplies,  it largely depends  on the rates  chc::rgecl  l·!hether the funds  requirod 
for the satisfactory :running and  maintenance of the investments  ore. 
. available;  in some  corrmunes,  however,  a.  sufficiently hi&h rate would  be 
.  .  .  . 
incompatible with the  income ievel of the population and this may  'impede· 
~?,xtension of  the water installa.tions. 
The.:Problem was  particularly evident  in the case of a  project 
approved  by the Commission  in 1969,  viz.· the financing of three water 
B'\lpply  schemes  in Niger,  ,.,.here  the ra.tes  fixed  by the local authorities 
ens".lre  that the  administ't'at.ive budget  is in balance but  are rather high 
from the social  a~gle. 
*  * 
Technical  C~·O_E."lra:t ion related  -to -~~ments 
The  sums  granted  in 1969  by the secor.d  13::DF  for ·technica.l co-
ope~~~ion related to  investm~nts amounted  to 15.3.million u.a.,  which is 
distinctly morG  then in the previous year  (7.5 mi1:hon u.a.  in·l968)  a.nd 
more  or less the same  as  in earli'?:' years  (14.2  million u.a.  in 1967 cmd 
· 15.S  million u.a.  in 1966). 
Fith these  ne\~ commitments,  the tota.l  sum  committed  for  investment-
. reia.ted  technical cq-operation under the  second  ~F  is broti.ght .to  70.9  milli6n~· 
i.e.  abotit  ll;1o  of total commitments. 
·This  increase in 1969  is due  mainly to the .considerable rise in 
concurrent technical assistance  (13. 6  million u.  ~.  in 1969  a.gc'l.i'i·;st 
6.2· !!'1illion  in 1968  and  8.4 million in 1967),  which  re:,>resents .over  85'%· 
.·.·1. 
of this type of aid  (against  83%  in 1968  and  59%  b  1967).  This 
de~elopmetit confirms two  trends which had  already appeared  in the 
previous year,  namely the  inevitable tapering off of preparatory 
techniceJ. assistance as  the  Yaound~ Convention nears its end,  and  'the 
Commi::;sion 1s  intensified efforts to satisfy a.s  fe.r  as possible'the· 
Asscciated  States  1  requiremen-ts  with regard .to the execution  and 
initial operating Gtages  of rure..l  production schemes. - 26- 3120/VIII/~/7~E  . 
It should  be  remembered,  however,  that .the Comm1ssion  has decided 
to set aside a  total  sum  of L 5 million u. e  .•  from the balance of the second 
Fund  for  prepa~.'ing projects to be  financed  u:1der  the third  EDF  (:::oee 
Chapter 1.1.1).  This  sum  will be  commit:ted in 1970. 
A very large proportion  (86%)  of the sums  committed  in 1969  for·· 
investment-related technical co-operation wa.S  utilized for. rural 
production schemes,  ll?~ ~-vas  alloqated to industry and· only 1.  5%  to 
infrastructure a.nd  "the  social sector. 
* 
*  * 
In 1969  preparatory, or  pre-i~vestmentrtechnical assistance. accounted 
for  13%  of the sums  committed  to  inv<:lstinent-related  technical co--operation. 
Although the  incree.se  in concurrent technical  assistance was  more 
spectacular for the reo..sons  mentioned above,  preparatOI"J as::;istance none 
the less took up  a  larg~sum than  in the previous  yee.r:  2  million u.a. 
against 1.2 million u.a.  in 1968.  ·In 1967  the  fig~re was  5.8 million u.a. 
'I'hi.s  type of aid  ccwers· pra-investrr.e:1t ··studies,  bo";;h  1.er.hnical  and 
e-::ononic,  la.rg':!l3r  for  +.!J.e  preparation of dossiers  for invitations to 
tender.  The  Cc.m.nission  also  agreed  to  send .experts  and  advisers to the · 
Governments  cf  ~fu.li  and  the Congo  (Brazzaville) to essist  in establishing 
dossiers for new  rrojects to  be  submitted  to the EDF.  The  experts  who. 
had  been  sent  earlier to  Rwanda  and  Burundi for the  same  J.m.rpose ,Nere 
left ther·e at the request  o: the authorities  in those States. 
The  following deserve  mention as  exari-lplea  of tt.a  most  ir:1portant 
preliminary studies  (costing over 100 000 u.a.): 
In the rtlral production sector: ··a study concerning the possibility 
of setting up  a  stock-breeding ranch  (Ivory Coast),  a  study of the 
Hod~s da'll3  (M::tt::dtania),  and  further  operations to create a  polder 
in Lake  JJ.lao-tra  and  an  improvement  scheme  fo:::'  the  Lower -llingoky 
(Madagascar); 
In. the infrastructure. sector:  a  t echnica.I, study of the Porto :l'lovo_ 
Nigeria~ border road  (Dahomey); 
In the  :.nC'.'.lstrial  s~ctor:  technical studies for the const:ruction 
of a  ne,.,;  h:rdroelectric station at  Mu  ...  l(Ungvm  (R>.-randa) .-
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A number of preparatory studies were also.made in the social sector 
but their unit costs  ~re not high. 
* 
* 
After more than ten years of EDF  operations.  experience has 
conclusively proved  that the projects carried  out  are only a.s  go~d ·as  the 
studies preceding implementation:  subsequent  adjustments cost  time  and 
m9ney  and  are often unsatisfactory. 
r., 
As  regards the techniques  employed  in the projects,  it would  in. 
theory be  a  good  idea to utilize for the  :'IDF-financed projects the n·ew  · 
techniques which in  every field  are constantly' being developed  in the more . 
advanced  countries.  The  application of such techniques  could  indeed  ha:ve 
e.  favourable  effect  On  the permanence  of f\.Chievements  end  on  maintenance 
costs.  There  is a  ma.jcr  drawbacks  hm'l'ever,  in that these techniques 
are very expensive and,  in many  cases,  unsuitable for use in  Africa~ ' 
\<lhile  tryi.ng to avoid  purely routine  solu~ions, the Commission  has 
a.ccordingly  pre~crred well-.triud  methods  except  o.f  course where  more 
.i  :,., 
modern  techniques  seem to  be  suitable.  ·  For ar.6'hitectural schemes,  for 
instance,  the Commission  recommends  consultant.firms to  enco'.lrage 
standa.o:dization  when  preparing projects  and  to enable contractors to  employ 
prefabrication techniques.  New  mate:i-ials  are 'also used:  PVC  for  piping, 
epo:r...r  resins for anti-corrosive protect'i'm,  etc. 
* 
*  * 
Concurrent technical assistance is of particular  importa.11~e  iri 
rural production schemes:  indeed,  in some  cases  :J.lmost  the entire proje.c:t 
consists of this form  of aid.  Illustrations are the continuation of 'the 
.  1:'  ( 
project to promote treatment  of seeds  a.nd  prese:l"~.ration of crops· in lJpper 
Volta,  the continued direction of work  on the tea plantations  at  I~lindi 
and  Cyan::;ugu  in Rwanda  and  the irrigation and  la.nd  improvement  scheme 
at Nia."lga,  Senegal. 
In other  cases  concurrent technical assistance plays  a  domir.an~. 
role during the  exe~u'tion o:·  the project:  . promotion of tea. gro11ing 
.  '~.  ,:;  .  1 t  1  . l..  •  Ub  .  ( C  ..  .  '  '  1n ,,_lvu.  an,_.  a-BTJ.cu_  ura.  promo't  on  :.n  e...11gtn  ongc-K:tnsnasa1, . 2.1.2 
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extension of tea growing in the Teza. area (Burundi),  development  of 
cotton production in Ivory Coast  and  Senegal,  and  further development-of 
the Andapa Basin  (Ptadagascar). 
In the industrial sector there will be quite considerable pre-
investment  a:1d  concurrent  technical assistance for the  Inga. hydroelectric 
scheme  ( Congo-Ki11shasa). 
* 
*  * 
vli  th regard  to  post~investment .technical assistance,  it must  be 
pointed  out  that,  as  an  exceptio~the Commission  approved  in 1969  a 
final  commitment  in order· to provide medical staff for the  :r.~og;::.dishu 
hospitd in Somalia,  '1-rhich  was  built t•ith finance  from the first EDF • 
Europea!l  Invest::1ent  Bank 
In 1969 .the  EIB• s  activity was  concentrated  mainly  on  examining, 
jointly with the CommiGsion,  fourprojects  financed  by  loans  on  special 
terms  totalling 15  million u.a.  (see  Chapter. 1.1.3). 
The  EIB also granted  two  ordinary loans for  a  total  sum  of 
1. 6 mill  ion u. a  .• ,  vrhich  helped  to  imple:nent  industrial pro  j cct3. 
'l'he  Cameroon  project  comprised  the first  exteu.sion of a  text::!.le 
corr.plexfo:'  "i"lic.t  e.,  :oaa >·.r/"  ~o4  b..:cm  g.rw'i:~:!-b'~· iLe  EIB  in 1965;  . it 
me~s cc:-nsiderable  economic  and  financial  improvements  for this  ccmplex 
and  permits better utili?.a.tion of the production potential of the 
spinning and  weaving factory in the north.  The  aim of the· Ivory 
Coast project is the production of fruit  juices and, essential oils; 
it cont!'ibutes to  the diversification of agriculture .a!ld  the promotion· 
of inductrial crops,  and  also to the  econornic;:  development  of th,e  south-
\·tast  region,  where  major infrastructure operations have. befi!n  undertaken. · 
It should  be noted that the total loans grant€<1  by the  BIB up to 
the  end  of 1969,  ne2rly all of loJ'hich  were directed towards  the  industrial 
sector in the broader sense,  were  instl•umental ·in  imple:menting invest-
ments  worth five tiQCS  their total value,  i.e.  around  230 million u.a. 
The direct  impact  of t!J.ese  loans is relatively large.  It is  estimated - 29 
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tha.t  in all the projects financed  by the  EIB will provide some 
7  000  jobs.  The . enuuing  annual  increase· in value added  by industry 
is estimated  to be .approximntely 61  million u.a  .•  or,  w~th side-effect?,<'  1 ,. 
around  124  million u.a.  The  favourable  effect of. projects on the 
trade balances  of· the  States in question,  owing to import  substitution 
.  .  ' 
. · ·  and  increased  exports,  is  expected  to  be  7~80 million u. a  .•  a  year: 
2.2 
2.2.1 
After deduction of exp-ectel'!  transfers abroeii,  the net  impact  on their 
balances  of payments  1~ill p:-obably be  36-38 million u. a.  Once· the _t'ax 
ex~®ptioris allowed  during the initial period under investment  rules 
are diSCOntinued I  the annual  addition to budgetary receiptS 'l'llll  probably 
be  25  million u.a. 
PREPARATION  MID  SUBMIS_?IOH  OF  1~  PROJ:CCTS  ' 
In 1969  the Associated States submitted to the Commission25 new 
projects,  the total cost  of vrhich  t•ras  around  37.5 million u. a.  Of 
these 25  projects,  11  are to be  financed  under the second  EDF  (at  nn 
approximate cost  of 9 million u. a.)  1  while 14 p:-ojects totalii,ng 
28  million u.a.  have  already been submitted for  t~e third  ~F. 
T~e slmvdm·m  in the rate of submissions  which hes  been  observed 
over recent years ha::;  become  more  ma.rked.  B"J  1968  the nun:bcr  ha.d 
fallen to 25  subr.1issio:1s  ( nt  a  cost of 43  m{llion  u~ a.) agains-t  the 
147  projects  (285  million u.a.)  submitted  in 1966. 
None  the less,  the  a.pplications still being considered  for·. 
financing under  ~he second  EDF  appreciably exceed the f\:nds 'still 
available.  The  limit  on  new  commitments  in 1969  was  therefore set 
by tho  exhaustion of the  funds  rather th2.n 
(see Chapter 1.1.1). 
lack of pro.jects 
Over 9o%  of the  p~·ojects submitted  in 1969  for financing under 
~ ,\t 
the  second  EDF  relato to the rural production sector.  The  agricultural 
sector accounts  for such  a  large proportion because.of the ne-2d  felt 
by  so;ne  Associated  States to  employ their unused  funds 'under the 
second  EDF'  for  aid  to diversification.  In recent yea.rs  the 
I  ...  ! ... ' 2.2  .• 2 
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Commission has  also taken  s~eps to  encourage the preparation and · 
sub~ission of development  and  diversification projects,  pu=ticularly in 
the agricultural sector  (including stock-breeding)  so that it ·can 
finance  as  many  productive projects  as  possible and  thus satisfy the 
most  pressing requirement~ of the  AAS~·~. 
·  For  most  projects submitted  in 1969t  numerous  meetings  and 
discucsions  had  to  be held,  both in Brussels and  on  the spot,  in 
order to  produce  a  suituble do3sier for the  pu~pQse of·taking a 
1inancing decision. 
I·.' 
With  regard to Niger,  for  instance,  it has  been possible in this 
way  to  speed  up  the rate of commitments  considerably:  the three projects 
submitted  in 1969  by that  State vrere  approved  in the  same  year. 
To  deal  in more detail l-rith  the fourteen projects already presented·. 
for the third EDF,  the3e include eight  soci~l scheme3  (costing 17  mil-
lien t.4.a.) 1  mainly  in  education and  water  <:Jngineering for human  needs.· 
'Ihrec projects related to  industri<J~izati.on.' (at  a  total cost of over. 
3  mil  Eon u. a  .•  1  i.e.  11%  of the tot  a~·).  It should  be noted,  however, · 
that these projects were  submitted  before the ·commission  wa!::l  notified 
of the  progra~mes of measures  for which the States in question  are 
plc;!':ning to apply for financial  assistance  from the Community daring 
the next  fi·re years  (Yaoande  Convention  II,  Article 22) • 
.Adva..-.tagc  has been taken of the transitional period  to prepare 
the way  for the third  EDF's operations  in this connection.  During. 
the final  months  of 1969  the Com:nission  s'ent  fact-finding a.;ld ..  advisory 
tea.rr:s  to Upper Vol·!;a,  Togo 1  Dahomey  and  Madagascar to obtain data 
concerning the development  progr~~es of the states in question,  the 
' prc.j'3cts  they plan to submit  for  final1C:i_~g u~der the third  :;:.J)J:i'  .and  . 
their order of priority.  These general  exchanges  of views  t-rill  enable 
the authorities  in those  States to be better informed  when  preparing 
their individual projects  and  to place them' in the context  9f coherent · 
programmes. 
Europea~ Investment  Bank  _,.._...._ .. -~.- ----
The  EIB  is pursuing its st1.1dy· of projects which.-ce.imot  be finalized 
fer.·  several months  m•ing to  theil~ complexity and  the problems  involv~\ 
in co-ordinating the forr.;.s  of finance. . 2 •. 3 
2.3  .. 1 
!,•' 
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In the light of experience gained  during Yaounde  Convention  I, 
the EIB is evolving suitable means  of increasing the  effectiv~ness of 
its efforts to promote the  development  of the Associated .States and· 
of helping in particular to  smooth  out the dift:icul  ties encountered 
by those countries  in the matter of industrialization. .  It is 
examining,  for example,  the details of new  forms  of aid  to 'encourage 
industrial inHiative by contributing tq  ..  the risk capital of the 
firms  concerned. 
Since the beginning of the transi  tiorial period  the Ji:IB  has  been 
making contacts,  in connection with its new  res~onsibilities under 
Yaounde  Convention  II regarding the financing of industry,  in the 
Associated  States  and  with potential promoters  in Ji;uropo  afld  has  been 
.  . 
gathering information on  a  considerable· number  of industria.! projects  • 
EXECUTIO~r OF  P:IOJ:SCTS  ___  ..,..._ ____ _ 
(a)  Co~1ditions of competition 
Taken  as  a  whole,  co-operation between the Com•nission  and  the 
nat.ional authorities during the year under revieW has  been  VOTJ"  satis-
factory  '1-ri th regard  to the execution of proj~cts.  As  an  example,. 
mention  ca."'l.  be  rns.de  of the project  for  a  school· for  vct0r~.nu:ry n·J.rcos  and 
assistants at Niamey,  where the  FUnd • s  technical department did not 
accept  the tenderers'  proposed  prices since· it ·felt that these prices 
were  established  on  t.he  basis of a  market  situation t-t.hich  facilita.ted 
private  a~reements between building firms.  In.order to  circumvent 
t.h:i.s  restrictive arrangement  and  r&-establi'sh nori:!al  marke·t  ccnditio!ls 1 
it called en  a.  foreign  c-Jncern,  which is curre11;i1y  ca.rrying out  the 
work  at  considerably lm-rer. prices than the original tenders)  this 1rre.s 
. done with the  a.:,<rreemcn-t  of the authorities in t:1e 'country in question 
and  after consulting a.  n'lmber  of firms. 
This  exa..'llple  proves the need  for vigilance ·-v1hen  issuing 
invitations to tender  and  placing contracts.  .All  too  often the 
relevant regnlations  are not  edhercd  to strictly  •  For. instance,  there ·  ·-:·  · 
. are ntill cases where concerns  are asked  to ma.l<e  substa'ltial changes 
or edjustments  in their tenoers after they h~ve been  opened,  a  practice 
t-lhi~h  cart  cisto:ct competition. 
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(b)  FUlfilment  of obl.:h.ea.tions  by contractors 
Generally speaking,  the contractors fulfil their c.cntractual obligations 
as  required;  it would  in any case be difficult for them to fail 
to do  so with  impunity because the execution of the work is 
supervised  and  checks  are carried out.  Difficulties  a.nd  disputes 
do  none the less still occur,  but this is to some  extent  a  result 
of the effectiveness of the controls and  supervision. 
If more  care were taken when  the specifications are drawn 
up,  this would  undoubtedly help to reduce the number of such 
difficulties and  disputes  by removing any reason for misinterpre-
tation Ol'  misunderstanding.  Strider control when  draH:ing np 
the dossier for  the_ invitation  to tender would,  for  ins·~ance, 
prevent  an  ontcrpriae from risking tc'o  low  a  tender  as  a  mea."l.s 
of \vinning the contract t-rith the intention of offsetting the low 
figu.re during ·Lhc  execution  by work  of inferior quaJ.ii;J'  o:::- by 
submitting numerous  claims  based  on .errors found  in the inv::.ta.tion 
to tender. 
(c)  !l~rort:mce of  concurr~':lt technical  n.ss.ist::mce 
The  rccrui  tmcnt  of qualified staff for  con-:::u:r:-rent  tecl:ni:el 
assistc:.nce  is often difficult  m:iing  to the fact thd such t·mrl-: 
docs  not  offer suffiGiently ste.ble  employment.  Very  often,  hm;cver, · 
this form  of technical  assist<mce is essential to ensure satisf<::.ctory  .. 
progress  on  the projects,  at least in the initial sta.gss.  . It cc.n, 
also play another role,  ;.;hich  in. the .long run  lrlill  ha.ve  results 
that are  i.'lO  lesE  important:  viz.  training local personnel,  whose 
task will be to  ta~e over  from the  Europea~ staff as  soon as 
possible. 
The 'recruitment  and  training of local staff is,  of course, 
-the  responsibility of the  State concerned.  tfuere  -the  project 
allo-..s,  the Commission  has  a  clause specifying '.;his  obligation 
inserted  in the financing agreement. 
.  ... ; ... (d) 
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As  an  exa.rnple,  the financing  agreement ~;i  th ,the Malagasy  Republic 
concerning  a.YJ.  industrial nut-growing scheme  leys down  that the  I:Ici.lagr:.sy. 
Government  must  provide I•Talaga.sy  supervisory .staff to work with the 
European technical assistance staff and  to be trained by them to take 
over when  the project is fully operating. 
The effect of  t~e devaluation of the  f-rench  franc  and  franc  area  .... _.,_ __  ...... _______  -·---------
currencies  and  the revaluation of the  Germm1.mark  upon  payments  and  ------·-------·--------·---·  -----. 
tpe  clo~?g~!_~~~~~~~~-with contracts 
In 1969  the Commission  was  faced  with changes  of parity in the 
currencies of two  filembcr  States,  the French franc  end  the German  mark. 
Devalu~~ion of the French  fra.YJ.c  led to the devaluation of the different 
currencies in the franc  urea and  therefore affected numerous  Associated 
States. 
The  sums  Nhich  the  Member  st::des  m<:~ke  available for the Commission 
in their- vh-n  currencies from their respective Treasuries are calculcted. 
in un~ts of account.  Under Article 2(5) of the  :::::OF  Financial  Regulation, 
th.ese contributions are guaranteed  CJ€ainst  parity· cha!'lges.  France was 
therefore oHiged to p2y  an  additional  FF 25. '858  ·873  to the Commission's 
accounts  ~·rith  tho  Front::h  Treasury's Central Accounting .Agency  anc  to the 
Zi:lF's  Pwin6  Cfficos;  on  the other he.nd,  the  Co~"aission hcd  to  c.djust 
its spocic.l  aCCO'l.l.r.t  with the Pedcral  chi  Elf'  Ce.sh  Office  by  rep  eying to 
· tae Federal  Germen  Republic  a  surplus  surri  of DH  3 .384  448. 
From  a  more  general  angle,  it should  be noted  that. 74%:of the  .. 
Co:nmu...."lityt s  operations relate to works  contracts ·.vhich,. moreover1. ·are 
main:::.y  for the franc  a-.:-ea  countries.  In all of these  counti!·i·~s:. 
qevaluatio~ >·ra.s  accompa:1ied  by a  number  of measures to keep domestic 
price rises v1ithin  recsonable limits. 
The  beneficial effects of thesG measures  ~e clear: tho practical 
result of tha  nhang~s in the p3rities of the franc  area currencies was 
an  increase in the potential volume of investments to be financed by 
the  EDF  in those Associated  States. 
•  •  0 ,1 ••• 2.).2 
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AJ3  regards the execution proper of operations financed  by the 
::IDF,  the devaluation of the various franc  area currencies  and the 
revaluation of the mark  entailed  complex technical problems.  ~The 
Commission therefore had  to  issue  a  number  of general rules to enable 
the EDF' s  financid departments  and  the  l'e!3ident  deputy supervisors to  apply 
uniform solutions. 
1-!hen  those rules trere  fornn.1lated,  pr.ime consideration was  given 
to the fact that the payments  for contracts in hand  must  be made  in 
accord  once 1·1i th the contractual provisions binding upo•1  the parties 
thereto:  these obligations are ncit  modified,  therefore,  by the mere 
fa~t of devaluation or revaluation. 
These· ru1 es  1  which  hc.ve  been  in force  sin~e -the beginning of 
September 1969,  have·caused  no  major difficulties. 
It wo.s  found 1  hc,Iever,  that under certe.in  spe~ifio  circu~stances . 
a.pplica.,ion of these rules could  c2.use  a.  fe\i contractors  some ciiffi-
cultics.  Tc- be fair,  therefore, the  Coll'~rr.issio:l  studied  ten. 
or so  cases Nhere  very special circumstances called  for closer. examination. 
Hith the  exception of the  Ivory Co().st  pls.nt  for·pr:-Jd,_toing  fnJit-
juices  and  essential oils,  which  is planne¢1  to start operating du:l:'ing 
the second half of 1970,  all tho industrial projects finu:iced  by the 
EIE  came  into opera-l;ior).  a.s  scheduJed;  indeedt  the Camerqon textile 
complex has  already been  extended  once. 
The big mining projects are proeressing satisfactorily:  the 
Congolese  one is now  being finalized  and  mining has  begun,  while the 
Mauritanian project is in the process of completion. 
The  power project  in C?Jn:?roon  is proceeding normally and  should 
be. completed  in 1971. 
By the end  of 1969,  24.2 million u. a.  (i.e.  52%)  of.  the 
46.8 million u.a  .•  committed  by the  EIB  had  been disbursed. · · 
...  ; ... 
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!!.WJ~  OF  INVEST~.NTS AND  PL;'!Jl,ATED  TECHNICAL  CO-OPERATION 
General  -- .. -
In pursuance of .Association Council  Resolution 2/67,  4r  the 
., 
Commission is continuing to collect information on  the use,  ~  •  .mctioring' 
. and  m8.intenance of  completed  projects.  This year again,  the major{ty 
·t'.'·. 
of them were projects'  financed under the·· first EDF. 
A systematic  in··,restigation,  backed, by EDF  inspections  in the· field, 
has  made  it possible to assess the effectiveness of investments  more'  · · · ·· 
accurately and,  where necessary,  suggest  remedies  for  a.."1.y  defi.ciencies 
. encountered.  This  enquiry has provided data and  results which .the 
Commission will mnke  use of Hhen  examining new  projects  in order to 
make  t.hem  as  effective as possible. 
Investments 
The  information obtained  in ·1969  prirnc.rily  c~mcerns projects 
completed  in the social se:::tor1  nc.mely  education,  health,  village water 
supplies  and  urban. infrastructure. 
The  follm·ling survey will ·be  restricted to the  information obtained 
in 1969 1  which  confirms!  moreover  1  the more. general  concl,lsions• d~awn 
in tl:e 1968 report to the Association Council. 
2  4  2 ·•  ~ IT'l"i ,-,n)"- ..  d  + •  •••  J.  ;,.~·.  •_!lral  PE,O  u.c v~O!l 
All the reports received ir 1969  concern Ha.li;  they decl with the 
project for the production of essential orange oil financed under the 
second  EDF 1  e.l'ld  three >·mter  engineering schemes  for agricul  i;,..::re  financed 
~~der the first F.DF. 
The results  expected  for the former project have not yet  been 
.  ' 
attained  1  mainly  ovling to the insufficient nuraber  of advisers. s.nd  the. 
·excessive gap  '.:>etvieen  the higher v1a,ee  granted to peasants  Operating 
machinery  and  that  for peasants wvrking manually. 
The dearth of advisers  co~stitutes an  even greater obstacle to the 
development  of production in that the local population consists of stock-
·oreed ers:  who  show little incUne.t  ion to turn to agriculture. 
"'I. 'I 
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To  overcome this problem  and  increase the effectiveness of this . 
diversification project  r  the Commission  has decided that for one.  season· 
at least  a  technical  consult~1t will be appointed  for the project,  while 
the Mali  authorities. will, ·for each of the ten villa.ges,  provide someone 
to train advisers. 
The results obtained  from  the water-engineering schemes  for agri-
culture have  been very  encouraging.  The. Mopti Plain scheme  for inten-
sifying and  extending rice growing by  :ir:i:'igating '4  500  hectares has 
been  a  success:  the scheme is ·opera.tin.g smoo.thly  end  the cultivable. 
area is 300  hectares larger than expected.  ·The  average yield per 
hectare has  increased  from  600  kg .in  196.5/66  ~o 1  500  kg in 1968/69, 
i.e.  a  rise of  15~~.  Thanks  ·';o  the gradual  improvement  of a.gricul  tural 
techniques  even higher yields  may  be  expected  in the  future.  The  local 
population has  evinced  great  interest in this scheme,  as the rise in output 
proves. 
The  results of the Koboro  scheme  are also very satisfacto17 and 
·the aims ha.ve  been  achieved.  The  scheme  is. operatfni; r,Iell  and is in 
full  s·..ring.  It involves  extension  and  intensifiqati9n of two  :food 
crops - sorghum  ~~d rice - by  means  of flood  control. 
The.re3ults of the Sarantomo-Sine  Plain scheme,· on  the  cther.h~~d, 
have not  yE:t  bsen up  to  ert>ectation owing to the faiiure to carry out 
works  supplmncnta:;:·y to those financed  by the IillF  a.."!d  clso  bec~se, of 
. flooding by -:;he  Niger,  which  prever..ted  any production  in the pldn. 
The  supplementary i.-10rks  essential if this. scl).eme  is to  get under way 
~ill be  financed  under  enother r.DF  project.  · 
· Numercus  school buildings have been  examined,  particulaf:j.y 
at the secondary  and  junior  second~1f levels.  T.aken  as  a  whole,  the 
'resul-tc  havG  proved  very  encouragir.g:  the  loc~J. population's interest 
in these schools is  considerable~  In most  cases ciasses have been 
fou.'1d  to be  too  large,  especially in the Congo-Brazzaville  (secondary 
teacher--training college and twelve general· .secondary schools)  and ·in 
Ivory Coast  (the girls seconda.'7 school  at Abidjan).  So  many 
.... / ... ,'1, 
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pupils are attending some  schools that the authorities concerned  have 
themselves had  buildl.ng work  carried out  to. increase the number of 
classes.  J.n  example is the junior seconda.r;Y  schooi at  Manakara,  Mada-
gascar;  it became  a  lycee in 1965  and  this also made  a·  number of new 
'classrooms  necessary. 
No  serious problems have yet  arisen  a.S  regards the inainteria.."lce 
of secondary or higher education schools  and  colleges;  although the 
local budgets  are often inadequate,  thio lack of funds  is sometimes 
offset by help  from the pupils  and  teachers or by es·tablishing a  parents  1 
co-operetive  (Cameroon). 
1i!i th regard  to the shortage of teachers,  which  in many  ca.ses  continues 
to prevent  schools  from  functioning Eatisfactor.ily1  mention should  be  made 
.of the  important  pa.~ played  by bilateral or multilateral technical· 
assistance  ?.nd  of the real effort made  by the Associated  Sta.tea.  In the 
Congo  (Brazzaville)  t  for  instance,  arrangements have  been  macJ.e  to run a  primary 
teachex-training cou.rse  in  a  general  secondary school.  At;8;in  in the. 
Congo  (Brazza.ville)  a  teacher-training college has been set up for traini.ng 
secondary teachers for the four  States concerned .oy this investment: 
Central  African  Republic,  Gabon,  Congo-Brazzaville  and  Chad.  In 1968 
all these vrho  completed  the course satisfactorily found  postz  in their 
OW•1  countries. 
Employment  for school-leavers is not  always  c,<irtain:  in the 
Congo  (Brazzaville)  1  for  exemple,  there is some  unemplcyr:1ont,  t·lldle 
for pupils leaving the  g~.rls secondary school  in /_bidjan  jobs  are 
available only in  government  service or teaching.  The  over~l 
results,  nevertheless,  are satisfactory. 
Rural  schools occupy  a  special ple.ce  in the education sector. 
They can have  n  ctrong influence upon .the agricultural d·evelopment  of 
a· coun.tr-J,  particularly by training a.  new  class of peasants to assist 
in popularizing new  methods  where tra.di  tional  ideas prevail  (225 rural 
...  . 
schools .in Upper Volta).  In other cases.these schools  pl~ an.important 
part in introducing nm'l  crops  1  especially within the context of EDF 
diverstfica,tion projects  (in Mali,  50 seasonal  schools·:  introduction of 
...  ; ... 
,• 
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dah and  tobacco; 
· special crops). 
agricultural college at \Kati  bougou~  irrigation·  of · 
Likewise  in  ~tui, the Rural  Economy  Institute a.t  Bamako 
is extremely valuable for agricultural  and  veterina.ry. ·rese"..rch  and  for 
preparing agricultural development  progra~es. 
To  sum  up,  the major share of·this kind  of investment helps 
·effectively to fill the gaps  in the educational·systems of the 
Associated  States. 
In  ~>he  few  cases where  educational facilities B.l'e  underutilized 
or operating unsatisfactorily,  the main causes  are· .inadequate maintenance, 
. shortage of teachers,  .failure on the p3,rt  of the recipient  countries .to 
.. provide complementary investments  (t-ratcr  and  elcctr~city supp~ies,  etc.), 
technical  shortcomings at the planning stage  and  Ul}satisfa.ctory  execution 
by contrc.ctors.  The  Co~~ission is  seeki~g to'remedy this situation in 
collaboration with the authorities concerned. 
Health 
Examination of projects  completed  in this sector concentrated 
on  ej.ght  hospitals  (in northern  Cameroon~  Madagascai and  Buru.'ldi), 
fiftecm centres for tile  Major  :llidemic  Diseases Service in Upper Volta 
o.nd  the anti-tuberculosis  campaign  in !.1a.li. 
'l'he  results are very satisfactory in  almo;:;t  every ce.se,  especelly 
as  regards  the  dce:rec of utilization.  For  instance,  14 000  cotlsul  tatior:s 
and  7  943  hospitalized  cases were recorded  in 1969  in the hospital 
pavilion in Haj1.mga1  Maclagascar. while the hospitals in northern  Cameroon 
are also used to their full capacity,  and  like;vise the fifteen centres·  · . 
~f the Major Endemic  Diseases  Service in Upper  Vol  te  .• 
Generally  S;:Jeaking,  satisf'actory operation of the projects  in this 
secto::- mail  be  hi.nd·8re<:!  by two  factors:  insufficient funds  for  mcd.ntenance 
and  ru.nning costs  ar>.d  shor!;e.ge  of medical staff.  In practice,  a~though 
in most  cases the funds  available for· servicing are :inadequate,  mai.n.tenance 
is general1y as  good  as  can be  expected under tho circumstances  and  the 
building3a.re still in good  condition.  In Cameroon,  the scanty operating 
· f\mds  are  so::r.etimes  supplemented  by the comrnunes,  which help to  cover 
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the cost of drugs,  treatment  and  fees.  In the Cibit6ke rural .hospital 
in Burundi  steps arc be:ling  tc-ken to appoint  medical staff lihile . 
complementary Investments  a1•e  being undertaken  by the local authorities;  ·· 
for  example the building of accornrnodc-.tion  for the me.dica.l  staff and .a 
dis:pensary.  The  approaches  made  to the  Cameroon  Government  by the Com-
mission to stress the pressing need  for medical staff for health 
establishments  in northern Cameroon  have met  with  success  and this has· 
considerably incroCJ.sed thoir efficacy. 
In one apecific case utilization and. operation have been 
unsatisfactory and  a  change  ~r approach is riecessaxy.  This is the 
campaign  against tuberculosis  in Mali,  for '1-thich  seven mobile  radio~aphy 
units \'l'ere  supplied  to  tre.ck down  those suffering from this disease,. who· 
could  then be given treatment. 
,, 
The  equipment  has  proved  too fragile for conditions  in the· ,field,, 
and  dGtection of the disea.se  and  subsequent  treatment have entailei too 
heavy  a  financial burden for  ~·~ali;  moreover,  cnly a  very ·small  numb!3r 
of those suffering from tuberculosis  could  be treated,  while }-6% 
of the population of Mali  are  infected. 
This project can  be made  more  effective by  a  frcsh.approach .to 
the  anti-tuberculosis  campaign,  especially by  concentrating on  prevet:ltion 
(mass vaccination)  and  by  setting up  permanent  centres as  a.means  of. 
reducing dcmage to the  rad iogra;phic  CC11lipment. 
The  experience gained  in this ·project· has  confirm::xl  the need 
to  allm·T  for heavy recurrent costs, . technical assistance av.ailable to 
make  up  for the shortage of medical staff, ·and  adaptation of equipment. 
to operating conditions. 
Rural  '/Tater_ supplund  urba~ infr;;:.strncture 
The  :c:DP. 1 s  operations  in this sector relate to the sinking of· 
wells  and  bore-holes in rural  area.s  a."ld  water supply and  drainage in 
urban centres. 
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E.x:amination of completed rural water supply projects centred 
primarily on the sinking of 21  l'lclls in the Tougan  and  Nouna  areas of 
Upper  Volta.  The  immediate  aim. of this project - water supply for 
villagers and  livestock - has  been attained.  ·Another result. has  been 
to help  increase the numbers  of non-nomadic  livestock and to  impro~e 
the crops  in the neighbourhood of the 'l'lells  .• 
The water supply scheme at Diego-Suarez  in Madagascar ha.s  a.lready 
had  a.  favourable  effect  on health in the town  by eliminating malaria 
and  reducing the diseases due to ,impure water.  .·  F\111  utilization of 
. this project has  hm'lever been ha.."ldic<:..pped  by the· filtering station's 
inability to cope 1vith the  m2..ximum  catchment capacity.  The  situation 
\'rill be  improved  as  a  result of l'lork  planned to  remedy this deficiencn 
it is being financed  rrainly  by  a  loan from  the Caisse Centrale de·. 
Cooperation  F.conomique  (France). 
· The maintenance problems  concerning urban drainage are acute 
since they are liable to have  a.  disproportionate effect upon  the smooth 
operation of schemes.  In the case of tha dre.inag..::  for the  M' Batavia 
district of Libreville,  for  instance,  the Commission has  approached 
the autl:..orities t0  advise the1:1  on  hmv  to ·meet their obligations  in this 
connection. 
Eli:aminatim1  b  1969  of the use made  of investrnento  in this sector 
cove:ced  raainly  road  infrastructure project:J,  nam.3ly  the building or 
asphelting of roads,  bridge building·(Burundi,  Mali,  N'.a.dage  ....  ":lca.r)  or 
supply of road  e~uipment  (Central African nepublic).  Exc~ination'of 
port  infre,structure covered  the  constr.1ction of the jetty in the port 
·or 'l'a:r:a.te.vej  Marlage.scar. 
On  the \'lhole7  it was  found  that the immediate objectbres,  both 
reduction of transport costs  and  increa.se of traffic,  have been 
attained  in most  cases.  .As  regn.rds the indirect  and  seconda:r:-y  effects, 
the operations  h~ve not  in general  been completed  long enough to permit 
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final conclusions to be dra>-m.  In many  cases the economic_-effects 
of a  road link depend  very much  on  t~e agricultural development  of a 
specific region from vlhich it leads to  cons1il11er  centres  ~r  ·exporting 
ports. 
In  HadagQscar,  in particular,  the building of the  1-1anal:ara-Farcrl'~.ngana 
road  provides  a  link betvreen  a  highly populated  area  e.nd  th~ port  of 
Ha.nakara, · 1-Thich  gained  even  more  in importance  as  a  result of the  W.ta:lagasy· 
Government 1 s  decision to close the port of Farafa.ngana.. 
After four years'  use,  one of the aims-· that of incr6asing 
traf:::'ic  -·  has been  achie\•ed  and  the target. levels  exceed~d by 4o%  in 
terms of tonnage  and  by 70%  in the munber  of vehicles. 
,· 
Prices, 
ho1-:ever,  ha\·e undergone little change over that,p'eriod,  bl!t this 
signifies a  marked  drop  in real terms,  due  mainly to the  impr9ved .rour.J.-
wey;  better r.1arketing  arrangements for fuel  and  spares,  and  i.h,e  set·Hng,.. 
up of loccl re-pair shops.  The factors preventing a  larger d:op in 
prices  are  m:\inl~r the ferries  tha.t  have to  be  crossed,. the high cost' ?f 
insurance for b?0ds  and  the difficult  journey between  ~his coast road· 
a."ld  the plateaux by  a  long and  dangerous  road~ 
Another road  project  in Ma.daga.scar,  na.-nely  the  scheme. for National' 
'Road  No.  7  (asphalting two  sections  a.nd  bailding one bridge), is ·also  a  · '· 
·succes::J]  there has  been  a.  reduction in t.ranspcrt  :-ates,  wri.il_~--gooC:s  and. 
pa.ssenger traffic has  more  tha.n  trebled  over five years. 
.... 
'  . 
In Nali the bridge bu.il  t  on the Segou-Bla-San  road  makes  moveir)ent 
on this  important  route considerably easier since .it replEi:ces  the former_ 
· foot-bridge used during the dry season,  and  the ferries' used  during·: . 
the flood  season.  Any  maintenance for this bridge 1-rill  be  pa.i9. 
from  the  T.Iali  roud  fund,  bu-~  none has  been required yot.  · 
.c  .  ...or. 
On  a  more  genere.l  level,  it should  be  mentioned thst this fund, 
I  ' 
opera.tes  sattsfactorily a..'ld  that  as.  a  whole  the roads  in Mali  are 
'i}~. :. 
\'lell  maintained. 
.  .. ;  ~  .. '· ... -,j  • 
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A project  in the Central Africe.n  Repubiic  compriedng the. supply 
Of road  equipment  (vehicles,  tractors,  levellers,  etc.)  I  Wa.S  alsO 
examined  under the heading of transport .·infrastructure. 
This  investment has attained its objective,  bUt  after fiye or 
six years'  use nearJ.y one-fifth of the equipment  is in a  poor condition, 
mainly because the length of road to be  serviced was  longer than 
orieinally planned. 
La.ck  of maintenance is in fact. ahmys  a  serious  p~o'blem and  is 
aggravated by rising prices.  In most  cases the funds.set  aside by the 
local· authorities for this purpose are inarlequate and,  in addition, 
there is often a  shortage of qualified staff.  l}ith their limited 
resources,  the recipient  States are inclined to devote the e.vaila.ble 
money  to me.intaining older infrastru.cture and  equipment  since they· 
feel that this is more  imperative than maintaining "t-mrks  which· are still 
ne'I-T. 
A solution may  lie in the formation of road  funds  in countries 
like Cha.d,  the Congo  (Brazzwille),  the Central African  Republic, 
Upper Volta.,  Nadagascar1  Mali  and  Burundi.  Such  funds  have  alrea.Cy 
prciduccc  results  in Upper  Volta.  and  ~ali,  'btit  setting up  road  funds 
cannot  be considered  a  solution to  every problem.  There is  a  strong 
temptatio;-1  to use the maintenance  element  of the rOad  f'a.nd  for ne11  t-rorks  -
and  the  exa::Jple  of ,some  j2)~ropean. countries  can only  encourage this 
attitude.  The temptation  is all the.stronger in those Associated 
s~~tes which have less resources. 
The  Commission continues to urge upon the recipient  Eo.nthorities 
the  importance of maintaining the road  investments  in good  condition; 
it has  st~.ted its Hillingness to provide essential maintenance :equipment. 
rr•he  nurnber  of pre-investment technical assistance studies and  experts' 
report!'l  completed  in 1969  was  lot-r  and  the cost  '1-lE'..S  some  35.5, 000  u. a • 
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As  in previous years,  preparatory technical  a.ssist.ance  ~overed 
programming and  market  surveys  end also the drawing up  of do.ssiers 
for invitations to tender and  for the execution of P!ojects. 
Host  of these studies led to something and  for ma.'ly  projects 
the financing was  arranged  in the same  year;  this was  so in Burundi 
as  a  result of the  E'tudy  on the· introduction of tea grm.ring in the 
neighbourhood  of villages in ·the  ~'lurumvya region,  and  in Upper 
Volta following the pro[;Tamming  study for the slaughterhouse with 
refrigeration plant  in  ~lagadougou. 
other st'.tdies  mey  form the  starting-p~int for future projects 
to be  fina.."lced  either by the  recipient  g:overnments  or by the third. 
ED::.<'.  An  illustre:tion is the study on  harVEJSting'the crops of the 
na:tUr::>..l  palm plantations in the Dahom2.y  coastal  area. 
Ten  o:- so  of the  investmen~ projects  ~.pprovcd  in 1969  h2.d  been 
the subject of one  or more  prcpe,,'atcry stwHes carried out  in eerlier 
years.  Bxazriples  e.re  the sla:.1ghterhouse  ;in 'Tananarive  (l~'ldagascar) ,. 
for l-lhich  a.."l  expert's repo!"t  a'ld  rr.<:trket  survey were draTtm  up  in 1968, 
the agricultural water-engineering scheme  in the niger Ve..lley  (ihgsr), 
for Hhich  a  land  survey and  development  study vi ere carried  out  1 
the Dosso-Gc>.;ya  road  ::.n  Niger  and  the construction of the Nation  .  .:-.1 
Ped~ogic Institute aJ,  Buk..re  (Rl·ia..'lda). 3.1 
3.1.1 
3.1.2 
''• 
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Five-yeD.r  programmes - si  tua.tion  (see Tables  6  and  7) 
During the year under  review the breakdown of appropriations. under 
the five-year programmP.s  established by the Associated  Sta.tes  ramai11ed  the 
same  except  for  a  slight change  in Madagascar's  programme,  under which 
aids to production originally accounted  for  68~.  This share has. been 
brought up to 71.  9fo~  the structural  improvement  part of the pr'ogramme  has 
benefited  from  the change,  especi~lly for rice production.  Aid  to 
.diversification has  been reduced  by a  corresponding ·amount. 
Commitment  of further  ::mnual  ..  inst:J.lments 
The  importance of the. date of 31  Hay 1969  should  be  stress~d:  this.· 
marked  the  expiry of the first Yaounde  Convention  and  aids to production 
were  ~o be  terminated  z.t  the  same  time. 
The  Associa~ed States receiving this form  of aid  had  signed  an 
undertaking to  su0mit, as  soon  as the Convention  came  into force!·· their 
.five-yea1~ programmes  for using  this aid. 
the Commission  ho.s  each year fixed  instalments co7erine  z.  pcr:i.o.J  of t>··elve. 
months  'tJhich  more  or less  corresponds to the mo.rketing year for the vrcducts 
referred to in  ~rticle 26  of Protocol  No.  5.  Although  in most  cases  the 
Associated  States i":ere  very late in submitting their five-year  prograr.unes, 
the Commissio!l  vras  c:.ble  to fix the final  instc:.lments  within the period 
laid do\m  in the Convention thanks to the constant close co-operation bett·Ieen  .  .  .  ~ 
•, 
its departments  and  those of the  AASl\~ Governments  concerned. 
·, 
At  31  r~cy 1969  the total  amount  of the final batch of a.nr.uo.l  insta.lments 
approved  since 1  January 1969  t•Ja:::l  18  million u. a  .•. ,  of which  16~  6  million 
for  structux·al  improvements  and  1.4 million for price support.  The 
Associated  States receiving this aid were:  Dahomey,  l:fado.ga.scar,  r.!a.li, 
Senegal  a.>'ld  Chad  (see Table 8).  '  •• •J 
. ·'  ·:' 
I  ...  ,  ... 3.1. 3. 
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Nith these .final instalments,  the total figure f()r  the commitments 
under the headi:1g of aids to production is  89S'"milli;o~ u.a  .• ,  of whicn 
29.8 million for price support  and  60 million for structural  improvements. 
Only two  countries have  requested  aid  for price support during the 
1968/69  marketing year:  Senegal for  groundnuts  and  Chad  f.or  cotton. 
The  final two  instalments for Nadagascar have:.:been  combined  in  a 
s~ngle commitm.ant  larger than the preceding instalments. 
As  regards  aids  for structural  improvement,  large sums  have  be  en ·: 
··:requested  and  granted for provision of advisers  and  training of farmers 
(l!iada.ga.scar,  Malir  Dahomey)  a.nd  also  for  operatio~s t·1hich  have  an  immediate 
impact upon.yield  and  the quality of products,  such  as  the use of fertilizers 
(for ground nuts  in  Senegal  and  Mali  1  for cotton in .Dahomey,  Mali  and  Madagascar 
and  for rice in Mada.gn.sc<ll'  and  Mali}  the use of insecticides  (for cotton in 
Mali  and  rahpmey),  the use of mode:rn  treatment  anci.  packing techniques 
(Dahomey,  M<'tdagasca.r,  Mali  and  Senegal). 
§Eending of  instal~ents committed 
Price support  meam-:.res  are going ahead  as  planned.  ·BY  the  end  of 
1969,  84%  of the  s·.1ms  committed  may  be considered  to have  been utilized 
.(see Table  9) 1 . against  79'!>  at the  end  of "the  preceding year. ·  Owing  to  a. 
relatively favourable  trend  of wcrld  prices for  groundnuts,  it was  not 
necessary to call upon  the aid  e.llocatod  to Senegai'·'ror thicr  purpose.  In 
Chad,  on  the other hand,  t~1e price  suppor-t  g:ranted  proved  inadequate because 
.  . 
of the poor world prices for  cotton  and  the increase in transport costs as 
it was  impossible to use the cheaper Niger.ian  r~mte ·(see Table 10). 
st:r·uctu:ra.l  improvement  operations vJere  carried·. O".J.t  as  sch•Jduled. 
The use of funds  ha.s  shown  a  ma.rked  improvement· compared  with 1968:  55'}~· 
.  ,1.  •  '  ' 
of th.;;  sums  com;ni tted had  been  spent  or had  reached. the checking sta&e 
(~ee Table  11)  against  48','b  at the  end  of 1968. 
... j •.. 3.1.4 
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The  Commission has continued .to ma.intain the system by which it 
notifies the recipient  State of .its  end·o:rsament  of contra.cts  awarded 
before the corresponding sums  are paid  out  either locally or.directly 
by the EDF.  Ag<J.in  the EDP' s  Principal Certifying Officer had .to  intervene 
'  . 
on several occasions during 1969  to speed  up  p~ments in  order to comp+y 
with Article 31  of Commission  :Reg'lllation No.  62/65/CTIJE,  but  the number 
c£ such interventions  showed  a  marked  drop_. 
Utility of aids_ to production 
'1-Jith  regard  to price support  for groundnuts,  the selling prices 
of this product  Here higher than the real cost prices owing to the 
drop in pro:iuccrs  1  ?rices which  occur:r>ed  at the  end  of 1967  (15%  lower · 
in Seneg:ll,  20%  lot-rer  in Niger),  and  were close to the to.rget prices 
for the last y·3c:r  of the five-year programmes. 
This does  not  me:1n,  however,  that the· target  cf competing on  th.e 
world  market  has  been  entirely reached  siGce the fact  t!l.at  the rise  in. 
world  prices during 1969  was  apparently a  re.sult  of the  gen~ral· econo'mic 
situation must  be talc  en  into  account~· 
For cotton,  progres::l  tow.::.:rds  the target of m2.:--kstin.s. at  '1-Wrid 
pricas has  proved  insufficim1t  be;cause  priceo  have  fallen off 
cons  id era  bly. 
Purchases  of fertilizers and  insecticides  in the  co~.ll'ltrie,s · 
;eeceiving a5.d  for structural  improvement  does not  seem to have 
increased.  The  EDF  was  less active under this heading tha.'l  in 1968 
owing to the tapering off of subsidies  grarded  for structural 
improvement  operations. 
Af3  in 1968,  on-·the--spot  checks  in 1969  shm-1  that the yields per 
hectare continue to  increase  in areas where  new  cul  tiva:tiori methods 
have been  us~d ae well  as fertilizers. 
0 
0  c 
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3.~  AIDS  TO  D~SIFICATION 
3.2.1 
. :;, .. 
EUropean  Deve:opment  Fund 
The .manner  in which  aids to diversification have evolved  is 
sho;..rn  in concrete terms  by the fact  thc.t  in  1969  comrr.i"tments  were 
undertaken for  39  million u. a.,  cov,"ri:·,.;  27  pi·;~y:;Cts  (against · 
18 million u.a.  for 8  pr0jects  j.n  1968).  Loans  on specie.!  term3~ 
·totalling 9.5 million u.a., were  gra.nted  for three of these projects., 
As  prescribed  in the Yaounde  Convention,  operations  in this field 
...  't 
.'  . 
are intended to diversify the economiE\S  of the .wsociated  States,  firstly .  .  . 
by widening the range of  p~oduotion in agriculture and  industrJ; · 
and  secondly by  improving the existing production structure  a:1d  the  ... 
· marketing of products. 
Some  diversification projects approved  in 1969  a.re  a.  c.:x1tir.uation 
of operations put  in hand  by the Corrmunity  in previous years.  · 
0 
0  0 
The  prim3.l'y  aim of broadening the ran:;:e  cf product:i.on  is to 
.. ,  ' 
satisfy .the ~(J<.:'~S  of the local  cons"Jme:r  popu1s.tion better :Jy  iwproving the  81):;'·. 
ply of food  a.nci  providing a  higher  income,  a:1d  subsequ.ent].y to balance 
the trade account  by reducing  imports  and,· if possiqle;  increaE!ing exports. 
Taking account  of these targets  as for:nulated  by the i'..,<ssciciation  Comicil 
. in its Resolution 1/66,  2,  the Commissior  ..  appro;.~ the  follm-:ing projeCts: 
in 1969! 
·.  (a)  ?.ur<:  .. 1  production: 
in Burtmdi,  continuation of tea-promotion scheme  by planfing 
500 hectares  of tea at  Rv;egura  and  setting up  a  tea  f~.ct~iy. 
and  powe:c  plant  3 
in the Ivory Coast,  introducti-on of upland rice in rotation 
'l'li th cotton; 
in Madagascar,  a  study for  a  polder at  Lake Alaotra. to be 
used  for industrial-scale dairy farming  and  rearing fa-tstoclc; 
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···  also  in J.Iadagascar,  a  tea research station on the Hauts  Plateaux 
as  a.  step towards  industrial ;and  village plantations; 
in Mali,  d~velopment of tobacco growing in village units in the 
Upper Valley of the  Nig~r to supply  a  factory the products of 
uhich ,.;ill eventually replace imported  cigaret·~es; 
in  Senegal,  development  of groundnut  prod~ction for direct 
consumption in the  Sine-S8loum region.  This is an  extension 
of a  prog!'amme  already in hand  to  introduce  a.  product which. is. 
mt?re  profitable than  groundnuts  for oil. and  which  is very popula.r 
on the  ~.lropean ar1d  American  markets.  It .should  be  remembered 
that in  ~enegc.l,  v1here  groundnut  products r.epresent  80';.'~  of 
~xpor'ts,  the  EDF  ha.s  already finanr.::Gd  schem\'s  for developing 
cotton,  millet  1  ric.e  and  ba."lanas; 
in·.RI·:anda,  500  hectares of ville>ge-:based  te3. plantations in 
the Cya:1gugu  prefecture.  This  is supplementary to the other 
EDF  schemes  for setting up  industrial-sce.le units comprising 
plantations  and  factories.  By. introducing tea growing,  it should. 
be po:::;sible to diversify the  economy  of Rwanda,  where coffee  Dnd 
cassiterite represent  over 90%  of exports.  Uention  should 
also  be  r.i,;d e  her-s  of the  EDF' s  pro  mot ion of pyrethrum in. 
R';-;andaj 
in  Somali8.1  a  plant propagation stn.tion with  a pilot plantation 
for grapefruit trees.  The purpose is to  introduce  a  new 
expor-t  crop  in  ord'3r to red11ce  this coun{:ry' s  dependence upon 
stock-breeding a."l.d  bClllanas,  vEllich  together comprise 9o%  of 
its exports. 
(b)  Industrialization: 
in Senegal,  an  economic  and  techni.cn.l  study with  a  viGw  to 
establishing a  steel  l.ndustry; 
in Congo  (Kinshasa)t  part of the  Inga hydroelectric  scheme, 
1-rhich  \.:ill provide  a  basis for nevl  industries. 
0 
•'', 
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Resides these  schemes  for  introducing new  products,  other 
projects are  ai:ned  at  reforming the strtict'\lr.e of production,  especia.lly 
by introducing a.gro-indu.strial  schemes  and  village-based ·schemes 
in order to  form  coherent units.  In addition,  loans  are made  to '!my,. 
equipment  to process local products  on the spot  and to pa,y  for the 
necessary infrastructure so  the:t  they are easier to market. 
The  following projects  may  be  given as. illustrations: 
in !Yory Coast  1  continuation of the development  of cotton 
production,  involving rationalization and  the supply of 
inda::::t1·io.l  equip.:~emt for storage and  pr'oces::ling; 
in Upper Volta,  constn10tion of tho  OuagnJougou  industrial 
slaughterhouse,  which  should  p.ermit  slaughtering to  be stepped 
up  end,  as  a  res~lt,  an  improved  diet for the population  and 
increased  exports; 
j_n' J.:ad,~gascar,  a  ne~  ...  indus~rie.l slaughterhouse with refigeration 
plant,  and  also ftJ.cili tics for storing  ru~rl  trar:-sporting chilled 
meat,  prima:!'ily io. satisfy the meat  r3quj reiPents  of the population 
of Tanwari  ve; 
in  Se;·1egal 1  improvement  of millet by creating nctv  1  more  :t:roducti  va 
varieties in order to  improve the population's  inadequate diet  anc 
to reduce  i~ports of food  cereals, 
in the Central African  Rc>publj.c 1  ttvo  transport  infrastructure 
projects:·  provision  of a  riv.er fleet for the Upper  Sangha and  the 
construction and  equipping of the river port  of Nola to enable 
'  .  ,  ·~ 
the produce of this forest  a~ea to be  exported. 
The  p:c'ojccts  fina.nced  by the EIB  relate essentially to the 
industrial sector and  thus provide effective aid  in  mod~rnizing and 
'  . 
div~rsifyirrg the  str~cture of the  economie~.~nvolved. 
'f. 
Schemes  in this sector,  where promotion raises  a>ilav<:i;d  problems, 
!>laJ:  ~n important  role in the development  strategy of the Associated . 
States and  are comple:nentar;y to those in other sectors,  in partic-.tla.r 50.- 3120/VIII/FED/70-E 
Ingustrialization favours  the introduction  &~d wider use of new 
methods,  technical progress  and  a  higher level of ·qualifications 
among  'HOrkers  and  supervisory staff;  it is usually accompanied 
by  improved productivity and  rapidly has  a  very marked  r,rultiplier 
effect upon distributed  incomes,  earnings of foreign  currency and  even, 
more  often than not,  on tax receipts. 
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~BeT' 4  - G:@~R.4L .TECHNICAL  CO-OPERATIOI~ 
4.1  SF.RVIC"::S  OF  P...XP!JJTS  PJ'ill  JI.fSTRUCTOFLS 
4.2.1 
4.2.2 
The teachers provided  and  fina.!lced  since 1967  for the  Inte;_ 
national  Statistical Training Centre :in  Yaounde  a."l.d  the Statistical 
School  in Abidjan taught during the 1968/69  academic year ar.d.their 
tours of duty have been  extended  to cover the 1969/70  a.cademi.c  year. 
Surveys  in  h:c.nd 
,'•' 
The  general  su~rey on  sales promotion for  AASM  bananas  in·the 
EEC  will be  completed  during 1970. 
The  survey  on  the possibility of setting up  an  AASf·T  jointjexport. 
organization Has  continued  a."ld  the finishing touches were  beirig put to 
it at the  end  of 1969  (see 5  • .3);,. 
A start uas  made  in  1969  on  the sur:vcy of the training requirements 
of the fishing population in the mtente countries  a."ld  the means  of 
providing training.·  'Ihis  survey co\·ers· in detail the various  aspects 
of the proble:.t in a  field  vlhosc  importance  and  usefulness  a.re  fre,quently· 
uncel"estimated • 
.. sector. 
It will  me.k:e  proposals to  furthel' training in  th~s 
... 
The  survey on  tho teaching of basic reading and  v!riting skills in. 
Senegal  and  N'auritania ha.s  been postponed  because new  guidelines 
are necessary  and  also  beca,use the  :.survey is to be  extended to  Gabon. 
'·  .. 
Use  mr:td e  of the complete_d  surveys 
As  a  result  of the  survey on the  improvement  and  standardization of 
certain architectural projects,  stci.nda.rd  plans have  been dr.a.wn  \.!.p_ for simple 
~;YPCS cf bui~ding most  used  in rural'.infractructure projeccs  (livirig 
a.ccorrunodation,  offices,  sheds  and  p~ima.ry classrooms)  in order to 
"facilitate,  iaprovc  and  speed up the submission  and  exa.:nina.tion of· 
dossiers,  a;,1d  the execution of such projects.  · Practical use has 
already been  ma.de. of these stal'!dard. plans  •. 
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Since it was  published in 1967 1  the general· survey on  industriali-
zation possibilities .  .in the ll.ASM  has  become  more  and  more widely 
knot·m  in·the Member  ~d Associated  St~tes,  in European  institutions 
and  the international organizdions,  in the universities  and  other . 
·'·  teachit1g and  resea,rch centres,  and 1  in particular,  in financial' and· 
industrial circles in the  I:~ and  .M)3M. 
',, 
A provisional stock-taking shows that  some of the industries 
proposed by the experts have  in fact  already been established.  Since, 
· however,  the industrial proposals covered  a  period to 1975,  ·it will 
of· course be  a  fairly long time before they are  implemented,  given the 
·  supplementary studies required  ~~d the need  to·negotiate the financing 
terms  ond suitable tax arrangements.  .The vast majority of the 
projects,  moreover,  were designed to be  implemented  at  a  multi-national 
level  and  this prerequisite is in fact 'one  of the most  difficult to 
fulfil. 
General 
The 1968/69  academic year  sa·.v  ~.n  incree.se .in the number  of 
scholarships  and  training grants  awarded  and  also  furthe~ diversifica-
tion of the means  employed. 
The  following- fi0'Ures  shm; the rise since 1964: 
Nu.rnb8r  of schola:'ships tcken up.}¥._ the AA');..l 
Index 
1964/1965 
1965/1966 
'1966/1967 
1967/1968 
1968/1969 
----
1  182 
1  497 
1 663 
l  892 
2  155 
100 
127 
141 
160 
182 
1  The  m.Lclbers  given do  not take into account  grants for part-
tj_me  training. 
Grants for part--time trairdng increased  from 182  in 1967/68  to 
304. 
Grants  for correspondence  courses  likewise went  up  sharply to 
l.  981  from  1  516  in 1967/68. 
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The  specific training programme·has  been developed  fu~ther;  a  new 
fea.ture  is the provision of instructors_. to .train craftsmen and  heads  of 
small  firn1G.  About  710  persons are undergoing training for medium  and 
higher grade supervisory stnff. 
4. 3.2 .  ~!,inie trainin&; scholarchil?.!! 
2  155  scholarships were  awarded  to  AASM:  nationals for the 1968/69 
academic year,  against  1  892  in the preceding year.  Apart  from  a 
'  marked  increase in training women,  there was  no  note\·Torthy change in 
the brealcdovm  of scholarship holders  by, type of training (see Table 13). 
- ~,·; 
.  ; 
~d~wn-9!2.9holarshiE holders ..£Y.  home  country and  co1.1.ri!!Y  of s:tud;t. (se.e  'fu"b~e 12) 
The overall increase in the number  of scholarships  awarded.  went  hand·· in 
hand  with  a  further rise in the nuinber·of scholarship holders studying in  · 
establishments in the  AASM~  45. 2;~ against  38  ~ 5%  in 1957/68.  ·  The number .  . 
studying in the  Member  States iemained virtially unchanged,  while the nUmber 
of thooe doing courses  in the  AAS~1 rose  from·. 727  to  975~ 
There were  scholan:~lip holders  studying in sixteen Associated  States.  · 
Cameroon,  the Congo  (Kinshasa)  and  Ivory Coast  alone  accoun-t  fo::r;- nearly 6}{1a. 
of the students,  who  attend  teaching establishments which  in most  cases  are· 
of a  regional character. 
~ution of  sch~~?iJ?.  ..  P2:9.f.t'a.ll'_rne 
To  enable it to  make  a.-;ards  within the normal  timo-limits,  the. 
Commission  asked  the .AAS!'I  to  submit  the caadidates  1  dossiers  in· Mcy  (1968)  · 
instead of July. 
Only  some  of the  .AJ,.STI'I  complied  ~·tith this reciu.es.t.  In  addition,  the 
events which  occnrrcd  in vario;,;.s  universities and  teaching  estc.blishm~nts 
often caused  the  examinations to  be  del~yed_~nd this made  it more difficult 
to d ec).d o  Uf'On  the  renm,ral  of schc  lc:;.rships  for 1968/69. 
Never~heless, use of the resident deputy supervisors has  already 
improved  the conditions  for  submitting and  forwarding  ca.."ldidates'  aJ?plications; 
Use  made  of traininc_ 1'Gcoived 
(a) 
(b) 
The  overall breakdown  of passes  and  failures  at  the  end  of the 1968/69 
a.cc-demic  year is  a.s  follows  (seo Tf1ble  14) i  pa.s~es 82.2%,  failu.res  ·" 
17 .8%, ·which is almost  exactly the  sa!ne  a::: for the preceding· year; ... 
The  perccmtage of f2.ilurE:s  vra;s  hl.ghe:::t  in the a.gricul  tural sector: 
23. 4%.  .  The  largest number  of fe.iiures  occurred  a.t  the  trhi&her:t  level 
(20.3'~), a.gainst  12.0;~ 2.t  :the  nvocational
71  level  and  16.2%  at .the 
"interrac:diate" leveL 
In July 1969  the Commission  camp] ete:'J.  its inquiry plus  a  study~ under..:. 
taken  in accordance vrith the Association CoU.."1Cil 1s  Resolution 2/67,  7 
(third to fifth paragraphs),  among  the 2  300 former  scholar:-:hip holders 
who  hod  compld  ed  their training by 1  Janua.t"J  1967.- From the results 
it has  been possible to assess the use made  of training received.  · 
Analy-sis  of the replies to the questionnaire sent 'out  shows that nearl;r:_ 
all the former  scholarship h_oldors  (94%)  fcund  jobs  or  nei'f  jol:s in  · · 
tbeir ho:ne  countries.  By  and  large the  jobs  correspond to the training  ' 
received;  29%  of the  ex-tra:i.nees  are  employed  in agriculture, 54- 3120/VIII/FED/70-E ... · 
17%  in the statistical services,  12% ·in government departments  and· 
lo% in . social  and  health service. 
The inquiry has also brougat to light the requirements for 
further training and  ::refresher COUTSeSH  · (  esp~Cially ill-SerViCe training 
and  correspondence  courses.) 
Likewise it suggests  some  useful points for  improving the scholar-
ship programmes.  The  inquiry will be  continued  among  scholarship 
holders  who  completed their courses  in the following  acndemic  years~ 
In the  same  context  1  a  11follo,.;-up 11  seminar was ·held  in Yaou!lde  in 
~ia;y 1969~  It was  attended  by ex-scholarship holders who  had  reached 
responsible  po~ions in their national  st~tistical services  and  its 
purpose  was,to  introduce them to electronic data processing using the· 
COBOL  lang'llage.  - . 
Scholarships for  tEain~_Eorrespondence course 
In the 1968/69  academic  year the  ~umber. of scholarships  a.warded  for 
training by correspondence  course Na.s  '822,  v;hich  msans  that the numl;lcr  , 
.·  of holders  incre::..sed  from  1  516  (1967/68)  to 1  981  inclusive of scholarship· 
holders  from previous years -.;.rho  -.;.rere  continuing their courses  (see Table  '15)~ 
.  A breakdown of scholarship holders  by type  ~f training shmvs 1  by 
compariGon -.;.rith  1967/68,  an  increase in the· "agriculturaln  and  11technic<d
11 
sec.tors.  These  coU:rs0s  are being used  to  on  increasir.g extent  for 
agricul  tt::re,  e::rpecially for training &..dvisers  and· r.Jedium  and  higher 
grade  c~pervisors. 
In the "technical" sector  (up  5.3%)  there w.as  an  incree.se  in those 
·taking civil engineerir.g  (public works)  courses  and  all the technical 
c'O)ll'S es  (chemistry  1  electronics,  data processing·,  t elecomruunicat ions, 
mechanical  engineering,  teciu:ical  drr~ughtsr.Jcmship,  electrical engineering, 
refriger·a-:;ion  t echniQu<::s 1  etc.).  · 
A brealcdo-.;.m  by level of training shows  a  m<U"ked  increase in the higher 
and  lm·rer levels.  This  ca..11  be  explained  firstly by the number of 
studen-ts ,,·ho  have  advanced  to  a  hig~1er course after passinG' the inter-
mediate  level  and,  second:.y,  by the large number  of candidates  for  lower 
level  courses in agriculture. 
Results 
At  31  December 1969,  of the 1 981  scholarship holders,  l  385  (69.9%) 
l'rere still pursuing their studies in  1969/70~ 156  h-ad  successfully 
c·ompht<.:d  their courses  (7 .9/0  a:1d  o·otained  diplomas  or certifica.tesi 
. 440  had  fail(~d or hc:.d  tl1eir scholarships wi  thdra:~-m because they had  not 
worked  at the course· with su.ffic ient regularity  ( 22. 2%).  Tile  fact 
that 1  385' scholarship holders  are continuing their courses  mey  also  be 
considered  a  success  .• 
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4. 3. 4  · LocaJ.  part-time cm1rses 
4.3.5 
Training or further training for craftsmen and  heads  of· 
small firms  in ma.na.gement  and  organization has  been  extended.  In· 
1968/69 1  311  AJ.SJ.1  r2ationals  took these courses  (against 182  in: 
1967/68):  103  in Cnneroon,  103  in 'congo  (B~azzaville),  47 .in  C~ngo · 
(Kinshasa),  31  in Gabon  aad 27  in I\!adagascar.: 
As  the J'J)F  began to fi.nance ·seven  instructors in Cameroon  at 
the end  of 1969,  it will be possible to  extend  and  reorganize this 
form  of trainint; in that cour.try. 
iritrod~ced in other countries  • 
.§r_ecific  trfli.n~  ng·_IJrogrn.rnmes 
Similar courses  are being 
• ••  I 
The  programmes  for training OTH.''..CO  offici:1ls  (Conge-Ki-:-.shasa.) 
were  pu.rsced.  The  se~ond tro.ining course,  for  220  med::.um..--gr~ie 
officials,  end~d in r:1arch  1969.  Under  a  nevt  financing. decit:lion, ,a 
third ccurse1  for  230 mediu:n-gr13rle  officinls,  and  a  refr<)sher 
cou:!:'se  for  90 senior officials \-;ere  held  in  Jur>.e  1969. 
Mcdiur.>gr2.de  public works sta.ff  (Cent~hl African  rtepublic).~  A 
group. of eight site foremen  corr.pleted  their training in  ria,y  :!.969. 
They  are now  employed  by the  M-i.nistry of Public  t·rorks.  ·A  second 
group  of .eight  started training in September 1969. 
22  clerks of works  t·till have completecl' :their training. 
Advisers for  tea. and  coffe~ co-:.operatives  (Rwanda)~·.  .Siriy 
·' 
students completed  their training in 'ckitober 1969  and  are  .. 
employl;!d  en plc:ntations  financed  by the  ZDF.  A second  group  of 
80 students  bcg;om  their training >-Theri  the first  group finished. 
Thirty teachers will begi.n training in  ~udicr--v:i.sue.l 
techniques at the  end  of 1969  (R-•landa) •. 
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B.  Programme  for  training_,!T~n_j_n Ni&:er 
The  programme  was  brought  into operation in October  1969~ 
T]1e  ai:n is to train 45  superv::.sors  and  400  advisers  from  among 
\·1or.1en  in  ~liger and,  at the same  time,  to make  women  in that 
country  a~;mre of development  problems with· a  viel·T  to their 
playing a  part in local schemes. 
TRAININJ!...!DR  OJJ'FICIAL8  P..lJJ  SHORT  COU:itSES 
~.rth~ training for officials 
One  course wc>..s  held  from 15 February to 15  July 1969;  ' another·: 
began  on 15  September  a~d ended  on  15  FobruarJ. 1970.  ~ total of 
·16  nationals  of nine  As~ociatcd States  a.ttend.ed  the tNo courses: 
2  from  B-..rrundi,  2  from  rwlagascar,  1 ·from Niger,  2  from  Senegal, 
1  from  Somalia,  4  from Togo,  1  from Upper  Volta,  2  from  Congo  (Kinshasa) 
and  1  from  Dahomey. 
.. 
· Most  of the officials attending the 1969  courses  returned to 
their former posts;  one has  come  back to Brussels where he is at an 
embassy  ~1i  th the rank of secretary. 
Co<• tact  with all officials \·Il1ohcwe  t r.Ucen  a  course with the 
Comr:1ission  has  been maintained  by sending them the  r:cour:cicr  de 
l'  !:.ssoci<:.tion"  regularly a'1d  th:::-oug:1  r,1oc:ting~ to promote  cont;,;.ct::. 
arrangcu  in the course of visits b'r  tr.e  Corru11ission' ~ officials to 
v  ,'  . 
Upper Volta,  Daaomcy,  the Gouge  (Kinsh2.sa),  1\.anda.  and  Burur.ldi. 
Short  courses:  symposia 
Et.trope.  They \'Iere  attended  b,t  974  persons,  of  rrhom  772  \'Jere  AASI•T  . 
nationals,  43  from the OverseafJ  Cov..ntries,  Territories  a'1d  Depa.rtments, 
_and  154  from  non-associated  C01;.l1tries • 
.§l_~~~  the -~?cj:!.:.ted  S!_at~_(f  ..  AS~~l:  20  symposia lvere  held  in the 
AASM:  Upper  Vol ta7  Dahomey,  )3\lrundi,  Rwanda  and  Congo  (Ki~shasa)J 
the total attendance was  4  000. 
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Changes were made  during the year in the organization of. 
the symposia..  I:;xperience h~ shown  that·  the· way  they were. organized 
and  th.eir le:::1gth  were not  consonant  with the aims  pursued by the. 
Commission with regard to  information  a:::1d  training for  AJ.SM 
nationals in particular. 
From  July 1969,  they were  extended  from  l1J- to 3 da.v:s. 
A whole day is now  devoted  to a  number of talks on the various· 
aspects of relations between Europe  and· .P.frica and  of the Association 
itself.  The. second  day is given  over to  r;ma.ll  working  par·~ies, t·thich 
exarriine  any points  from the previous .a,w• s  pe.pers that  are not. clear 
and  ce.ll  for further study or more precise ·replies.  . At  the plenary· 
sessio:::J.  on  ~he third  day the  rapporte~s for the working parties submit  . 
the results of their discussions  and  the first day's  speakers  answer . 
the questions that  have been formulated by the working partie's..  Th~· 
·,' 
symposium  closes 'tvith  a  genere.l debate. 
Experience  since this  reorga~izaticn has been  encouraging.  To 
set up  WOI•king  purtics it has  been necessary i;o  train persons to 
give a lead.  They  are provided  by  the national bodies  thn.t  recruit  . ' 
the participn.nts.  Deeper study of the p'roblerns  ha.s · a.!'oused  grec:.ter 
interest  arncng  those attenJing,  W~O find  that  even  thr0e d.;;ys  a.re 
no  longer  sufl.lcier.t  to exe.rnine  these problems. 
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Chapter 5 - OO'HER  TYPES  OF  AID  _ 
5.1  Efr.BGFNCY  AID 
Emergency dd was . granted  by the Community  in 1969  o~ one  occa.3ion· 
only.  It took the  form  of aid  to the  Somali. population tvhen  it was 
. suffering fc.mine  after a  particula.rly severe droupht t  this being th.; 
second  time  emergency  a.id  has  been  granted to dr·ought  victims  in  Some.lia:. 
:Essentially  it comprises  pn~'tie.l financing of the  sea.  and  road. transport 
costs for medical  and  food  supplies  provid-<Jd  in. a.n  emergency  aid  · 
operation involving many  countries  and  international  organizations. 
The  sum  supplied  under this heading was .49 000 u.a. 
The  aid  granted  to  r~~ali  in 19q8  for its campa.ign  against  a.n 
invaSiua of lnicratory locusts  NaS  not  ful~y  ::used  since the  SCa.le  Of 
the threc.t  wa.s  less  th2.n  e:-J.iicipated. 
An  advance of 1  million u.a.  was  mede.to the Burundi  Industrial Crops 
Office in 1969  to help it cope with financial difficulties during the 1969 
arabica coff-::e  ye?..r  ca.uscd  by  the drop  in wo"rld  prices fur  mild  arabica.s 
other than  Colom~ian. 
·  Of the 8. 7 million u. a.  gr<:-.nted  to the  Groundnut  Sta'biliiation 
FUnd  in Senegal  in 1968  5. 9  miHion u. a.  has  been used,  of Nhich 
2  m::.llion  u.a  .•  has  been  reirnh.:.rsed. 
·The  adva!1Ce  dloi.,red  to the  OC.AJ'i  Sugar Equalization  Fund  in 1963 
had  not  been used  by the  end  of 1969  as  one  of -the  recipient  Sta.·ces 
I:eil  not yet  ·p::-cvided  its gue.ra:J.tee. 
Tota.l  advances  since  ~he Yaounde  c'~nvention Ccme  into force 
are  shm·m  in Table 16. 
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The  Community Is programme  of participa.ti~n by the  .AAS~~ in tra,d e ' 
.fairs,  which  carne  into operation in 1968,  has  "9een  extended  for  one· 
year,  from J1.1.ne  1969  to June 1970. 
In 1969  Associated  Statee1 entries for the  internatione.l  ., fairs 
in  Brt'.s~els,  Mareectllenr  MiJ.an  and  Paris  and  fEir .the  •tpru-tners  in 
Progrcssn  :l.n:ports  e:l'~i".Ji tion in Berlin  total:!..~ '45• : 
•  .:·:,  1;:_,1 
This  type of action has  become  more  effective:  the average number 
of. trade contacts by part  icipa.t ing state and  by fair has  rh3an from·· 17 
in the first half of 1968  to  27  in' the first half· of 1969.  To.  mak~ it 
~ven more  effecth·e,  the Commission  ~s taking steps to cone:olidate the 
results so  far attained,  Hhile seeking new  markets,  by  developing fresh 
advertising and  public relations  approaches. 
At  the request  of the· Associated· States,  the Commission .has  d·ecided · 
to  ca.rry out  a  study on  the possibil  i.ty of scttir..g "..l.p  ct  join1  export 
orga.'lization for the Associated  Africo.."l  States  and  Madagascar·. 
The  study is in two  stages: 
The  first is for gathering information in order to 
'  '":. 
a8sess the 
sales methods  applied  by  exporting bodies  and  compa.!'lies  ir..  the AAS.I•J. 
and· the dif1'icultiea  encountered  in marketing products, .especially 
on  European  m~kets. 
The  second  stage deals with the pa=ticular conditions that.· ~pply 
to the marketing of AAS!1  products  en the  various  European markets  1  . the 
trade promotion drives that could  improve sales opportunities:, the 
structur·3 of any  body or bodies  that could  be called  on  to  su~port 
these measureS  I  the 'outlay tha;t  might  be  llGCessa.ry  to  launch  and· 
maintain these drives  and  the relevant  organization,  and  an  outline 
. ·  budget  of income ·and  expenditure in the first five years of'the  , 
progra.tr.illC  under consideration. 
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phapter 6 - AD}ITNISTRA~~ 
6.1  CO-OP~)J_<\TIOU BENT-EN  THE  CON}iTJNITY  .A?lii  m'HER  OP.GANIZP_TIONS  PF.O~JIDING 
.  6.1.1 
AID 
Co-ordin;:1.tion within the  C_9~unit_z. 
In Yaounde  Convention  II the Contracting Parties specified  industriali-
zation as  one  of the  main  aims,  affirming in this way  their,desire to 
enoourage the industrializat:i.on process,  which should  lead to more  rapid 
and  sustained  economic  development  of the Associated  States,  by a  whole· 
battery of instruments. 
\·lith this objective in mind,· a  spacia.l  co-:-ordinatic.n  meeting was 
held  in  P(ll'is  on  22  December 1969  a.t  the invitation of the· ?rcnch · 
aut:!:10rities.  It was  attended. by the Community• s  aid  depru:'tments 
(IJ)F  and  EIB)  and  ?.cench  bilatera.l 'aid bodies  (Fonds  d' Aide  et de 
Cooperation  and  the Caisse Centrale de  Cooperation :!i'.conom:i.qt;.e). 
Thanks  to this  meeting,  it i-JaS  possible to ha.ve  a  fa.r-rangil:J,g 
· ·exchange of ideas on  pol:i.c~r  towards  aiil  to industrialization in the 
AASf•i,  particularly with regard  to  methods  of p.i omot ing mult in  at  ional 
industries. 
As  in earlier years  re.311la1'  meetings  for co-o!'dination  and 
informatica purposes have  been held  between the  Commission's  depe.rtments 
anJ  the official .bilateral aid  organizations of thE>' various  lllernbor 
States  on  the sutject of aid  given to the  AASM. 
As  a  result it •ras  possible to  carry out  several  joint  operations 
in 1969  under  optimum conditions.  ·The  main.  ones  were: 
{a)  Promotion of tea growing in Ki'vu  and  of, farming in Ubangui 
(Congo-Kinshasa).  These  schemes  form part  of the Congolese· 
Government 1 s  agricultural development  programme  1  for  ~hic~'l 
Belgium,  Germany,  the United· States  and  the United  Nations 
are also providing finance3 
(b)  The  Inga hydroelectric  scheme  (Cong'o-Kinshasa).  Finance for this 
scheme  is also  being provided  through a joint contribution from 
the Congolese  Government  and  Italian bilateral aid  for building a 
dam  and  setting up  three 150 megawa-tt  unj_ts. 
44  million u. a.' 
Total  cost: . ,•; 
··' 
, .. ,· 
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{c)  River fleet  for the Upper  Sangha  (Central African  R~public). 
EDF  aid,  totalling 1  540  000  u. a.  has  been  supplemented  by  a.  loan 
.  .  . 
of 1  620 000 u.a.  from the Kreditanstalt  fiir Hiederaufbau to be 
used  to build up  a  second  river fleet for trahsporting timber out 
of  the area; 
(d)  Improvement  of cotton production  (1970/71  cz:op  year)  in  Cha.d. 
The  cost of organizing advisers \'rill be borne .by  French bilateral 
aid; 
(e)  Modernization of the Tsevie-Atakpa.ine  road  (l~t section)  ·it;~  Togo.· 
This :forms  part of th<:!  plan to  improve  tJ:le  main  high~iays,' for 
which the Community  has  already financed  roa.d  works  and  surveys,. 
FAC  and  IDA  are also providing pa.1·t  of the finance;, 
(f)  .P_griculturn.l·developmcnt  programme  for the Central  and  Plateaux 
regions  (Togo).  This  is being financed  by  EDF  aid  a.nd  forms . 
part of the 1966/?0 Togo  development  plan, under \'rhich  there are 
development  prograll1•nes  for  ea.ch  of the five  economic  a.r~a.s  ~  DeveloP- . 
ment  of the re'-!aining three regions  will be  financed  from  French  .. 
bilatera.l aid  and  the UN  Development  Prograr:une; 
(g)  Silos for  the  Zinder millet mill.  T!w  ·~mP and  FAG  are ?.lso 
assisting in this project, 
0 
0  . 0' 
The  Council's Technical Assistance Group,  which  is concerned  with 
.,  ' 
technica.l assistance co-ordination and  co-operat:lon,  held  one  meeting 
in 1969.  It pursued  its exchange  of informat:lon·on technical  co-
operation activity and  pohcies between the  rqsrr.ber  States  and  th9 
Commission, 
f.?-ope.E_.::.::,!ion  wit.h  r.!;On-Corr.!T~it;;r  organizations providing a.id 
In  1969  co-operation  between the  Community  and  mul tilat.eral  a.id 
organizations  ~~a.s  st·rengi;hened  even further.  ·As  a.  :-csul  t  H  ··was 
•  ••  ;  1111,•  •• 6.1.3 
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possible to put the following projects  in hand.  First of all, three 
of the projects referred to  in the preceding section to which  IDA 
and  UNDP  are contributing: 
(i)  Modernization of the Toevie-Atakpame.  road  in Togo, 
(ii)  Agricultural development  programme for the Central  and  Plateaux 
regi  ens ,  Togo, 
(iii)  Silos for the millet mill  a:~  Zinder. 
And  also: 
( i) _ E1 ectrici  ty infrastructure - Studies for the  Mukungwa  h.vdro.electric · 
station and  co~struction of the Ntaruka.-Ruhengeri  poHe~ ~ine  ·{Rwanda.)_ 
This project  comprises the constru.ction of a  high--voltage 
power line linking the  Ntaruka.  power station with the  pyre~~hrin 
plant  financed  by the UNDP.  This plant will be used  to  process 
the pyrethrum produced  as  a.  resalt of the pyrethrum development 
project  financed  under the second  :C::JF; 
(ii)  National  PE:.~a.gogic  Instit~t~ ~t 'B'..1tru•e  (Riva.nda.) 
The technical  assistance  (teachers) required  for this 
Institute will be provided  by  the  UNDP  until 1973.  ···· 
r  ·• •. 
The  Ccm;:lission  corJ.tinued  to part)  cipa.t~  re~larly in the work 
of OSC::J,s  Development  Assistance Committee  (DAC). 
·'··  ·, 
'  ,. 
As  part of .the  annue.l  examination of d.evelopmcnt  a.id  measures  and 
'policies,  the Commission,s  memorandum  on the .E:r:.;C•s  activities  in the 
matter of finaYJ.cial  and  technical assistance to the developing  countries 
was  discussed at  a  DAC  meeting on  28  October 1969. 
.  ', 
In winding up  the discussion,  DAC 's Chairman  laid. gr·ea.t· :e:npha.S'is 
upon  tho role which the ESC  should  play in co-ordina.ting the  a.id  accorded 
the Associated  States  and  promoting regional co-operation bc·hieen the  AASi-!~ 
In his reply,  the  Corr.mission1.s  representative drew the Committee's .· 
attention· to the procedures  established  by the  EDF  for reciprocal 
information  and  consul  tat  ion uith other sources of aiu 5  .,  ·he  also. 
pointed  out that t!ie  Commission  had  given relative pri.ority to those 
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projects  wh~ch would  encourage regional  cO:..operation.  · 'I'his  polio:•,  ·''-
which  had  been  applied  since the beginning of  the second  'EDF,  would  become 
even  more  evident  during the third period of association.  The 
Commission _wished  to_  stress,  nevertheless,  that the prime responsibility · 
for regional co-operation lay with the Associated  States  the~~elves.  ..  .  .  .  . 
The  Commission has  also played  an active part  in studying 
certain d evelopmont  problems,- both in the  Committee  itself a.nd  in the 
various working parties  •  The  main  subjects dealt  ~rith include:  .,the 
. essential modifications  of aims  needed  to a.ccord  them with the resolutions 
adopted  by  ID1C'I'AD  II,  the DAC's  participation'in work  on  the  second 
Development  Decade,  increasing the volume  of aid,  effectiveness 'of 'the· 
developing countries'  own  efforts. 
The  Commission  participated  as  an  observer 'in  the work  of the  UN 
Committee for Developrr:ent  Planning  j_n  preparation ,for the second  UlT  · 
·Development  Docade,  and  in tha.t  of the UN  Industrial DevelOpfllent 
Organizai;ion  (UNIDO).  It >-las  also an  observe~ :at the  annu~l meeting of 
- the Board  of Governors  of the African Development  Bank. 
.  ..  ;  ~ .. ,. 
!. 
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A resident deputy supervisor has  been operating in  each  of the· 
18  AASM  since 1968.  He  is in charge of a  nwnber  of technical  supervisors, 
who  are either recruited  individually or  pl~ced at the  Commission's 
disposal under contract  by  one  or moro  consultant firms.  In  addition, 
use is made  when  necessary of experts  from  specia.list  firr.1s  who·are 
employed  for short  missions either in Europe to  supervise supplies'· or 
in the Associated  States to  supervi~e. the  iinplementa.tion of particular 
schemes  (radio-beam links,  hydroelectric plant,  etc.). 
A meeting of resident deputy super'visors was  arranged  in. Brussels 
from  21-25  April  1969  so that they could  compa.re  notes  on  the  problems' 
that arise during the exscution  of projects  and  together  examine ways 
of speeding up procedures. 
T<.:mphasis  was  laid  on  the need  for the deputy zuperv).so:::-s ·.to  be 
more  c] osely associe.teJ  •-:i th the whole  opm.-ation  of .providing a.id  so that 
they can co-operate more  e:ffectively,  not only.at the execution stage 
but also l;hen the projects  are  exa:nined·; and  see \·rhat  use is being 
made  of  e.id  by .the recipient  countries.; 
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Cmi:MillHTY  FOOD  AID 
1.  In addition to the  a.id  provided under the Yaounde  Convent.icn the 
Associated  States may,  .if they so request,  be granted  food  a:i.d  distri-
.buted  by the  Community.  Und;;r  the  Food  Aid.  Convention  signed  in 1967, 
the EuropeaL1  F.conomic  Community undertook to  supply 1  035  ()()0  tons  of  · 
wheat  or coarse grain  c:nnua.lly for three years as  food  aid  to  th·~ 
developing countries. 
2.  This  overall commitment  ha.s  been  implemented ,partly in the form  of 
Community  operations  and partly a.s  bilateral operations  by  the Memcer 
States. 
In the first year  (1968/69),  Community  qpcrations  represented  a 
total of 301  000  ton::J  of wheat  equivalent,  i.e.  29~ of the total. 
commitment;  none  of the .Assooiated  States benefited  from  ~hese 
operations  since none  request  such  aid.  ·_I, 
In the seccnd year  (1969/70),  the  sh.:~.re  provided  in the form  of 
-Q  ,;·  ,. 
Comrr:uni ty c~ere.t  io~s Hill  b.::  aroilnd  .32}1,  of the total commi tin:mt : 
( 330 - 340 000 tons  of '"heat  equi  .;,a.lent).  The  recipient  coun·~r::.cs 
include  h10  As::>ociated  States: 
(i)  H.<:.::~i,  \'Thich  has  been given  25  000 tons  of maize  and  5  000  to~s of 
wheet  equivalent  in the  form  of whea.tGn  flour. 
delivered  during tte second half of 1969. 
This  was  all 
( ii)  Niger,  to \'Thich  the Community  ha.3  offered  a.id  equivalent to 
15 000 tons  of \-vheat  (10 000  tons  as  gra:in ·and 5  000  tons  as 
floll1:').  The  contract \'/'ill  pr,obably be,:  ~igned in the near future  a.nd 
implemented  in  t~e first half of 1970. 
IJ:'he  Commis3ion  vrill  make  prepo.rationc :f'or  the  thL::d  'season  of  " 
Community  aid  in  .l\'~  a:n.d  Jv.nc  1970. 
. 3.·  The  Community's  food  a.id  is usually delivered  fob  Comnn.mity  port<;;; · 
I)  the recipient  Government  undertakes  to sell the quantities suprlied 
under normal  home  mCJ.r~-cE:t  conditions  and  to pay the yield  into a  special . 
account  to bs used  for fi!1ancing development projects. 
,•. 312 o;vr II/  ~D/7  Q-;E 
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•1',  ' 
tn  exceptional cases,  however;  food  aid  mey  be  granted  on  a 
cif basis and  the  supplies are then usually distributed free to the 
recipient populations i  but  if the  Governme.nt  wishes,  it mey  be · 
'authori::;,ed  to sell all or part of the suppl:les,  in·which case the 
.,  special account  procedure is applied. 3120/VJ:II/FED/70-E . 
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Aids  to production:  structural imp!'overnents 
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country  and  type  of training 
14. 
15. 
16. 
18. 
Results  obtained  by  type  and  level of training 
( 1968/69)  (in  ;~) 
Scholarships  held  for training by corresp6ndence 
course  - 1968/69 
Advances  to stabilization  fur.ds  grant·ed  under  the 
Yaound~ Convention 
Resident  deputy  supervisors .and technical supervisors 
for  the  execution of EDF-f:..na.TJ.ced  projects in the  AASl-'i 
Investment,  diversification and  production aid r>roject's: 
commitments  underteJcen  in 1969  (2nd  EDF) 3120/VIII/FED/70-E 
NET  SUMS  COMHITTED  IN,  1968 
AND  RECAPITULATION  SINCE  1  JUN~  196~ 
AASM·  +  OV£BALL  OPE~~~~ON~ 
TABLE  1. 
'000 u.a. · 
Ty-pe  of  e.id  1  Jun.  '64  l 
-31  ne:c.  ·-69. 
2nd  EDF 
Grants 
2n:d  EDF 
.Investments 
Related  tec~mical assistance 
and  supervision 
Aids  to  production 
Aids  to  diversification 
General  technical  co-operation 
Emergency  aid1 
Ad:-,d.nistrative  and  miscell.:tneo·'.ls 
ex:;_Jenscs 
-------------
Total  e-rants 
Investments 
35  135 
,4  204 
6  292 
31  013 .. 
1  -151 
I 
.. 
,, 
321  681 
37  604 
-90  107 
110  513 
36  696 
1  The  emerscncy  aid granted in 1969  ( 49  000 . u. a.)  was  provided  from 
.. 
an  earlier project  and  so  no 
operations is  therefor~ nil. 
figure  is gi'ven here;  the  balc;nce of the  two 
"2 Not  included in the total for  commitments,  ~s these  are  advances 
from  the EDF' s  liquid csseta. 
I 
I TABL~ 2 · 
SUMS  COMMITTED:  BR:8PJ(J)Q....I:1L!!  S::::CTOR 
------------------~-~----------------------------~----~~~t-al~----------- ··<'~  •  •  ·  1 •.  .·  •  ~o·  : 
(~~;~)  :1  Jan~  69~31 Dec.· 69  4 _1,-!~n.~  5?~-:::.~~-pe;>_lj~  . 
Sectors 
Industrialized  ion  ---
General 
Chemicals. 
Manufacturing 
Agricultural  and 
Energy. 
Mines' 
•  •·  lo!etal 
·General 
Plantations 
food  industries 
i  2nd  :c:nF i  EIB..  I  % l  2nd  Ebr  ·  EIB  1  'Jk. 
:- - -. --: - - - -: or  i  - - - .- - .....  - -- i  of' 
1'000  u,a !'000  u;"!~talj',OOO u.a  ',000  u.a ~ota1 
'  I  '  I 
I 
34  ,  34  ;  ~  2  192  'I  '  I  o. 3 
I .  I  I  - .  !'  2  430  o. 3 
I 
- !1  ;13  11.0  4 179  2  633  1.0~ 
·  3 907  r  527  i 4. 2  1  012  114 173  3.0 
1
18  511  I  ~7.·5  21  115  I  4  050  3.5 
982  120 000  12·9·  i  20  i  *  20  .1  215  1  Q, 2 . 
i  I  : 
!2~2  472  :1  54o  !22.1· I ·  35  soo  ! 44  so1  .  n.2 · 
I .  j 
i  I  I 
i  - !  93o  I 
15769  I- h.5~2,·84822! 
Agricultural  improvement 
Settiements,  co--op ;:.rati  ves, 
etc.  for rura.l  population 
12134  l- ,2.01  54826 
guidance 1  I  ·  1 
! ' 573  ' o.6 ;)  ...  r 
·  .. ·~~tru.ctura1  improvement  nnd 
··  ··~versification 
·stock-breeding  (and  fisheries) 
Marketing 
Price support 
2'ran~por't  ~d  communica:t ions 
General 
. Roads  and  bridges 
. Raihrays 
Ports· and  inland  '~<laterways 
TelecommunicationG 
.:Airports 
I
t  :  ·  p1o4  764  4.6 
28  698  i27.5 :) 
I  376  j  0.4 :  14 542  .,.  2 ,l . 
!  50  i  I  -K·  !  245  I * 
i 1  357  ~  - . 1. 3 !  40  7.2J.__.._~-,--...,-+--5' 7 
;  :  .  :  .j  i 
~.~957  _;__..:__~:4..!-.;...6_;.  3~;  .::..3Q]  8!2  ~.2; 1  .  .  i  I  -----,.,----1..-..  -
l  I  :  I  l 
t  - !  - .  59  !  * 
1
16_936  j16.o: 117  220  2: 33o  ~6.  7 
- 'i  28  597  ,.  !  4.0  i 2  982  I  .,..  2.,8;  30  379  ..  . 4,2 
l  - I - I  - t  3 411  ' o. 5 
~*  -:  =  1  - :  8  37 4  : 1.  2 
! 
lih.tcr  enginesrinvll.. url:la.n  infr<:.3t:ruct.urJ  ---- - -·h-'  --~~-·----·  ----r  l 
Rural  wa.ter  supply  1  - ;  - 15 124  ~  2.1  t 
Urban water supply  4  027  1  - J  3.8:  21  566  .  - · 3.0  t 
Urban  dre.ina.ge  42  !  ~  !  +:·  5 631  1  . 0. 8  .  !  ----...:--·-----r----.---·-.;.._  ___  _ 
[!"'~·lth  ..  -)-·. 
-..:nfrastructure  (including post-
investincnt  technical  <:~ssista.."lce) 
Health campaigns 
-------------~ 
7~  J•!B(;1 igiblG. 
4  069  i - t  3. 8 ;  42  ,3_2_1_.__,___......;.. __  -1 
1  444  I  1.4  ~  25  002  j  ~ 
13t~  i  -
+----'-'·•---+-··--,.-~ 
.  1  444  1.4:  25  736  I 
,I TABLE  2  (contd,) 
.  'P, .. 
. SUMS  COMI•ITTTrn:  - BRE_4KDO'tTN  BY  SECTOl1 
~h~, 
~::.:~~·,)---.....-.----------,.-.  -1-J-~-n-.  -6-9--·-.31_D_e_c -.  -6-9-~,-l-J-un- .•  -..  -6-:4!:::-~-:f-.a~~-ee:...._,.69-.  ..:..  ...... -
Sectors  ..-..-------~------------~~--~·~--~..-----~--~·  I  ·  I  Cormnission • s  .  ·  ~·--·-·: 
!  ·I  Commission'~  2nd  ;:::DF  %  I  dget  ·~  i  I  "iv 
j  l)u£gQt __ ~ •  _  _  _  of  .2nd  EDF  .  1  EIB  ~f·  ' 
l~uc~i~  ~d~~------~~-~-~-o~u_._a_.~·-+ 11_._'o_o_o~u-~._a._~~t-o_t~a  ~'_oo_o_·_u_._a_.  __  ~l_•_o_o_o~u_  .•  _·~_··~{~c~~-
1  Ge.neral 
1  Educatic.n infrastructure: 
I  ·  ·general 
technical  and  vocational 
1  Specific vocational training 
I
.  .projects  and  services of 
instructors 
Scholars~lips 
l  .  In-service ·traiaing  l  1\Ymposia . 
tis~e~~<~.nec~unot rel c::ted  to 
t1dividuaL_nr-:cto;:·s) 
28  * 
- -
1  379  1.4 
I 
' 
251  -
12  639  -
19  407  -
7 656  -
28  037  -
326  -
939  -
69  255  -
353 
'·',  '·.  ...  * 
1 r·  .  ~ 
"  " .. 
l.l 
3 
c.:. 
'; 
! 
i  Information,  documentation 
Snergency aid 
I 
1  8-.19  ,(.,. :·  '  ! 
Progrc-.mmi,ng  and  gm1ere.l 
·technical· a.ssistcnce 
J.  GE)nE:ral· surveys 
·· . .Ad!llinistre.tive and  fine:lcia1 
I 
I
.  costs 
. Trade promotj.on 
I 
-ll·  Ne~ligib1e. 
116 
'9 
300 
474 
2  541 
I  254 
I 
518 
Boo 
'  I .  0.4  6  3~  ..  5 
NB:  The  amounts  sho"m  in this table are commitments  originally undertaken for the 
various  operations?  they do  not  take into account  either later adjustments 
(upv<ard  or do,.mttmrd)  or t echnica.l  and  delE'gat ed  superv:ision  oos ts. 
This  explains tha differences  between the to'tals in Table l  and .those in 
Table  2  and  the discrepa.'lcies  bet,,een these· t•·ro  tables in respect of certain 
I 
specicl types of oper2.tion  (in particular price· support).  Table 2  also shot-rs  the 
o  . .:. 
*' 
* 
0 
amounts  from the Commission's  budget  used.  for techn,ica.l  and;  financiaJ.  co-operation. ,-: .... 
SUHS  COHHITTED:  BR:SAKDO~'IN  BY  COU!'TTRY. 
RECAPITULATION  1  JUNE  1964  - .. .ll.J?!!CEI>il?]B....J2.§2 
1000 u.a. 
EIB  I 
I 
'\  .  AASl:  ....:......--~·  ~~  --·--------.  TOTAL  -
r-~---------------------·-+--G_r_an_t_s_~  __  s_p_e~~~·i,_a_l_lo~s~  'Ordi~ar~--1-oa_n._s-+-----------~ 
Burundi 
Cainer'oon 
.,.·· 
Central  African Republic 
. Congo  (Brazzaville) 
Gongo  (Kinshasa) 
· . Ivory  Coast 
Dahomey 
Gabon 
Upper  Volta. 
. Hadagascar 
l"'lali· 
~  Ha.uritania 
.N~ger 
Rwanda 
Senegal 
Somalia 
14  522  9  518 
227 
9 ··OOQ 
9  coo  .:.. 
11  328  11  642 
2  500.  3  241 
1  862 
2  754 
1  Gener~J_  h  1  h'  ·  ·  t  ·  ·  1  "'-surveys,  sc oars lps,  ln-servlce  ralnlng,  syrnposla, .generc::. 
information'  technical  and  delegated  supervision'  admiaistre.ti  ve  ana 
, . financial  costs. '  .  ~~·  ..  ..: ... 
3.120/VI:i.>I/FED/?O...;E. 
TABLE  4 
SUHS  COM~:~l'TZD IN  _1269  FOR  SURVEYS,  3X:"RVICES  OF  EXP~RTS. 
AND  TECHNICAL  f.SSI_STAJJCZ  REL!.'rED.  TO  INV:SST~ 
u.a. 
•  I Seuaro.tc  technical  l 
~------~  ·-----------------r.,-------------------
!  as~istance-;;rQjectsa 
T  h  .  1  .  .._  I  . 
--~.£.:...  nJ.C "!;~~~~~  I ' 
incluced .  .:!:E-E£Oj<:ct·~-~ 
Total 
·--------~-
1  J c>.nuary  - 31  December  1969  ·_ j 
I  ~~  .  -----.  ---------- I 
j  I 
r- . 
·-------
I  Industrialization  ·j 
j Hural  productiun 
I Transport  and  communications  I-
I  Water  engineering,  urban  I 
infrastructure 
Health 
Education  anQ  training 
~"!isccllaneous 
92  000 
1 o86  ooo 
335  000 
65  000 
390  000. 
5·000 
116  000 
1  270  000 
11  83~ 000 
4"1  000 
20  000 
13  ~61  000  T 0  T  A L  I  2  089  000  I 
1.- '  -·---·--------~-----
1  362  000 
12  916  000 
376  oco 
65  000-
410  000 
5  000 
116  000 
15  250  000 
,I 
II 
a  Including_ certain technical  assistance operations under- headings  other. than· ;•technical  co-operation 
related to  ir..vestmentsn, :=1.nd  also  those  financed  with  funds  allocated to earlier .projects~ · 
Total 
1  JU.n:-'64 
.2..i...Q£  C  •  I b9  --.-
4  221  000 
43  454  000 
12  9B1  ooo 
2  382  000 
:3.839  oco 
1 554  000 
2  517  000 
-
70  948  000 .,  .. ..,, 
I 
I  I . 
\  ,) 
~ 
EX:SCU'l'ION:OF  2!ld  I:DF  AND  BIB  FTICJECTS 
~'1;'  __ 3J  __  D~g~§§ 
~\" 
1000  Uoe  .• 
..  ·~ 'II  AT  .·31  DEC.  1969 
- .  -- ·-------·----
!  .  . 
I  QP.!.W:.'S  i~nd EDF)  FCR: 
':'-_-.,.--.----.... 
1 
~  contract3
1
.  _  ~  . 
~:tments  placed  .t ayments  iCommitments 
I. ·  .  I  . I  f 
1·  Contracts 
!  placed 
! 
·Payments 
I 
I  .·.  •  I  Inve:::tr.1ents 
1 Technical  assistance related to 
I investments  and  supervision 
I
I Aids  to  production: 
,  .!?ri.ce  support . · 
j  Structural improvement 
I Aids  to diversification 
!  General  technical co-operation·  I  Ex 
I  ~~ 
rGG  545  97  289  ,.  44  634  r21  681 
I  33  395  23  699  18  245  ~  37  6o4 
!I  §..2·  815  .§o  982  49  601  .  ~  20  107 
30  890  29  537  23  063J  .  29  301 
II  52  925  31  448  26  531:  60  806 
1
179  579  I  38  851  28  155  ;110  513 
122._242  I  20  693  18  8·13  : 36  696 
1  8  8321  5  373  3  76~  0  .322 
702  .  702 
1162  813 
I  . 
89  279 
.  34  468  25  491 
6?  182  . ·60  2J8 
28  602  24  973 
38  58o  35  321 
53  671  I 4o  639 
29  718  S5·  556 
I 
18  737 
664 
5  711 
Sy 
In 
Ge 
.  25  419 ,
1 
14  148 
244  2441 
I  345  226!  ~UL~  .,.~) 
214 
;JT  2bb  230 
6  92~ 
·1  Emer 
l Adva 
I  . 
!  F~na 
t 
l  2  964  1  902  1  19 
:*  ;c~1  ~o3)  <4  ~35;  c3· 61 
,sts  I · .  792  792  · · 77 
2 
9 
0 
-------·-----·------,'1------+--------1----
T  0  T  A L  G R  A N T  S  ~22 632  244  211  161  41 0 
LOAN  (2nd  EDF)  CN  SPECIAL  ~BlWS FOR:  1. 
tments  ·  ·  li  14;.599  ·  .j  ~·  ~~  . Investments  . .  .  1114;.599  .,  1  215  ·1  327 
I  Aids  to :diversification  i 13  776  6  482  536 
f--
)a 
2  964.  1 902 ..  1 _264 
,< 12  6·19)  . (8  237)  . - t.5  295fa 
.  I 
1  635  I 
1  635  1  220 
1~01  200  351  389.  243  767 
I!  . 
~  20  099  14  599  1.215 
., 13  549  . 1  61.8  to :diversification  ___j  1~ 776 -~  ~309 
408  r  28  148  .2  833  !  .  .2~~TAL LOANS  ON  SPI:;CIJ.IL  TEin1S  ~~__:.:.j_  7  697  f  1  363 
11 
_- I  .  _  __  . 
~~~~~~~-·-~~··~~~~~~~~~~~~~t~=-=j 
)1·~TB·J.0nL> ·  ·  ·  - .  ·  "  L;5  291.  ·  1  .  :  12  [''):'  .11-'~-6  8;-;. ~,--T- ··  .  . .. ·  i.  ;:4  ~c>}  - .·  I 
t~·~:~~;~~-::~~·=:;~i  ~~:__=~  .:·~.'~~:~~  .:1~.~~---~=~~~  --~~;  -~~~:r. 0  ~  ·  ,~~::::  ~~:: ~:{=~:··:. "  ..  ·.  -~- ~-..  ·~ .  .-~:~·~  ~-:·~  ~  ---=.·~~I~JL~~~~z~;~;Yi~,-;;~~.  --~~:-~-~·:::: :=.=:==~~::·~·; 
.  .  ' ·  3120/VIII/FT'JJ/70-"E 
.  ·"TABLE 6  ,  ...  '• 
.. J' 
!1!Ei. TO  PR011..'l£.~I  ON 
FI'JF.-YEllE  PROGFJ'JIIM:CS 
~---------------------~--------------------~-----~----~--~~  · Pt'ice support ·  I  Structural  y  !~ 
·cameroon 
Central fJrican Republic 
Dahomey 
!I..Ddagascar 
Mali" 
!Niger  .. · 
I 
Senegal 
Chad· 
. t Togo 
I  ---~- .  bar  p.=.L=---------
j.II1D.]'O,Y.Grnel}1  1 
I  000  U • a.  1  %  .1 j 000  u. o ao  %  l·-:I~Q~~o~:~·  U-·  • -a-,.o -.  ·"""%-· 
1  702  21.7  6 137  78.3  7  839  100 
2  872  56 ."7  2.  188  43·. 3  5 '060  100 
1  105  28~1  2  820  I 71.9  3  925  100 
4  097  18.0  18  614  82.0  22  711  100  .  ·'. 
1  594  39~ 0  .  2  596  62.0  4  190  100 . 
2  833  58.1  1  2  o42  41.9  4  875·  1oo 
15 283  43.6  19  737  56.4  35  025  lOb 
4  177  100  - - 4  177  100 
I  863  26.8  2  )61  'I  73.2  '3  224  ~ 
l-34  ~'""3:.::.1---"-.J..d.l==3:8:.:o=+-!'""'2:6~-.1:.:::..9-2~~:~-6~2:  .  .;;:.o-_-_;,~~-9:~_,_..o:2..;..6-_:- .....  1+-__  !QQJ_o_o-4··  ... 3120/VIII/PFJJ?/7o-E . 
'TABLE  7 
.j  . 
AIDS  TO  PROJ)UCT:tmr 
. CREDITS  AVAIL!illLT:  UND:r:;F.  TIE FIW.r-YTI'Jm  PTIOGTI~.;,lJ'.f.!:S  - BY  P:r0DUCT  .  ---- . 
GROUNDNUTS 
Senegal 
Niger 
Carriero on 
Dahomey 
Togo 
}.Jal i 
''•'' 
'jC01<~,tc-~ 
~--
Ka.d :o!gas car 
Cameroon 
Central  African Republic 
Togo 
Dcllcmey 
'!000 u. a.· 
I ------------------------------------------i 
iPrice  s~E.ort .  ist:ructural  ·  ~  . I 
~i~rovenent  , 
I  I 
15  288  I  .  19  737- 35  025  I 
2  522  1  735  I  4  275  l 
1  702  ,  810 .  2  512  I 
674  i  604  1  1  278 
335  !  838  l  1  17 3  ' 
~;....---~!-.  -~-....::;.9;;.;32.;..,;. __  --~,i_~1-.  '.-1;..:.4.._7  .  . \ 
20 736  j  24  65c_6 ___  -+'--·4  ....  5_3~9_2_=("-'·4"'-9~~9  .....  %...._)  ..  J 
',  :  !'  i  l  6  677  6  835  1 
J 
.  3 666  !  3 666 
-
.  .  .·  1  ~~  I  1  ~~?I  i 
-------~~~-------~~----~-5~5--~~  --- I 
158  1  123o4  !  12.462=(13.7~)! 
+-£.-·Q.Tr--Ol-1 -----------+------]·--.  ----~----------·  -·\: 
:c.ho.d  4 177  - !  4  177  .. 
2  872  i  979  I  3 851  . I  Centrul  Afr~can Re?ublic 
nali 
Catn':lroon 
Togo 
Dahomey 
Mada.gascar 
Niger 
~-~··~·--·  ----
RICE 
1  379  1  1  318  l  ·  2  697  1 
• .  1  661  1  1  661  I 
478  I  ·756  I  1  234 
294  J  618  •  912  I 
3;1 __  .  -·-_,.......;~~;~;.,...( ----+-1  -~·  ~if  .  . 
95:CC  __  _,r---__  r.""""3J2 ·-.  _l  15 74b:m:4%I~ 
I  .  t 
:tt..adagascar  2  773  · 10 969  ·  13  7.42  j' 
Mali.  - 346  -1-- 346 
~.,...,.-~,.,.,..----_,-....---.,.----+-,__;;;;2_7:...:,7.::.3 __  --l-_....;1:;:,;:1;:._:;,3~5  - I  --=-14~08,;-,;.,B-=:.l:o-.:"1'::""5.·-:5=t;;-_, 
GIL  P.r\LMS  1  ·  I 
•  .. Daiiomey  - i ·426  1  426  .  · i 
.(  Togo  ~0  .  .:_  ·  1  ,  :  50  ,  I 
J-----·--·---~----~--~---~~5._-o_~-=__-=:_-=:_-=._·-
1
·,.r---·:-l  ·,__7::·:.2:-::6,._..;.-----! -.  'T4f6:-[L6%f...:L 
J 
P'S'PP1<:3  •  j 
: ~--~Niudo~trascar  1  l  .  .-;.6.6  _____  ,_, __  .. _''  ..:;:.2.:-.;72---. ___  .,  . 1  4_38,(1. 5"/o}  1 
I  f9.9.~':IP'TS  ). 37 ____  ... J  i  I  Dahomey  117  · 1l·  254  ·I 
.
I .  To.e  g-o------,- .70  70  \  i-- _---!--__!_3:;...:.7 ___  -+  18..:..7 ...:...,..--!--. _  _1.24= (Q:.Af.J~ 
l~arAL_  34  531  l  56  495  ;  ·  91  o26=(loo%)  r 1 
I 
I 
r 
l-
I
·.DAHOME'I  · 
. · ·Oil palms 
I.  Gi_'oundnuts 
Cotton  · 
Coconut  palms 
Coffee 
3120/VIII/FED/70-T!: 
.. 
T.AJ3LF,  8 
AIDS  To· PRODUCTimr  . 
AN1WAL  INST!JY'lENTS_.f.PPRQ'l.lED  1  JniDA.RY-·31  DECEMB:r.R  1969 
Sqms· originally  com.":'li~t;;d  - by  pro_£uct. 
i.OOQ .u.a  • 
.  ·. 
b-:-· 4th_2:,!Istalment  .  I· · 5th  instalment 
!Price  ,.  Struotu- :Total Price  Structu- fJ Total Price 
Total· 
Structu- Tc"G o.:. 
ral  im-} 
prov¢-; 
support ral  im-.  !  support· ral  im- 1  suppor-
provement'  provement 
I  men't 
I 
- -
- - - - - -
~- - -
- I  -
I  -
456  456  ··  - 456  456 ··I 
29  29  - 29  I  29  ' I 
412  412  - 412  412 
33  33  - 33  .,.  33  : 
----~--1;;.:1;;..._...;.,+-,;;,;ll~.  ~~--:-__  +-_.;;.;1~1-.1--....;l):_.~ 
- - I.  l  -
·+---------+--·---~--· 
I  M.:illLGASCAif 
941  941  - 941  I  911  I 
· Coffee · 
Pepper 
·.Rice 
Cotton 
l;;q 
.  Cotton 
Ground  nuts 
Rice 
! 
I 
2 174  12  174  - - - - 2 174  2 174 
90  lj  90 I  - - - - 90.  9C. 
5 714  15  714  - '•  - - - 5 714  5 7"t4  _1
_1_2_8_-+-j _1_28_+-----t--------t-----r-----+--1_2_3_  ..  _r---'l~:~ 
1 
_  ,  8  106  ~~06~---·.  --~------"-+
1
1-~---r-=Js  106  _8  _  _F:6.; 
I 
-=  - _  - 996.  996 I  _  996  99'5  - = I  - 46  .  I  46  - 46  40 
- -·  404  !  404  - 404  40tl._  .· 
I 
---+--------+-----~-----~-~~--~.~~~--- ·-, 
.  - - 1  - - 1  446  . 
1 1  4411  - 1  446  1  4  ~ :i  i 
~=~~r".·  "  -r---r-----
1  I  i  l 
j 
.I  S~GAL 
I  I  I  i  i 
;---G;....r_o...;..;un;.....d_n.;...u;.....t..;.s_--..._+-!  -----+~-------!-i-----!o~  891  6  149  ! 7  040 r9l 6  149  7  040  : 
!I  ,,  ,·  I  -+--~-!--'-·__.;.. -""-t 
CHAD  ·  i 
;_._Cot_t_on_. ____  j __  -_..._, _____  ....;l_-:._..;-_4,;..::.6:..;.6_·_ -----=-'  _..,.4..;:..66.:...--.1- 466  _  - 4F§  ! . 
t.  . I  I  I  '  l .  1  L  ________  ...;.._ __  .J-s.=--=1.::::..:06::..,._.....:..;::!  8~10::..::6~:  1=-·--=3~"""~.~.-7  -~....·;s~5:.::.36.:;__._:...:~  9  893  11 317 16  642 
1  ~his instalment  is for  two  years. 3120/VIII/FED/70-E 
Ta.b1e  9 
AIDS  TO  PRODUCTION 
I 
Cameroon  I 
Central  African Republic! 
Dahomey 
Madaga.scar 
l·lali 
Niger 
PRICT:':  SUPPO'RT 
Financial situetion at  31  December  1969 
Fu.nds  committed  ----
572 
2  653 
. 777 
2  584 
'000 u. a. 
173 
2  653. 
430 
l  380 
2  924  1  340 
Chad 
1
:  ~  ;·~  J 
1
~ ~~~  I 
Togo  868  512  I 
I  . 
1
----------·--+----- ),_,__ ____  ---'----+t  .. 
Senegal 
oTOI'.~J:  29  39~1 ____  __,_ ___  ..:2;;.;;.4t-..J.9.J...7.1L._.·__,...---.Ij. Prices 
AIDS  TO  P:RCDUCT ION 
TR:r.tiD  OF  COl'fl;TODITY  PRICES 
TABLE  10 
F.rs.  CFA. 
fob prices per kg of.cotton fibre 
!  . 
.3rd  4th  5th  I  _funtry  I  1st  i 2nd 
instal-~ instal- instal- inst.a.l- instal":" 
ment  ment  ment  merit  ,  '  ment 
l  .  .  -
147.10  133  133 
132.50  122:  128 
. 126.889  124.233 .  -
CENTRAL  I  Ta.rget  price  160. l.JO  149. 50 
AFRICAN J  Fort?cnst  selling price  138. 518  135.50 
R'::;Pi.!BLILJ  Actual  selling price  136.889  132.359 
'  i  ... 
D.llHQI.'IEY  I  Target price  .  !138.  817  137.035  135· 235  132.750  1 
I 
Forecast  se"!.1ing  price'  128.363  127. 573  124~  235  130  I 
. ·  Actual  selling price  I 121· 604  121.046  129· 849P  ••• 
-- I  T- -:------+-----'1'  ?v!.ALT  1 Target price  ;  150.34  148  148.50  147.50 .. 143.50 
I Forecast selling pr ce!  143.50  141.23  14;.. 50  143.50  ·  143.50 
I Actual  selling price  J 150.128P! 144-078P  . ~ •  •• •  _  ._  ••  _._. __  _ 
I  i  I  I  '!'  ... 137  j Target  pr·ico  1  145·  ! 144.23  "141. 50  133 
I 
Fo:cccn.st  selling pricei  137  1 125  r:  j 126  137  137 
. Actual  selling price  i  l<n·403 1127 ,(j75  :130.92  • • •  !  _l 
+-~----~------ I  I 
~Target price  ,  ~  153.301j.j147.5o81141.882  !143.385  I  141 
i Forecast  sellL!g pricej141  1141  .  .  ; 136.8J5  1141  ·  ! l4l 
jActual selling price  l'  136.962,113.0 •  .702  !137.645P  ! .•. · 
NIGER 
CHAD 
! 
I 
120.20 
I  116  _L  ! 
~  - I  !  ·•  i  ' 
! 'l'arget  prwe  I 130. 50  1127. 50  ~ 124. 60  ! 123.20 
!  Forec~st selling price!  118  118  :118  I 118 
j Actual selling price  i 123.285  t loS. 50  i  lll,  .. 22  !  114.896 
-~-
fob prices per kg 
ll  Target price  I  87  82  77  72  ,,  ··  1·  68 
, F'orec~st scllir.g price  63  63  63  63  631 
j Act';lal  selling p:·ice  1  63.  ,  63  lno  pro- · 
1 
·  1 
L----------------''·-----!-·---~~E.9E;..._._.  ______  __.,. ____  _ 
DPliOMEt 
f!op~ct:  P~LM 0!1  cif pric.es per kg 
.-.Ba.rget price  j  58  51.50  !'  57  156  "  .  55  .  .f. 
Foreca.~t selling pricej.  54  5·1- 541  I 54  ·  54·  . 
c_t_u_al_s_e_l_l_in_g_p_r_i_ce  ___  6o_._2_4_7-.:...,,......,.51.9tl3l  , ___  _......! __ 
1 
_  _.__~--J 
p  ,;  provisional. 
l  .. 
For these  instalments price support  r.o  longer requested. Product :  G?cOUNDIJUTS 
Country  Prices 
··, 
·~OP~O~ 
!_fu".dill  OF  r.o~n::ODITY PRICES 
... 
3120/VIII/?ED/;10-E 
· ~10  (contd.1) 
cif prices per kg 
(shelled) 
lst  2nd  ~rd 
instal- instal.,- !instal-
ment  1 ment  p!ent 
4th 
.instal-
ment 
I-~ 
l?~h  .. 
·!~nstal­
plent 
CAJ.Vll1:ROOU  Ta."t'get  price  51  . 49  49 
Forecast selling price  42.50  42.50  I 44 
Actual selling price  48.775  48·154  1  !).8 
! 
I 
46 
38 
I 
. I 
DAHO'I>':K:t  'J'arget  price  -41  51. 50 I  !~.50 1· 48. 3; 
.  Forecast selling -price  47  '+'~  44  .  . . 
1 
Actu2.l  selling price  i 50.193  45.1J.  1  45•48  • • • 
1 
•  • •  . 
+-------- ------------~~-----~-----·-+-i~-----+------·~--------.~1 
45-50 
40 
. 43.50 
. 42 
MALI  .Ta~get price  .  1  43.95  43.59  43.24  42.90  42.57  1 
Forecast selling pricG  42.70  42.70  1  42.70.  42.70 ·  42.70  .  ..  Actual selling price  47. 3lp  47 •. 04P  1  ••• 
+----~---··-----+-----li---~-..,.-- ~-------·-+-1-----.._,..-t 
50.05 I  46. 5.0  I 4B.4l5 1  41.72  I  '  44  NIGER  Terget  price  i 
Forecast  selling price ! 
:  ·'~--~'· ·  Actual selling price  j 
48.43  44  1  47 .65s  I·  38. 5a  ...  ~41  47-9371  45.59  !  47.657~.  38.5cf.  -
'''i'  ----~~-r-::-TI  -
52.50  1  49.75  .  49  46.25 
49.50 I  48.75  i  48.50  I  39 
·.  j  SE!.'J.EG.A.L ·  Target price  I 
·Forecast  selling price I  .  I 
·Actual selling price 
I 
I 
Francei  .  I 
·~  44  other  . I 
, cou:1trie~.  I 
49.55  I  48.75  l  48.532  I 
!  France! 
:  44.85  I  I 
!  other  :  !  i count":nes 
I 
:rOGo  --Te_i.I'_g-et.  price  !  51. 50  49. 50 
Fbrece.st  selling price I  46.ll I  45  I 
Actual  sellingprice  !  46.2541  45.696  I 
46 
43 
37.004 
46 
46 
... 
45 
43 
I 
I 
I . 
i 
i 
'Product:  COF'F'1.:i!:~  cif prices per kg  ! 
1-~--~- -~-- . 
lr-·iA-Df~;:~~--;:;:t-·  -pr-i:e-----.--~59.175i  143.615  !128.141 1
1 
128.1L~  ~. {~8~i"~ 
j,  CAD.  .  Foreco.st  s.e~ling price  138.5841134.423
11
130.2631  - .  11  ~  1  I 
I ·  ,  Actual  sellmg ·prlce 
1  154~469:  ·  1 ·  ---- ·-----------~·----~--------~-------------------~~~·--------~ 
p  ==  provisional. 
1  . 
For these instalments price support  no  longer recrJ.ested. Product:  RICE·  ---
AIDS  TO  PROJUCTION 
TREED  OF  CCMHODITY  PRICES 
3120/VIII/FED/70-Z 
TABLE__j.Q  (,co+ltd.  2) 
cif prices per kg 
·_  .
1
! Count a  _Fr_i_c_e_s  1st instal-:  !£nd  il!St<!:l-l3rd~in!ita_!l 1
4t!!_i.Ylf>tr:tl-15th ~ns.  taJ·:_=-l· 
ment  ~nt  .  inent  .·  ment.  ·  -~  - : 
r--~---------1------+- .  .  ---_  _;__~-~ 
1 'MADAGAS- Target  price  61.565  55.172 ·  49.840  45~672  !~1.350  I 
!  CAR  Forecast 
'  sellinG price  41.254  41.270  41.290  41.330  4_1.350 
1  I 
Actual 
selling price  50.362  41.250p  ·  ' 1;... _____________  ,..: ______  _.;..._  ---....:..-'----~-.-1.------·-·_;.L.!  ___  _.;.  _____ ! 
·,· 
?reduct:  FEFPEH  cif pric·es. per kg  ---- -----
I 1-if,DAGAS- Tart;et  price  217.095  206.247 r5-45D- 180  180  "'l 
I 
i  Cf~R  ' 
?orecast 
!. 
I 
.  I'''·Oj 
sell.ir..g price  180  180  r8o . 
18c  180  i 
'  _,;,~=- -· 
0  i 
.Actual 
;75 .l:-34  1  1 
'· 
selling price  192.824  189.500P 
L  ----...... 
p  - provisional 
1  For  these  instalments price support  no  long~r tequested. 3120/VIII/FZD/70-E 
TARLE  11 
AIDS  TO  PRODUC'l' ION . 
Financial sihation at  31  JJecem"~?.eE_  ~2._6_.?_ 
1000 'u.a  .• 
.  .· 
,....... ___  .......,. ______  ..;.___:----------·-=---;__--------;:----------·-
1  j  S1pplies  !  ·  ,.:orl:s  Advisers  '  Miscellaneous  . ; 
I 
---------------1-------r-~--- -
.  . .  Funds  lr"\.vmentsl FUnds  Pcyments  Fund~ .  Payments -~nd~  IPeyme~~·''· 
I  . .  _.  committed lmo.de  or I comrnitted  mc:de  or  commxtted  made·or  comr.atted  made  or  i 
.  .  ,  1in  ~  in  in  ·,..  ,,.  in  ' 
j  · ..  ,  I  Jprocess  .  process  process  ..  proces~~J 
.Cameroon  l 4  670  ;  3 943  ,I  517  279  - '.  ·- 1  399  1  386  I 
Central  I  I 
1 !..:frican ·  I 
32
L':- ,  I  I':epublic  2  078  1  934  - - -·  - 324- ! 
1 nahomey  j  1  499  1  036  786  251  546  370  .  309  .}91  : · 
lrt.eCiagascar  1  2  883  1  342  5 066  2  614  9 734  4 688  ·2  391  ·  1  732  . i 
1l~di  l 3  C28  I 2  856  360  96  76.3  II  '491  -.  - ~ 
~Nie;~r  I  545  I  234  708  2t.t5  .584  206 ·  · 107  96  l 
!Senegal . ·  I 6  362  4  579  5  817  466  3  818  f  2  926  '  4  278  4 ·  C54  ! 
lc,.  ,  !  . - j·  ' 
1
na.a  I  - -- _  _  _  _  f 
=~-r--:~:...;,·-.~·.-~.~~::_:2~1-..:..·:-_:- __  :~-~~::1~6~-2-
39_,_·:~~i-~--:1_3~~:-:_-~~:~4~~:-~_:·~~~~-~1~5~;~;-~=·:.i=··_e- __  -6=-:_:-·_.;..r_9_···_:_::_-_:.,·=.;_-_8  ___  ··-~_:_::~ • 
., 
SC}WL1',!-1SHIP  HOLD~RS FR.OH · THU!l.§H  ( 1968/§.21 BY  !:Om~  COUNTRY  AND  COUNTRY  OF  STUDY 
f~ 
'"-._  - ,~1 
.Country of 
study 
a  ::s 
·rl . 
hO 
>-, 
Q 
d 
-~ 
f..t 
<lJ 
C!i 
<lJ 
0 
Q 
Cll 
f..t 
f'r.t 
.>. 
.--l 
CIS 
4.3 
H 
~ 
f..t 
;::l 
0 
.a  a 
<lJ 
:-<  JJ
-1  I 
~ 
"dl  ,::! 
(\)  ~  0 
r-1  ,.,-t  0  .--l  ~·rl 
f..t  "d  o  roro.--l 
ill  Q  f..t  ~·o p 
Home  country 
-r-1 
(L\ 
~  3 
+>  f..t  f!  Qf..tP.  ..c:  l  ;::l l  ill  -1->  •rl  ;::l . 
CJ  I  ;::l  :l,j  (:)  t;-~  <1> 
zt~  o  o-.;;:p:; 
-. 
8 
Burundi  .  42  65  .  3  13  - 2  1)25 
I Cameroon  11  1.·9  61  ·_6  - - ~- - 179 
I Central Afx:ican  • .  .  __ 
I 
Republic  .  4  I  2  6  - - - I - · 10 
Congo  {Brazzaville)  - 9  5  3  - - I  - · 11 
Congo  (Kincha~a)  132 !  49  10  33  1  6  II  - 6 
Ivory Coast  1C  4  18  2  - - - 3 
Dahomey  15.  6  26-13- .. 2  - 2 
. Gabon  ·  6  - 3  - 7 .  - - .,  -
Uppor  Volta  5  8  30  6  - - - I  12 
r-rad<.tgasca.r  3  25  34  7  - - 1  - 2 
Nali  1  12  14  4  - - I  - I  1 
~T--1 
r-{  I  ..j..l 
r-{.  --..  {)) 
·rt  cd  ro  >  {))  0 
[lj  '  (ij  0 
~  .;:: 
0  l-1  0  {))  ·>· 
WM  hOi:::  :,.. 
:  !=:  f..t  -
1
. _-Q  ·d I  0 
·ocQ  o::.::  >  0'-•  0.._.1  H 
I  4  r  -
119 
1 
6 
- 138 
- 7 
- 1 
- 45 
- 3 
- 19 
>-, 
<lJ 
E 
0 
.s:: 
m 
A 
17 
i'-i~uritania  2  - 4  2  - - I - \ -
N~ger  3  6  - 1  - - ,  - 12 I  - I  - -j 19 l -
r.: 
0 
.a 
(j 
C!i 
21 
cd 
+) 
.--l 
0 
> 
~ 
0 
r.o 
cd 
f..t  M 
a>  ro 
p..  '"!j 
o.  m  ::;,  z 
45 
- ·18 
2 
•rl 
r-{ 
ci 
~ 
1 
1:':1 
·rl 
l=l 
cd 
.j.) 
·rl 
f..t 
@ 
:a: 
1  !55 
20  I  -
cd 
f..t.  ~ 
~  @ 
•rt  !::  z  p:: 
21  I·  - .;...  35 
-.  -
1!'ABLE  12 
.--l 
cd 
<lJ  ."tj- 0  bO  I .  QC·(dlb.O 
<lJ  ..c:  _,  0 
tJ)  Or8 
-·-1- I  -
1 
2 
4 
1 
3 
47 
8 
Rwanda  3P  351  1  23  12  - I'  - - - ,.  - 1 I  4  -
Senegal  17  - 15  3  - - - - - - - 5  j  -
somalia  1  14  1  152  - 1  1  - - - - -~  - 1  - 1  -
Chad  7  . 9  - 3  - - 1  - 16 ·  1  - 7  1  1  - - - - - 1- l -I  -~  8135 
,.. 
( 
c 
$ 
[ 
1-
Togo  13  3  30  5  - - - 14 .  .  - - -j  41  1  - - - - 4  - - - 2  -
'  Totel  ·  ft  1  --r--t  1  I ·  I  _._ 
of study)  I  I  - I  .  ~- ~- t--.J  I  I  I  • 
r  ~36- r  - ·./)75  ,-:  - 4 . SCHOLARSHIP  HOLDERS  FROH  THE  AASH  ( 1968/69) 
BY  HOME  COUNTRY  AND  TYPE  OF  TRAINING 
Home  country 
Burundi 
Cani'eroon 
Central African 
nepublic 
Congo  (Bi~zzaville) 
·congo  (Kinshusa) 
Ivory Coa.st 
Dah9mey 
,Gabon 
Upp.er  Volta 
gado.gascnr 
Hali 
Hauri  tania 
r7iger' 
Rwandq. 
Sene  Gel 
Scm alia 
chad 
Togo 
Economics 
37 
77 
10 
17 
66 
29 
17 
7 
33 
48 
23 
2 
1e 
37 
Agriculture 
31 
41 
9 
12,5 
44 
.30 
21 
21 
13 
21 
Tac~nical 
1.1 
162 
,_50 
13 
9 
31 
22 
5 
Occupations 
for  women 
8 
17 
1 
8 
58 
37 
1 
71 
11 
2 
4  59  I  . 
Total 
··-39 
37 
361 
181 
97 
38 
156 
94 
51 
65 
16  35  I  22  91  I 
37  55  14  143  I 
I  19  24  23  I  29  '95  I 
I 
50  36  83  I  169  'I 
15  25  39  8  87  ' 
!  27  27  25  36  I  115  I 
T __  o_t_u_l  __  -_-_-·..,..  -~  .52-4:J_-_  2.-7--+---5-2;·-·--t-·  -__ -'175 ~~  . - .. _-~-23~~~t-2-~55_j. 
~·erc'entages 
1968/69  24.3  36~0  1?·0  100.0 
1967/68  ~  25.6  25.6  36o4  12.4  100.0'· 
1966/67  II  27.8 
1965/66  2L~.8 
L2.~6!t/65-
25.7  34.7  t1.8  1oo;o 
22.9  41.5  10.8  100.cij 
25. 9 -~-·16.  s  ___  _::_~~  _  _l  ___ 14 ~~--L~~ ;;-Ri,,  ~~~,~ :_;:;.·..::-::;/7·~;-E 
'l'P.BLE.  1_1+ 
REf-ULTS  OB'I'AIN'ED 
BY  'ryp:s  M:D  LSV:~L OF- 'I'lUElPIG 
( 1968/6) ..  in  ~0)  _. __ _ 
~------...____.:___  TYPB  LECONOf.1I~;----AGRIC~I.TURE  TECHNICAL  I  OCC'JPJ-.TIC)NS  TOTAL  BY  LEVEL 
I  -------- ,  FOR  wm'iEN  ·  -------- - .  -
[  LE~];L __  ------- _____  Passes j :ailureR  Passes ! Failures  Passes  1.  Failures I  Passes I Failures  Passes I Failures -
i  l  I 
1
1 
Vocational.  - - 40.0  60.0  90.3  !  9.7  I  - I  - I  88.0  I  12.0 
I r,_,t~rmediate  84.6  I  :5.4  I  92.2  7.8  I 79.1  I  20.9  I  - I  - I  83.8  I  16.2 
I  H>r;ner  84.9 I  ,5.1  I 71.9  1_28.1  I  83.4  1~16.6  I  -~  I  - _'  79~7  1  -20.3 
~UTot:~byty~·..  ~8~  15.2 L  76.J_  2~  82.81  17.2 Ts5·~ 1~ 
·overa.ll :percentages:. 
Passes  Failures  ----
-82.2  17.8 TABLE  15 
SCHOLARSHIFS  F.ELD  FOR  TRAINING 
BY  CORRESPONDENCE  CClJRSE 
(1968/69) 
---------~-----------~--------~--------.  I  Economics  Agriculture  ~Technical  AASH 
Burundi 
Cameroon  I 
1  168 
Cpntral hfrican Republic 
.Congo  (Brazzaville) 
Congo· (Kinshasa) 
Ivory  Coast. · 
Dahomey 
.Gabon. 
Upper  Volta 
I•ladaga.sc ar 
Mali 
M2.uritania 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Senegal  I  ..  I 
Niger 
Rnanda 
16 
66 
46 
65 
12 
26 
78 
119 
10 
8 
. 203 
33 
7 
12  9 
13  100 
56  .9 
7  44 
3  ·77· 
·20 
6,? 
3 
23 
26 
63 
1 
8 
138 
16 
19 
79 
71 
-
1 
2 
10 
26 
I 
s6mali:1.  1 
Chad  I  4  94  2 
I  I 
I  ,::::1_,. ___________  ·-+-1--9_:~--L-~-r 6:: 
I  Percentage  1!8. 1  I  --;7;--~r-;~-.  -. 
--------------~ 
--.--------------f  v~~~;o:a~r:t::r~;~J  :~~;::r_ ~ 
jPercentage  46.5  ·1  43.1  ·10.4  . 
I  -!  . 
... 
45 
281 
81 
117 
. 126 
223 
93 
48 
. 180 
216 
73 
10 
205 
51 
100 
96 
2_?_i;-] 
100  1 
rp  t  :--1  _o  a.L  1 
~· :_s~·-j 
100.  . 
- -· ~-- --- I 
I  Coun·try I 
i 
Product 
Ai110Unt  · 
granted 
.  I  ~  I  CAW!;ROC:N  Cocoa  '  6  076  490 
i SI:N:EGAL  !  Groundnuts I  8  709  628  1 
I 
I 
I l  Sugar  OCA113  1  227  Lr51 
CHAD  I  Cotton 
BURUNDI  Coffee 
T:;. 
·: 
i.JV.JtC~S  TO  STt.BTLIZ..',TION  FUNDS  ---------------------
3120/VIII/~·....;,/  ·.~o­
~~  16 
GHd~T":f\  UN~'SR  TH}~  Y1~0UND'C · CONVETJTION 
Date  of 
con-tract 
30.3.1966 
1. 10.1968 
still to  be 
signed 
10.1_1•1969 
still to  1-.~ 
·sig 
Situation at  31  December  1 
. u.a. 
.  i 
Dcadl~ne for '  Amount 
reimbursement 
1.7.1968 
31-5.1969 
31·5-1971 
31.12.19_71 
1. 1+.1972~ 
I  l~cbi:!.ized  j  Date  I  .  Reimbursed I  Date 
916  472 
1  619  330 
1
1  >·99  618 
2  21J9  813 
5  8687612 
1  452  718 
1
113.12.1966  r 
·t5 .. 1J.1968) 1 
1
31.10.1968)  I 
20.1.1969) 
I  ._, 
. 1?.12.1969 
916  4721 
2  025  497 
I· 
1-
11.~."!'16/ 
5.8.1969 
1  The  improvement  in cocoa prices enabled  the  Fund  to  reimburse  the  advance  e_arlier. 
2  P~ount advanced  Rt  28  February  1969. 
3  Adnmce  guaranteed by  Hadagascar  and  Congo  (Brazzaville). 
4  Aino~nt reduced to  1  51C  204 u:a.  in the  contract  (correspunding to.guarantee:provided by  the-State). TABLE  17 
RESIDENT  D~WUTY SUPERVISORS  ~~TECh~ICAL SUPERVISORS 
FOR  THT.:  ''.XBCu"!'IC.N  OF  :'JDF-FI!'IANCED  P~OSECTS IN  T~ 
AASH 
m;,ty  .\ ·  Country  ·  ~"'"'  .  z,  of 
lstahon  \?rJ.gin 
j:surundi 
f._a.meroon 
i  Germa.·w 
I 
I  I 1 
I  2 
p(;:ntral  African  I 
~epub1ic  1 
!congo  (Br2.zza.ville) I  1 
· lcongo  (Kinsh<;:sn)  j  l 
lrv9ry  Coast  j  4 
Jncllomey  I  1 
1Gabon  , 
·  iupper. Volta 
MC!dega.scnr 
·Nal.i 
!Mauri  t~.nie. 
f 
!Niger 
!1wa~da. 
I 
jscnega.l 
!Somalia. 
fch2.d 
I  1Togo 
2 
1 
4 
1 
1 
1 
4 
! 
l  25 
(situation at  31  December 1969f 
Belgium  F'rance  !Italy 
1 
1 
3 
1 
2 
4 
1 
1 
2 
1 
17 
1 
5 
3 
1 
1 
1 
1 
5 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
22 
i 
i 1 
I  1 
I 
I 
I  1 
4  <:; 
I 
1 
2  ,• 
1 
I  ·.  ! 
! 15  . ! 
Luxem-
bourg 
6 
1 
7 
Nether-
lends · 
1 
1 
1 
J. 
1 
1 
1  6  I 
TOTAL~ 
4. 
8 
9 
5· 
5 
6 
4 
3 
6 
9 
4 
3 
5 
3 
7 
3 
5 
3 
92  . 
· 1  The diff;;rence betv;een the  prese~t  sit~ation and  -that 'at  31  December  1968 
,  (94  mtp·~rvisors)  c.rises  f:co~ t!1a  resig:1ation of one supervisor  ( :l:V~ry  Coast};. 
who  '1-<ill  be  rc;pl?.ced  e:t  the beginning of 1970,  mid. th.e.  expiry of ·a sup<::rvisor'.s 
contrD-ct  in  Somalia.  (project  completed). ·  .. 
2  The  <:t::~.ff  of coasuJtant  firms  a.re  assumed  to  be nationals of the·· coun-try  of· 
their employers. .. ·."·, 
(~25 
~  LBI.~~;  _18  . 
~THENT. DIVERSIFIC/~~N MtD  PRODUC~'~ON AID  PRO~C.TS 
. COt·ii'1ITI-!E.NTS  U'ND:ERT.hlCEN  IN  1969  (2nd EDF) 
1)  JlliDUSTfi~_ALI~l~TI.ON 
.rl  -_-C-OU_N_T_n_...;.y ___  A_K_:U __  j  ______  ~-·----_"t"j  -------= - l  J  1'ECH1'!!.9!1L  /i  1'.PT AL 
: RECiiS'l'i1N.r::.:cr;  NO.!  ~  II  PURFOs~  ~  I t,c:.srs:r.  I  CO..§!  . 
I
I  j·  ~  I~VCLVED  in u.a. 
,  .  ,  :t.n  u. a •.  r BURUNDI  ~xtra financing  required  I 
I  211.001.27  !5?0  ho.  of tea  p~a.11ta- lb:causc  of  ~he  choice. of a  I  " 
·  jt:t.cn.s  :;,;lus  tea factory  !dlff3ront  klnd  of  equlprr:e:nt I  Rc!EGUHA 
.
1
. and  pon;::r  supply  ·  ·  :and  chanses  in the  design 
.  lof  the  hydroelectric 
~generating plant  I 
scheme 
CONGO.  (KINShi;.SA) 
l
215.00L~.  28  I  Hydroel~ctric 
221.C04.28  at  I~g3 
1225.0Cllo28  ·  I  ·  . 
I 
I  ! 
I  . 
ISup~ly and  constructi~n of  II  CE~TR/-.L 
I 
a  hlgh-voltage  electr:t.c  ,  CONGO 
grid  and  construction of  PROVINCE 
1
17  transformer  stations  (KINSE;,sA) 
., 
Construction and equipping  I 
4  million 
inhabitants 
307  000 
CTA  +  S  na  000  000 
(1  100  OOC  i(of  which 
= 696)  ~~.  ~~0  =  Oi~an 
on  special 
terms) 
Pr:c--TA  +  j 
!
tuPPER  VOLTA 
215.009.31 
I 
j_;I:nduE;trial  slaugl1ter-
.' house "at  Oue.gadougou_ 
I..  .  ;  .  .  '· 
'  .  .  - ..  -
I 
2  107  000  or· a  nov/· slm.:.ghterhouse  ·- ,,  OU J.G!J)OUGOUIC  CTA 
plus  the  fin::mcing  of  'l'A  ··.  .  ·  (170  000 · 
(to organize  tBe  work of  i  ·  = 8%) 
the· 8l::1.ughterhcuse  and  ·  I 
I 
Hh.DJ:..Gh.SCAR 
215.010.44 
225.010.44 
NIGER 
215~013~28 
Industrial. slaughter-
houso  at Tc.nanarive 
s~~os for  Zin~~r 
millet·. flour~ill 
tr~.in local  supervisory  I 
, staff) 
I  Construction of .a  new 
1 slaughterhouse,  incluci.ing 
l
~he installation of 
s~aught~r lines,  the provi-
~ion of  rcfriger~tion 
equipment  and  of storage 
and transport  fac~lities 
Pr~vision of  storage 
fncili.ties  for ·the  mill 
T:..NANARIVE  3  310  000 
(of  •-:hich 
1  862  000·= 
1  on 
NOTES 
Total cost  .. 
of the  scheme 
is 44  million  J 
I 
u. a.,  to  i 
which  Italian 
bi:lateral aid 
is also 
contributing ·,......-: 
. 2)  )i/ATER  ENGINEERH'G 
r-;OUN'l'RY  AND  I  RE~ISTR:  ... TIOJ-j  NO.  TI'l'LE  PURFO.SE  I 
I  PLACE  ,- -
l  ·I· 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
HALI 
211.011.35 
Improvcmont  of  the 
1 wo.tcr  supply at 
Bamako 
!  NIGER.  1 ·.vc:..tcr  sqply at 
l  211.0'13.27  1 Tahouc-,,  F'ilingue 
I  I  and. Birni N' Kcnni 
l  ---'---
jCons~ruction.of ~new wa~er  I 
•catcnment po1nt  1n the  N1ger,  I 
!n pum~ing station, an  3dditional 
l
!rcser~oir,  and  the  supply  and  • 
l~yinc cf  ~ater mains 
i 
I 
.
1
1 Borings,  installntion of water 
towers  and  gener~tting plant; 
lorovision of distribution 
j ;1etworJ.cs 
3) .E._J;?UC,\TION-'. 
NIGER 
211.013.26 
Extcmdon  of  . 
N3tionul~Coll~ge 
Administration 
!construction  and  fitting out 
ofjof a  building  for  the  t;uj.nins 
· R~ANDA 
211.014.42  Insti  tu  t  ftidagogicpe 
National  at Butare 
l
of office staff and  medium-
'grade.civil.~ngineering cadres 
.~- .  -· 
Building of  ~dminist~ative 
premises,  ~lassrooms~ work-
shops,  dormitories  and  a 
Bi,MAKO 
Senou 
airport 
Tahoua, 
Filingue 
Birni 
N'·Konni 
Niamey 
But are 
TECENICA 
J~ssrsr. 
INVOLVED  ----·- in u.a. 
3120/VIIIiFED/70-E 
TABLE  18  (~ontd.  1) 
TOTAL 
CO.ST 
in u.a. 
NOTES 
e  384  000  !Completi~n of 
the  first part 
of  an  emergency 
programme  to 
improve  and 
increase  the 
to\"m' s  supply 
and  storage  of 
water 
I 
1  620  OCO  I Suppl~ of water 
for li  vestoc)t  to 
640  000  II  Existing  buildin1 
.  put up  by  the 
.  FAC 
734  000 ! Technical  Assist· 
· ance  (teachers) 
provided  by  the  I  .  .- i  I  multi-;purpose  hall 
I  .  I  _.___  I  I  i  • 
Special Fund 
until' 1973 .\J  \;~ 
4)  HEALTH 
--"€V-
3120/VIII/FED/70-E 
TABLE  18  (contd·._ 2) 
~  colitL~!lX~D  ! 
[EGif'XR:.TION  NQ.  TI.TI&  PUHPOS'E  PLt~CE 
TECHNJCALI  !9TAL 
A.SSI~'l:.  COST  NOTES 
IVORY  CO;~ST 
211.006.'i8 
HALl 
211.011.36 
I 
CH!i.D 
2  .11 • 0 1? • 39 
Equip~~nt for  the 
1
1National Institute 
of Public Health 
Regional Health 
Centl'C:  at Mopti 
Further  improvements 
.to the  hospital &t 
I  Fort  Lruay 
I 
I 
Equipment  e.g.  furniture,  I 
medical a:::td. audio--visual 
equipment,  equipment  for 
living quarters 
Rebuilding and reorgani-
zation of  a  complex of 
buildings  for  the  Health 
Services 
ABIDJAN, 
and 
indirectly 
all 
Ivory Coast 
Town  of 
bOPTI 
(56  000 
inhabitants) 
l.li~OL.iED  in u. a. 
in u. a. 
Pre.TA 
(20  000 = 
4%) 
365 000 
446  000 
The  Institute 
was  partly 
financed  by  tl 
first  EDF 
Pre.TA  mainly 
for  prep'lrnti• 
of. call for 
tend.ers 
~dditional water puri- FORT  ~43 000  The  hospit~l 
ficr~tion  3.!ld  d?:oinace  Lt.MY  has  c.lready 
syst~m;  i~provement of  received 
I . electrftitj ·distribution  I  financial aid 
system  from  the  EDF 
L 
1  I  .·  (1964:  · 
j  1  ,  J  1  264  000 u. a 
.  - I  I  I 5)  T:.,\!JSFORT  i~ND  CON}~UlaC.t.TIONS 
COUNTRY  AND  l  ·------·-- F  T  -,'T'  ,•r  1  T  R.wG.,;-; .. R.-,.riON  r~o.  TI'l'I,E  FUEPOSE  FLACE 
T 
I TECHNIC.4.L  -----
A~~srs·r. 
--- .I  ---- n;vcLVJ:::D  ------ I 
in u.o.. 
BUR;;I~--l  Hcpair 
211.00·1.28  I of the 
.  I  Gitegcc 
nnd  asphaltinc; Improvement  of 54  km tf  Provinc.es 
Zt~:·nmvya- . N'o.tionctl  Road  2  of r':urmn-
rcnd  I  vyo.  and 
CENTRAL  AFlUCAK 
REPUBLIC 
215.003.33 
211.003.34 
215.003.34 
t 
CONGO  ·-
BRJ.ZZJ.VILLE) · 
211.005.20 
I 
i 
I  GABON 
1  211.006.06 
I 
I  UPPER 
VOLTA 
211.009.30 
Construction  ::md 
c qt~i_::  ~~ ir.g, o t;  the · 
port of Nola 
Riv8r·fleat for  the 
Upper  Sa.ugha 
Purch~~sn of a 
dre deer  for  the 
port  uf Pointe-
Noire 
Lower  Obiga-
Wngny  road 
.:Hoderniz.:  .. tion of 
the  Ouo.t;"".dougou-
Koupela road  (1st 
instc.lment) 
I 
!Port installations 
l
(ouay  wall,  sheds), 
er~banl<rnents, etc. 
lbonstruction of ~ 
.!fleet of r.•ushcr-tugs 
and shallow-draught 
barges 
IProvisio~.  ~f equipment 
Buildini of  a  section 
of  the  roo.d  between 
!
Lower  Cbiga  and 
Lastourville 
I  . 
Improvement  ~nd 
esphalting of first 
section  ~f about  100 b 
I 
I Gitega 
(approx. 
900  coo 
inho.bitants) 
South-
western 
region 
eastern 
region 
I  South- rPre  .TA 
eastern  ·  .  41  000  = 
region (more  1.  3%) 
thnn  500 000.  · 
TOT.rlL 
COST 
in u.a. 
2  806  000 
5~~-Vlil/F.;.:.I../·;.1.:. --E 
TtBLE  18(contd.  3a) 
-; 
NOT:SS 
i 
This  scheme  forms  I 
rrtrt  of the  road 
section of the  I 
Burundi 5-yenr plnl 
Earlier  iv'ork  on  th! 
'PN.,  ·r·  1 
..... •  •  '- V/E'.S  ~nS.!lC  6f 
by  t~e EDF  in  1959i 
and  1962  j 
450  000  !The  project will 
help  forestry 
1  090  000 
1  337  000 
Ditto 
Project  further 
to  e.nother  EDF 
project  ( 2  berths) I 
2  500  000  Also  special loan  1 
(loan on  from  the EIB.  The; 
.special terms) project  will help  i 
·  forestry '  ·  j 
.  .  . .  .  .  I 
Makes  accessible  (;!,'( 
3  229  000  1  re1.1ion tfu  be19 dm.elo~di  ·  unu.cr  t;he.  b/-19'10  1 
inhabit  a'1ts) 
f' lan land  also  .  1 
~!1CrtJ,::::.sea  1ccntnct::tl 
wi  t.h  n.'e:ighb our_ing  l 
·-~------.!.--:...-:--___.-:--L------~'------..L~tn  tes  ·  · ·  - .  j '--··.\:· 
~~ji! 
~~  NIG:Sn 
1211.013.29 
I 
I  !  211.0'13.18 
TOGO 
211.018.15 
211.018.18 
Modernization  of the 
Niemcy-Zindcr  road 
i/idening of the  Dosso-
Gaya  roo.d 
At ak;.J o.me-Badou  road-
Hoclerniz::~.tion of  the 
Tsevi&-,i.talcpame  read 
(1st instalment)-· 
5)  TR.:\N3POTI'i'  AND  cg;~~lUNI_GA'l'IC~~§.  Ccpntd.) 
I  t;  ,  h~,.~.-·  1- mprovemen  ·  ana  o.sp_  .<.w.  ... ~ng  ','/estern 
and 
eastern· 
region 
0  f  a  section of abov:t 
113  km 
Wi~ening of the  ro~d 
from  3.50  ~·to 6  m 
Completion  of improvements 
o.nd  a.sph~lting 
.  -.1.  -
I 
-
1
1_  J.sph2lting  of  an  85 
.secU.0n of ro:::.d 
,_ 
I 
km-
Southern 
region 
Ple.teaux 
region 
Northern 
Togo 
. (300:·000 
inhabit.ants) 
'  - @i~f1\-
3120/Vl~/FED/7  0-E. 
ThBLE  18  (contd.  _3b)  --.  " 
13  233  000 
.  .  i 
The  EDF  has  alrend 
provided  financia~ 
aid  for the road  l 
(since  1962) 
I 
214  000 
i 
Further  financial J 
aid,  in addition  ~ 
the  1967  EDF  schcm 
to  take into accoJ 
.  I 
new  tochnicc.l  and j 
economic  circum-
stances 
1  134  OOOIContinuation  of  , 
work  done  under th! 
1st  and  2nd  EDFs 
since  196l~ 
3  302 OOOIContinuation of 
earlier EDF  schem~ 
Road  running  para~ 
to  a  rail~ay whic~ 
scheduled  to  disap 
I  I 
..__ _  ____:.~  _  _:__~~--~-J  !  l  .I 6)  RURAL  P~CDUCTION 
.  I  I 
I  CCUf
1'l.'RY  '1\/D  \  I  I  I 
1  RP'"'T  ,..,.;~, ..  TIO--·N·; -No  1  Trcr.:8  FRO::JUCT  !'  PUnPosE  I  PLACE  TIXHNIC)  .. L I 
1 ·,  C"C'JST  I 
~~~:.-· 
INVCLVSD  ---
t~i~'~1~~  . 
3120~II/FED/70-E' . 
T1~LE 18  (  c~nid.  4a) 
TOTAL  I 
-I 
f~  NOTES 
in u.a.  !.:~'-'"-~~---·,  - ~----I  ,-.  I 
!  I  :  ''------~----------~~--------~--------------
~--- I  •-
\  I 
in u. a. 
l  DU~UflDI  I  Exte~sion of tea- 5CU. h-:'  tca-pln~tations,  jTEZA 
1  211.vC1.29  IJ;rt..>wlng  ar:-as. around  jtra:nl.nJ?;.  settl.nc_up of  . 
CTA  (apnrox. 
20C  000- I 
328  OOO!Pnrtial  finan-
cing  ( 1/3) of 
total proJect  1  jTeza  (1st  1ns~almen~  soc1al  und  econom1c 
I  ·  !infrastructure  nnd  supp]y 
I  1'  Jof  equipment  and  producls  I  - - -
I  CONGO  .!Promotion  of tea  bea.  12  industrinl-sco.lc planta-
l'  (KINSHASA)  i~rowing in  Kivu  j  tions of  2CO  ha  each  and 
I  2"11 .. C04.31  I  I  300  ha of village plc.nta-
1  I  tions,  pl~s  mod~rnization 
~  - 1- of 2  t~a 1actor1es 
! 
I 
:I  z11.oo4.31 
'I 
I 
I 
!  IVORY  COAST 
!  215.0C6;,20. 
i  225.006.20 
! 
i 
I 
! 
.  -· 
kgricultural-pro~ 
motion in  Ub~nr,ui 
lvevelopment  of. 
!cotton production 
nlm  ~ion end  2  450  ~2 of cocva 
·a.lm  oiJ  ~\  3  100  ha  oiJ.-po.lrr.  plarita-
1'-~rnels · treas;  cocoa-packing plant 
ceo  a 
Cotton  Rationalization of cotton 
growing,  supply of indus-
~rial equi~mcnt for storage 
l''nd  processing of cotton 
I  I  . 
=  61;'5)  I 
KIVU  IPre.Th. 
(1  775  000 
=  40~6) 
UB:.N- ICTA  . 
GUI  (2  262000 
=  34~6) 
Central 'CTA 
and  (4  638  000 
north- ::  73~b> 
ern 
regions 
I  . 
4  L~05 000 
16 715- ooo I 
6  309· 000 
(of which 
1  671  000 
= loun on 
spc·cial 
terms) 
This project 
forms  part of 
a  regional 
aericui  turo.l 
progrc.mme' 
financed  from 
numerous 
external aid 
sources· 
Ditto 
i..  I  I  1 - ' 
I 
l 
DAHOMEY 
215.007.21 
l rvr  '· D ' G  t. SC ' P. 
1  ·;,;.~10:L:1 
I 
! 211.010.L~3 
i  215.010.43 
I 
HALI 
215.0J1.38 
214.011.39 
·.  6 )··.RURAL . PRODUCTION. ( c~ntd.) 
Aid  to production 
(5th instalment) 
Aid  to  procucticn 
(4th  nud 5th 
instalmonts) 
Oil palms 
Cotton 
Coconut-
palms 
Coffee 
Coffee 
Pepper 
Rice 
Cotton 
~~a research stationiTea 
in the fut1ts  Plateaux 
nrc  a 
Dcvc  lopr:1en:t  of 
tobacc:J  grouing  in 
the:  U::_Jpor  j;iger 
Valley 
Tobacco 
'-,._ 
I  Supervisors  and  advi~  · 
I 
sory  service;  distri-
bution of fertilizers,  · 
insccticideo  and  selected 
seeds,  construction of 
I 
sheds,  improvement  of 
tracks 
Structural  iT.provcme~t 
ExpGrimental station near 
Fiannrantsoa for  research 
into  conditionG  and 
methods  of  crowing tea 
and  industrial utilization 
l~rogressivc pianting of 
1300-hc of  tobacco  !or 
fdd  to  prod11ction 
(5th instnlm0ntJ  .. 
l
·culti~~tion by  peasants; 
provision of supervisors  I  and  supply of  equipment 
Cotton  !Structural improvement 
.Groundnuts 
1i~n~'  --'---------· 
I 
Various 
Various 
Hauts  jcTA 
Flateaur. '1(93  000 
·  nrea  = 2496) 
·upper 
Niger 
Valley 
TA  · 
( 179  000 
=  33%) 
I  Various 
I 
7""\')-- "•"TT;,{,  ....... ,.f.,./r"':·o  'C," 
.;..~  , .c' 11  '.J  .....  !.£,~.~·~'3.:.. ··~  I  ....... , 
l~'~r-:';~;_;_; 
TABL.8  18~ontd.  l~t) 
941  000 
8  106  000 
385 ooo 
537  000 
1  l:-45  "oco . 
Research programm 
aimed at the  scttj 
up  of industrial 
and  vi.llagc  pla.nt 
tiona.  This  is-t 
continuation of a 
earlier FED  schcm 
The  tobacco  pro-
duced  will  go  to 
the -cigarette 
fac~ory nearby I Ht  .. tJRI':'ANIA 
1 215.012.17 
I 
j 
I  NIGER 
!  215.013-30 
f 
I 
I 
I 
!  RNANDA 
I
.  2 11 • 0 14 • 40 
215.014.40 
I 
I  SE?!:CGAL 
I 
I 215.0·15.25 
·6)  RUR.~L r:IWDUCTICN  (contd.) 
I Rice  1
1
1 
Co~structi:;:f 
r·- ~--- --·~ 
CTA  l  271  000  I  10  small rice 
pla..11tations 
Rice-crowi113 
iul~:.~ov:cmcnt 
schemes  in the 
Niger  Valley 
1  gation network, 
1  jsite equipment, 
I  .tion of 350  ha 
I  I 
an  i:::-ri-
bu:i.lding 
prepara-. 
Loner 
Senegal 
Valley 
(17  ooc 
inhabi-
ta.nts) 
~.  I  I  .·. t.  1  '  .LtJ..Ce  I  rr~ga  · J_on  sc 1eme  ana  I 
1  Karma 
I 
fish traps  to  prevent 
!
rice-eating fish  from 
\entering  the  rice fields 
I 
' 
·basin and 
the  Zinder 
canton 
( approx. 
12  000 
inhabi-
tants) 
Introduction  I 
of tea growing j 
in village-are, 
Tea  500  ha of  tea planta- ICyangugu 
tions,  technical assist- prefect-
ance,  infrastructure  for  ure 
transporting the  harve&~ 
Improvement  of 
.millet 
supply of materials 
MilletlAgricultural research 
prccramme  to ·obtain  more 
pr~d~ctivc  va~iities 
of millet 
(81 coo 
==  30~) 
292  000 
CTA  I  992  000 
(369  000 
=  37%) 
CTA  I 1  205  000 
(410  abo 
=  34%) 
1215.015.26  j  Development  of 
·I  groundnu  t  pro-
Grourrl-
nuts 
Planting of  an  extra 
7  300  ha·  su,ervisors~ 
technical  advicory 
service,  supply of 
sine-
Saloum 
CTA 
(291  000 
:::  269~) 
1  134  000 
1  duction  for  ·  i. 
tion  ·  . 
3 ·i L: ~·i·?f/~{~~t~:·,  :I·.i~~~· .•  ~ (~  t 
TA:SL~  ~~  (contd~  5a) 
A~ricultural co-operativJ 
planned 
Co"ntinuation of a  projec· 
started by  Senegal· and 
ORSTOM  which,  if succes-
ful,  will benefit  the 
neighbouring  savanna 
states 
Extension  of current 
Senegftlese-fin_anced 
progran;r:'ie 
0 
'
.,direct  consump  · 
I  I  I  ~  _  ___.:·-----~-· -----
materials  and 
equipment 
region 
(123  000 
inhabi-
tants) .,  __ ;~ 
~------~----------- 1 
I 215.015.28 
! 
I  ,  . 
I  I  I  21.5 • 0 15. 29 I 
I 
I 
! 
i 
I 
I 
1 215 •  o  15 • 30 l 
SCHALIA 
215.016.28 
Aid  to  prod'.lctio 
(5th instalment) 
Development  of 
rice  grov1ing 
Development  of 
cotton  grov1ing 
Fh.nt propa:atio 
station, .trainin 
of personnel  f'or 
a:gricul  ture  a..YJ.d· 
livestock-~~arln 
I 
tl 
Cl 
r? 
::> 
g 
',,,.:/' 
6)  RURAL  PRODlJG'l_'ION  (contd.) 
Ground- \Price support.  St~uc-
nuts  tural improvement 
Rice  Introduction of  up-·  cntinenta 
· la!ld  rice  for culti- Ct'-sam::mce 
vation  by  peasants, 
'and  advisory  service; 
development  of irri-
cated rice production 
by  small-scale irri-
gation  t=:ystems 
Cotton  Planting of  a  further  Upper 
5  700  ha  asama.nce, 
Eastern 
Senegal, 
Sine-
Salouin 
Grape- Froduction  and distri- ·  Genale 
fruit- bution o:  about  35  000 
select0d  &eedlinF,s  in 
o·rder  to  plant ~·a 
further  1  500  ha 
312TIJVIII/FED/70-E 
~  .  ~' 
!£!BLE  18  (contd.  5b 
7  C41  OCO 
CTA  1  732  000 
(812  000 
= 47%) 
CTA  770  000  Further to earlier 
( 105  000  EDF  schemes  (1965 
= 11~)6)  and  1967.) 
CTA  527  000  Includes training· · 
and  B:,.Gt:. TA  after completion 
( 120  OC:O  of the_  project 
I 
=·  2)1~) 
_, 
.-
' 
--~-·--·--· '%~  ·,~ 
6)  RURAL  PROI:TJCTION  (contd.) 
3120/VIlf/F·Eb/70-'E 
TABLE  18  (coritd···  6) 
~-:-CHAD -- Aid  to  production  Cotton  Price  support  I  I  466  ooc~ 
i 214.017.  I-tO  (5th instalment)  I 
!  211.01?.41  Improvement  of  Cotton I  Treatment  of 60  000  ha of  / 
j  ·  cotton production  I  cotton,  financing  of  41%  of  I 
!  (1970/71  cro:p  1  SU:;:'ply  of fertilizers  and  I 
.
1
1  year)  I  ~nccct~cid0s,  seed dis:  1 
· ~nfect~ou,  storage  fac~-
1  lities,  purchase  of 
j  -1  I vehicles 
j  TOGO 
I  212.318.14 
I  '  .  i 215.018.17 
I 
I 
Agricultural 
dc::velopmont 
programme 
Planting of 
3  000  ha of 
selected palm 
trees 
Food-
crops 
Live-
stock 
Palm. 
oil 
Palm-
kernel 
oil 
Development  programme  I Central 
I  .. covering 37  540  sq.  km:  I  and 
including  tec~nical assist- Plat(.;aux 
ance,  livestock health  I  regions 
facili  ti~s,  a.pplied  agri- (6CO  COO 
cultural  resee~rch,  iuprove-1  inhabi-
ments  in communications  ·  !  tants) 
1  5CO  ha of village plan- I  Southern 
tations  and ·1  500  ha  of  rogio'n 
industriul plantations. 
Financing  o£  supervisors 
until ·i973 
CTA  and 
Fre.TA 
(414  000 
=  54%) 
Pre.TA 
(81  000 
:::  L~%) 
906  0001  Provision of super-
visors will be  fi-
nanced  by French  bj 
lateral aid.  Exten~ 
of aid  granted  sine 
1965 
760  00~ This  is one  of the 
' regional  programrileE 
ma~ing up  the  Togo 
de~elopment plan 
2  160 ooq  In part the  scheme 
supplements- a  1st 
EDF  project;  are-
inveotment  fund is 
to be  set up 
L- - I  I  I 